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Tough valve 
bodies don’t 
scare us...

Visit www.sonnax.com for details. • 800-843-2600 • 802-463-9722 

Sonnax is an Employee-Owned Company

Find a wide range of quality transmission parts  
and remanufactured valve bodies at www.sonnax.com.

When you need to tackle tough transmission jobs, 
Sonnax has your back like no one else.

Sonnax transmission products are the NUMBER ONE CHOICE of large transmission 
remanufacturers, quality valve body rebuilders and veteran independent specialists 
around the world. Whether you want to save time and money with a fully remanufactured 
valve body or rebuild it yourself, Sonnax has you covered.
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I’d like to welcome everyone who made it 
to ATRA’s Expo 2016. This is our first time at the Paris 
Hotel and Casino, on the beautiful Vegas Strip. Its prime location offers 

easy access to everything on the Strip. 
This is an exciting year at Expo, with a number of all-new, first-time events:
This year introduces our very first Transmissions 101 program. What is Transmissions 

101? It’s a new tech program, designed exclusively for instructors, students, and technicians 
who are new to the industry.

Anyone who follows the ATRA What’s Working program and Fixit forums knows how 
hard it’s become to find new, qualified technicians. It used to be you could lure them away 
from your competitors, find kids that grew up around farm equipment, or, if you were lucky, 
take your pick as they graduated from nearby vocational schools. There aren’t a lot of those 
people around anymore.

I had the opportunity to speak with GEARS Managing Editor Rodger Bland about the 
Transmissions 101 program; I could see how excited he was. Here’s how he explained it: “Transmissions 101 is the 
perfect way to help ‘grow your own’ for the future.”

But that’s not all: You can help influence the future of the transmission industry by attending the Education to 
Industry Summit, where you can offer your thoughts or ideas to automotive instructors who are doing their part to 
develop the educational path for tomorrow’s techs. When it comes to shaping your future, ATRA’s got you covered. For 
more, check your Expo brochure.

ATRA Powertrain Expo golf program kicks off at eight o’clock Thursday morning, and will end in plenty of time 
for you to get back to the Paris for the kickoff seminars. The event is sponsored by Slauson Transmission Parts, and 
will be held at the Angel’s Park Mountain Course.

The Transtar Cocktail Reception will be out at the pool under the Eiffel Tower. Transtar goes all out to make this 
an exceptional event, where you can rub elbows with like-minded folks from every corner of the globe. There’s no 
charge and everyone attending Expo is welcome.

This year’s trade show will have ATRA and ReMaTec in the same exhibit hall. There will be almost 150 vendors 
under the same roof, filling up 85,000 square feet of exhibit area.

The popular ATRA Luncheon, which kicks off the trade show on Friday afternoon, is once again sponsored by 
Raybestos and features Jeff Havens as the keynote speaker. His theme? Us vs Them: a hilarious presentation about the 
industry’s generational gap.

The ATRA Chapter President’s meeting takes place on Friday morning and the ATRA Long-Timers will meet on 
Saturday afternoon. ATRA has chapters all over the United States; these chapters are the foundation of ATRA.

Of course, you won’t want to miss the ATRA Member Meeting on Friday morning. This meeting is open to 
everyone attending Expo; not just ATRA Members. This is where you’ll get to hear from other ATRA Members, meet 
the ATRA staff and Board of Directors, and make your voice heard regarding a variety of situations you’re facing. 
I urge you to attend.

This is your industry, and ATRA is the only association dedicated exclusively to transmission repair. Expo is the 
one place where you can share your views and make a real difference in the direction this industry is heading. It’s an 
opportunity you won’t want to miss.

Once again, welcome to Expo: I’m looking forward to getting to know you and hearing what you have to say.

Jim Rodd

ATRA Board President  

by Jim Rodd
ATRA Board President

members.atra.com

FROM THE PRESIDENT
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800-940-0197
www.wittrans.com

Automatic Transmission 
Parts

Hard Parts
• OE Manufacturer, Aftermarket New,

Remanufactured, & Used
• Drums
• Shafts
• Pumps
• Planets
• Valve Bodies
• Complete Line of  Miscellaneous parts

Torque Converters
• Complete line of  CVC Remanufactured

Converters

Soft Parts
• Master Kits
• Banner Kits (Less Steels)
• Overhaul Kits
• Paper/Rubber Kits
• Filters & Kits
• Frictions
• Steels
• Bushings
• CVT Belts
• Washers
• Bearings
• Gaskets
• Bands
• Flex Plates & Flywheels
• Coolers
• TeckPak Conversion Kits
• Superior Shift Correction Packages
• Transgo Reprogramming Kits
• Transgo Shift Kits

Standard Transmission Parts
• Rebuild Kits
• Bearing Kits with Syncro Rings
• Gasket Sets
• Forks & Sliders
• Gears & Shafts

Rebuilt Transmissions
• Transfer Cases
• Standards & Automatics

Clutch Parts
• LUK
• Forks
• Pilot Bushings & Bearings
• Clutch Alignment Tools

Transfer Case Parts
• Gasket & Seals Kits
• Overhaul Kits
• Chains & Sprockets

Shop Supplies & Tools
• Additives
• Assembly Lubricants
• Builders Benches
• Lifts
• Parts Washer Soap
• Rough Service Light Bulbs
• R.T.V. Black, Blue, Clear
• Technical Manuals
• Tools & Equipment
• Threadlock & Thread Repair

Electrical
• Solenoids, Sensors, & Switches
• Electrical Components

For quicker access & more info, including 
our Tranny Guide™, ask for our CD 

Catalog.  With clickable links to take you 
from index, to complete photo layout, to 

individual part descriptions instantly!

Version 5.0
Digital Catalog
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THE WORD ON THE STREET

by Mike Souza
members.atra.com
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While working on later model 
Nissan vehicles equipped 
with the RE0F10D CVT 

(figure 1), you’ll notice they’re using 
a much heavier push belt compared 
to the earlier model RE0F10A CVT 
(figure 2). The late model RE0F10E/
H/J CVTs now use a chain instead of 
a push belt. Everything still works the 
same; they just use a heavier chain to 
handle the torque from larger engines 
with more horsepower.

When you remove the pulleys with 
the rear cover — which is standard 
procedure on most CVTs — you’ll 
notice the RE0F10E chain assembly 
looks very familiar (figure 3). It also 
has two plastic chain guides, which 
are similar to the ones in the Subaru 
Lineartronic CVTs.

The best part of removing a chain 
from the pulleys instead of a push 
belt is there’s no need for nylon tie 
wraps (or zip ties). These nylon tie 
wraps prevent the push belt — made 
of hundreds of plates held together 
with steel bands — from coming apart 
(figure 4). 

The construction of the chain 
eliminates this requirement, making 
it easier to work on. If you’ve ever 
had a push belt fall apart on the bench 
because you didn’t wrap it with at least 
two nylon ties, you’ll understand.

A closer look reveals two chain 
guide pins, similar to the Lineartronic, 
but now it has lubricating holes 
designed to spray oil onto the chain. 
The open end of these tubes fit 
onto two steel tubes inside the case 
(figure 5). Figure 2

Figure 1
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There are two flat notches on the tubes that 
align with two notches on the steel tubes. These 
notches preventing the tubes from rotating 
(figure 6), which keeps the lube holes aligned to 
spray oil onto the chain.

Figure 6

Figure 3 Figure 4

Figure 5
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Figure 8

Figure 7

Something New Just Got Easier
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The procedure for removing the chain from the pulleys is the 
same as for removing a belt. You can remove the chain with the 
pulleys out of the rear cover or leaving them in and using the cover as 
a support. If you’re leaving the pulleys in with the transmission on the 
bench, you’ll have to prop the case up because of the height difference. 

You can use a two-jaw gear puller to compress the spring on the 
secondary pulley. Similar two-jaw pullers are available on the internet 
for around $200-300, such as this TJ-1 Posi-Lock #11054 (11054 is the 
jaw length; figure 7). 

A three-jaw puller is available 
for a few dollars more, but the 
third jaw won’t fit in tight areas 
on some CVTs. The two-jaw 
puller works well on almost 
all CVTs, except the Subaru 
Lineartronic Gen II. That CVT 
requires a special tool because 
of the secondary pulley design. 
(For more, check out the ATRA 
Lineartronic Gen I and II 
comparison webinar or the article 
in GEARS June 2016 issue).

To use the gear puller, set 
the edge of the two jaws on the 
edge of the upper secondary 
pulley to compress the spring. 
The jaw’s edge won’t damage 
the pulley sheath. Now you can 
easily remove the chain from the 
primary pulley. Use the same 
procedure to reinstall the chain. 

Once the chain or belt is back 
onto the pulleys, you’ll need to 
add a couple nylon ties around 
the entire chain or belt before 
removing the puller. They’ll keep 
the upper pulley from moving 
too far down, leaving some slack 
in the chain/belt for aligning 
the pulleys during installation 
(figure 8).

The jaw’s edge won’t 

damage the pulley sheath. 

Now you can easily 

remove the chain from 

the primary pulley.
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Automatic Transmission Repair Kits
Toledo Trans-Kit®, (TTK) manufactured and engineered by Seal 
Aftermarket Products, offers simplified diagrams and technical 
information sheets to enhance the functionality of each kit. 

TTK kits are recognized among the highest quality and most 
comprehensive kits available to transmission professionals. Premium 
Automatic Transmission Repair Kits “Designed by rebuilders, for 
rebuilders”.

TTK FEATURES & BENEFITS:
• Engineered utilizing best-in-class materials 
• Meets or exceeds OEM specifications
• Offers more critical components, O.E. components, premium  

seals and gaskets, design enhancements, patented  components,  
plus all the little extras you won’t find elsewhere.

TTK Master, Super and Banner Box Kits

TTK Overhaul Kits

TTK MAXX High Performance/HD Kits

Introducing TTK Maxx®— whether you have a high 
performance street racer, diesel performance, heavy duty 
or RV, TTK Maxx has the kit for you. 
Below are a few examples of the types of advantages you find in 
many of our TTK Maxx (High Performance/HD) overhaul kits:
 
TTK MAXX FEATURES & BENEFITS:
• Check ball changed from metal to plastic to reduce wear
• Rings upgraded to optimize performance (based on application) 

PTFE, Metal, Viton®
• Upgraded rubber compounds to improve sealing properties
• Additional components like; cup plug(s) and poppet valve(s)

NEW!

Often copied... 
never duplicated!

Seal Aftermarket Products
2315 SW 32 Avenue
Pembroke Park, FL 33023 U.S.A.
Toll Free (800) 582-2760
Telephone (954) 364-2400
email: customerservice@sealsap.com
www.sealsap.com

2013 SFMA & MAF Manufacturer of the Year recipient.

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Seal Aftermarket Products (SAP)  reserves the right to make 
changes to, or discontinue any product or service identified in this publication 
without notice. All shipments are FCA Pembroke Park, FL. Price and availability 
subject to change. Possession of price list does not constitute an offer to sell. 
©2016 Seal Aftermarket Products. All rights reserved.

Who’s Designing Your Kits? 

SAP_Kitss.indd   1 7/25/2016   12:03:52 PM
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Figure 10

Figure 11

Figure 12

Something New Just Got Easier
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Normally, the next step for reas-
sembly would be to install the pulleys 
and chain back into the rear cover. 
Once installed with the retainer bolts 
through the cover, you’d cut the nylon 
ties off. That would keep the chain or 
belt stretched tight.

Not so on this unit: On this chain 
assembly, there’s nothing holding the 
two aluminum tubes in place; they just 
sit on the plastic guides (figure 10). 
There are two extended tabs on the 
rear cover to hold the tubes in place 
(figure 11), so the pulley and chain 
assembly has to go into the case first; 
not into the rear cover. Then you can 
set the two aluminum tubes onto the 
plastic chain guides, one at a time, 
before installing the cover (figure 12). 

There are two extended tabs 
on the rear cover 

to hold the tubes in place.
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Figure 13

Figure 14

Something New Just Got Easier
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Make sure you have 
the two flat areas of the 
tubes facing inward, so the 
tubes are aligned correctly 
(figure 13). Now you can 
install the cover onto the 
pulleys, using a couple bolts 
with the heads removed for 
alignment pins (figure 14).

That’s it; you’re done! 
And you’ll find this same 
procedure much easier on all 
Nissan CVTs… even those 
with a push belt. Every day 
should be a new learning 
experience; otherwise it just 
wouldn’t be worth getting out 
of bed. 

We’ll be covering this 
information on Nissan CVTs 
and much more at the ATRA 
Powertrain Expo on October 
27 – 30th in Las Vegas at the 
Paris Hotel. See you there!
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14 Todd Court Extension, Yaphank, NY 11980     
(631) 567-2000 • Fax (631) 567-2640 
Toll Free: 800-872-6649   
E-mail: sales@transmissionkits.com
www.transmissionkits.com

Bigger isn’t necessarily better. 
Especially in the transmission kit business.

Each kit comes with all parts sub-packaged 
for your convenience, along with additional 
components you may need, to ensure the job 
gets done fast.

It’s nice to be a big kahuna, but sometimes being smaller, focused 
and agile is more effective.

At Precision International we understand that.  That’s why for forty 
years we’ve focused solely on producing the best, most complete 
rebuilding kits for all applications.  Not just the “volume numbers.”

For service, tech support, kit inventory and availability for the new-
est models, to the hard to find oldies, Precision International is the 
source rebuilders depend on worldwide. 

That’s why we’ve become GM’s largest transmission kit supplier 
and recently were awarded the GM Vendor of the Year Award for 
the second year in a row.

So the next time a car is taking up your bay 
and you need top-quality transmission kits 
fast, ask for a Precision International kit and 
avoid a costly wipeout.  

Call us anytime for help, even when the surf’s 
up at 1-800-872-6649.
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If you work on Subarus and like to 
save money, this article is for you. 
We have a very simple solution to 

a very expensive problem.
Lately it seems as though you 

can’t buy anything separate, such as 
when you need a single solenoid but 
have to buy an entire valve body, 
because the solenoid isn’t available 
separately.

The Subaru CVT Gen 1 has been 
on the road for over six years now. It’s 
starting to show up at shops and the 
ATRA HotLine is getting more calls 
about it. One of the more common 
problem areas has to do with lockup 
operation.

The problem goes like this: The 
car comes in with code P2769 (lockup 
on/off solenoid circuit low) or P2770 
(lockup on/off solenoid circuit high). 
There’s no solenoid available to repair 
this problem. The factory repair 
requires you to buy the whole valve 
body for around $900.

This repair is strictly for 
the lockup on/off solenoid; 
don’t confuse that with the 
lockup duty cycle solenoid.

First a little info about the 
lockup on/off solenoid: It’s a 
normally open solenoid, which 
means it vents when it’s de-
energized. The solenoid should 
have about 16 ohms resistance 
and has one wire for power; it 
grounds through the valve body.

Use an ammeter to test the 
circuit and wiring. Using Ohm’s 
Law (V ÷ R = I) with a system 
voltage of 12.5 volts ÷ 16 ohms, 
the circuit should draw about 
0.8 amps. 

The 2010 Subaru 2.5L 
Outback TCM is under the 
dash; not the easiest place to 
reach. Use the wiring diagram 
(figure 1) to find connector T4 
between the TCM and 
transmission. This is the gray, 

TALES FROM THE BENCH

by Jarad Warren
members.atra.com

B11

B54

26
 

2
2

TCM

LOCK-UP
DUTY
SOLENOID

CONTROL VALVE BODY 

T4

T11

Figure 1
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Transtar’s high-performance cleaning products are safe on hands and tough on dirt, grease, and grime. 
Created using a new pH Neutral technology that puts a barrier between the dirt and the surface, these products 

can clean the dirtiest area in your shop without harming hands or automotive parts and machinery. 

• Safe for Many 
 Automotive Parts
• Non-Hazardous

• pH Neutral
• VOC Compliant

• Industrial Strength
• Safe on Hands

Contact your sales rep 
or call 855 TRANSTAR 

TRANSTAR1.COM
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Simple Solution Equals Big Savings: Subaru CVT Gen 1

main connector on top of the transmission, 
and it’s a lot easier place to perform some 
basic checks. 

Disconnect the connector, and 
connect your ammeter between pin 2 and 
the positive battery terminal to check the 
current draw from the lockup on/off 
solenoid. It should draw about 0.8 amps. 
Keep the solenoid loaded for a little while. 
The problem usually shows up when the 
solenoid gets hot the current starts 
climbing fast.

If the current remains within specs, 
you may have a problem elsewhere in the 
circuit, between the connector and the 
TCM. In that case, you’ll have to bite the 
bullet and access the TCM.

If the solenoid is overdrawing the 
circuit, now you have another problem: 
There are no individual solenoids 
available for this transmission. It’s buy 
the whole valve body or nothing. 

Until now: If the lockup on/off 
solenoid is bad, order a JF506E shift 
solenoid B from your local vender. The 
JF506E shift solenoid B is very similar to 
the lockup on/off solenoid. It bolts right 
into place, but there are few minor 
difficulties you’ll have to overcome.

To begin with, the connectors and 
their rotations are different (figure 2). No 
problem here: Get a used JF506 internal 
harness so you can rob one of its 
connecters. Cut and splice the JF506 
connectors onto the harness. The rotation 
of the connector is a little different, but 
there’s plenty room for it.

The second issue is the solenoid 
snouts are different sizes (figure 3): The 
JF506E solenoid snout is smaller, so you’ll 
need to make a sleeve. Use the chart for 
the sleeve sizes (figure 4).

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4
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Simple Solution Equals Big Savings: Subaru CVT Gen 1

Finally, you’ll have to cut two slots 
into the sleeve so the oil can pass 
through when the solenoid is off 
(figure 5).

We went to Universal Machine 
Shop, Inc, in Portland, Oregon, a 
machine shop that specializes in 
automatic transmissions. They made 
this sleeve quickly and cheaply. It’s a 
simple sleeve that any machine shop 
should be able to build. Or, if you have 
a lathe, you can make it yourself.

You can make these sleeves out of 
plastic or steel. Plastic will work fine, 
as long as it’s a type that can withstand 
the heat and oil environment.

Install the sleeve into the valve 
body: Make sure it’s a snug fit and the 
oil slots line up so they don’t block the 
oil from venting. Bolt the solenoid in 
(figure 6) and install the valve body. 
There you have it: The solenoid is 
replaced and you just saved your 
customer a lot of money.

This repair has been confirmed a 
few times with very good results.

Special thanks to Tony Potamitis 
from AA Automatic in Canton, 
Connecticut, for sharing this great fix.

Figure 5

Figure 6

This repair 
has been 

confirmed a 
few times 
with very 

good results.
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by Steve Bodofsky
members.atra.com

WIT Sales Conference Opryland

When WIT opened its doors 
back in 1999, it had one 
underlying goal: to serve 

the transmission repair industry… 
whatever it takes. That goal was so per-
vasive throughout their business model 
that they chose it as their name: WIT — 
Whatever It Takes.

WIT’s business model is unique 
in our industry. Everyone who works 
there — from the president to the 
drivers who deliver parts to your door 
— is an owner in the company. That 
creates a very special attitude when it 
comes to customer service. 

Kelly Hammock, VP of branch 

operations, explains it like this: “When 
you call WIT, you’ll never have anyone 
tell you ‘It’s not my job.’” Serving the 
industry is everyone’s job at WIT, and 
it’s a job they take seriously.

But ours is a changing industry. 
The business environment you face 
today is nothing like it was back at the 

WIT: Serving Your 
Industry… Today, and 
in the Years Ahead

20   GEARS   October/November  2016
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turn of the century… or, for that matter, 
just a couple years ago. So WIT’s 
approach to serving the industry has 
had to change with it.

That’s why a big part of their 
business model involves monitoring 
trends in the transmission repair 
industry. By analyzing those trends, 
WIT is able to predict how the industry 
will look a few years from now, allowing 
them to prepare for those changes long 
before they reach your door.

Let’s look at some of the ways WIT 
has adjusted its operating strategies 
to address this changing environment, 
to serve you today… and in the years 
ahead.

Rapid Delivery and 
Expanded Inventory

One of the most obvious changes 
to the transmission repair business 
involves parts. Most of us can 
remember when transmission parts 
were part of your shop’s inventory. It 
was a rare situation when you had to 
order anything for a transmission after 
it was on your bench.

Today, not so much. The immense 
variety of transmissions that most 
shops work on regularly has virtually 
eliminated the value of maintaining an 
inventory. Which means you have to 
order everything you need. And, when 
you order those parts, you need them to 
reach your shop quickly.

Fast delivery has been a hallmark 
of the WIT business model from the 
beginning. Their drop-box deliveries 
have become the stuff of legends, and 
they’re regularly opening new locations 
and increasing their inventory, to make 
sure most shops can have their orders 
the next day… or even sooner.

“It wasn’t long ago where even 
the smaller shops kept an inventory,” 
explains Production Manager Chris 
Combs. “That isn’t the case any more. 
One of the ways we’re addressing 
this need is to improve every branch 
of our in-house coverage, so that our 
customers don’t have to wait until the 
next day to get their parts.

“We have some areas where we 
can deliver parts four and five times 
a day,” says Rodney Peters, VP of 
sales. “And we’ve had situations where 
we’ve driven over two hours to help get 
one of our customers out of a jam. It’s 
about getting them the right parts at the 
right time.”

Another way WIT is addressing the 
need for quick delivery is by expanding 
into new regions. In September, WIT 
opened a new store in Houston, Texas.

“When we move into a new 
market, what seems to impress people 
the most is that we offer them someone 
to call and talk to, and to provide them 
with exceptional service,” says Rodney. 
“You’d think it’d be more complicated 
than that, but it isn’t.

“One of the difficulties with 
opening new locations is finding 
qualified people and getting them 
trained properly. They need to know 
the industry; they need to know parts.

“This is and important part of our 
business model. When someone calls 
and asks for a valve body for a 4L60E 
— or maybe they need a filter or a 
band — talking to someone who can 
relate and tell them what they need is 
critical.”

How does a new WIT store help 
you? It puts that inventory closer to 
your shop. The shops in the Houston 
area now receive multiple deliveries 
daily. Shops that are a little further out 
still receive at least one delivery every 
day. 

That makes it easier for them to 
operate, without tying up money in 
inventory. 

And, while the Houston store is 
looking like a terrific success, the folks 
at WIT aren’t sitting back on their 
laurels. They’re already scouting other 
regions for new stores; if you don’t 
have a WIT store nearby yet, don’t 
be surprised to discover that they’re 
evaluating sites near you.

New and Used 
Hard Parts

Think back: It wasn’t all that long 
ago that you probably had a few dozen 
cores out back. You needed a drum or 

WIT at the ATRA Powertrain EXPO Las Vegas
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Kits Crew L to R, Top: Marjorie Easterly, Janice Freeman, Tommy Wilson, Bonnie Glass,
L to R, Bottom: Kayla Gossling, Shannon Spears, Mary Holderman, Mindy GirtleyKenny Hester

planetary, you pulled a core apart, took 
what you needed, and put everything 
else on a shelf for later.

Once again, the huge variety of 
transmission types has eliminated a 
practice that was once universal. Today, 
you could have a couple hundred cores 
and not have one with the parts you 
need. And buying those parts from the 
dealer could easily push your customer 
over the edge, from a cost perspective.

“We’ve actually handled hard parts 
for as long as we’ve been in business,” 
says Chris. “When you talk about hard 
parts, there are a lot of places that offer 
the major components: pumps, drums, 
planets, and valve bodies. 

“But it makes no difference 
whether you need a major component 
or a snap ring or bearing; either one 
can keep you from finishing a rebuild. 
So we try to provide access to a wider 
range of hard parts; some new, some 
rebuilt, some used.

“Something as simple as a set of 
used pan bolts or a bearing — whatever 
you need to get the transmission 
back together, we service it for our 
customers.

“Anyone can offer the big parts, 
but the parts that keep someone 
from putting a unit together are just 
as important. It’s not particularly 
profitable, but it’s what our customers 
need.” 

The need for quality hard parts 
has become critical over the last few 
years, so about a year ago, WIT’s 
management team decided to revamp 
its production department, to expand 

its production volume and inventory of 
hard parts.

“We’ve added several new pieces 
of equipment, increased our drum 
lines, and almost doubled our inventory 
capacity,” says Chris. “We’ve set up a 
welding and remanufacturing center for 
planets, and even dedicated machinery 
to handle nothing but cases.

“We’re constantly looking at ways 
to provide a better product, while 
remaining as efficient as possible for us 
and our customers.”

In-House Valve 
Body Diagnosis 
and Repair

One of the most problematic areas 
in today’s transmissions is the valve 
body. Many have dozens of valves, 
creating literally hundreds of places 
for leaks to occur. And, too often, parts 
aren’t available; your only choice is to 
replace the entire valve body. That can 
create a hard sell to a customer who’s 
already been pushed to his financial 
breaking point.

This is why WIT offers rebuilt 
valve bodies: To take those problems 
off your plate and provide a reliable, 
cost-effective solution.

“There are so many variations out 
there that no one shop can afford to buy 
the tooling to repair every valve body 
they’re likely to see,” says Chris. “You 
could find yourself spending $900 or 
more for the tools to repair a valve 
body you might see once a year. It 
doesn’t make good sense for them.”

“All of our valve bodies are 
completely disassembled, washed, and 
cleaned,” explains Howard Fox, WIT’s 
valve body production manager. “All 
the valves are picked and stroked to 
make sure they aren’t sticking, and we 
vacuum test the valve body to look for 
any signs of a leak.

“All of the solenoids are tested and 
any that are out of specs get replaced. 
Then the valve body goes onto one of 
our test benches, where they’re tested 
under pressure, for leaks and proper 
operation.

“And now we’re expanding our 
valve body operation, from 1500 
square-feet to nearly 5000 square-
feet, for additional production and 
maintaining inventory.”

“Most shops don’t have the 
equipment to test a valve body,” 
explains WIT President Kenny Hester. 
That’s why WIT has begun to offer its 
customers a valve body testing service. 
“For a small fee, we let our customers 
send us their valve body and we’ll test 
it for them,” says Rodney. “In some 
cases, the problem isn’t the valve body 
at all.”

“If the valve body does have a 
problem, we’ll offer to repair theirs or 
sell them a new one,” explains Howard.  
“In that case, we’ll wave the testing 
fee.”

“In a lot of cases it’s a lifesaver for 
them,” says Rodney. “It saves them a 
lot of time and money, and they don’t 
have to experiment with parts that may 
not be bad.”
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Rebuilt Transmissions 
Standard and 
Automatic

For a lot of transmission shops, 
the thought that their parts supplier 
is getting involved with remans is 
upsetting. But remans have their place 
in the industry, even for a traditional, 
custom-rebuild shop. 

Part of that is because it’s becoming 
harder to find qualified rebuilders, and 
the ones who are out there are getting 
up in years. So, when your rebuilder 
retires, it could take a long time to find 
someone to take his place. Even vacation 
time can put you out of business for a 
few weeks, unless you have a source to 
buy rebuilt transmissions.

And let’s not forget that it’s getting 
harder and harder to be an expert on 
every transmission that comes your 
way; there are just too many different 
units on the road. Having a reliable 
source for remans means you have 
a fallback when your rebuilder isn’t 
familiar with the transmission that just 
showed up at your shop. All good 
reasons to reconsider using remans.

Many of the transmissions WIT 
offers are rebuilt in house; a few are 
rebuilt for WIT. All of them are dyno 
tested before they’re sold. 

It’s important to remember that, 
while WIT does offer rebuilt automatic 
and standard transmissions, they don’t 
market them to the general public. 
Reman transmissions are a service that 
WIT offers its regular customers. So 
with WIT, chances are you’ll never find 
yourself competing with your supplier.

In fact, if a consumer came to 
WIT and asked for a transmission, 
there’s a good chance he’d be 
referred to a local shop, where the 
transmission can be diagnosed and 
repaired properly.

“We don’t want someone 
off the street who knows nothing 
about transmissions to install one 
of our rebuilds,” explains Chris. 
“That’s just asking for trouble. 
The technicians at the transmission 
shops have the knowledge to do 
the job correctly.

“That guy off the street? There’s 
no telling what kind of mistakes he’s 
going to make. And that’ll reflect 
badly on us, even if there’s nothing 
wrong with our transmission.”

Sharing the 
Knowledge

One of the most valuable features 
of being in contact with so many shops 
is the knowledge that WIT can accrue 
and share with its customers. This 
knowledge is often collected simply 
by keeping track of the parts that other 
shops order for specific units.

“Transmissions are getting more 
complex every day,” says Kenny. “So, 
for us to provide the best service, we 
have to learn as much as possible about 
the latest units, to be able to provide 
that information to our customers.

“Information is a critical part of 
this business. Today’s technicians have 
a tough job, trying to keep up with the 
changes taking place. There’s a huge 
need for information… for us and for 
them. Our success depends on each 
of us sharing as much information as 
possible.”

“Every day we focus on educating 
our team on the latest parts information 
and availability,” says Rodney. “There 
are a lot of things we’re doing behind 
the scenes to try to be there for our 
customers. We’re not just here to sell a 
part; we’re here to build relationships 
with our customers.”

“We listen to what our customers 
have to say,” says Kenny. “If several 
customers tell us there’s an update on 
a unit, and if you don’t do the update 
the unit’s going to come back on you, 
we’ll add that information to the system 
so our sales people have it at their 
fingertips when someone calls about 
that unit.”

“There’s no substitute for 
experience,” agrees Chris. “When we 
learn about issues with a particular 
unit, we’ll make notes in our computer 
database, to enable our sales people to 
ask the right questions and help lead 
them down the right path. That way the 
technician has a better shot at success 
on the first go-round with that unit.

“It’s a never-ending process; 
there’s always something we’re trying 
to add to the database to get the best 
information to our customers.”

At WIT, research doesn’t end 
with reading bulletins or talking to 
shops. “We’ll often buy a late-model 
transmission from a salvage yard and 
tear it down to see what we can learn,” 
says Chris. “After we’re finished with 
it, we’ll send it to ATRA for them to use 
for research and photos.”

Of course, WIT also supports 
education for the industry. They 
provide invaluable financial support 
for ATRA’s webinar program and 
regional seminars… support that’s 
critical for ATRA to continue to provide 
the programs necessary for shops like 
yours to meet the challenges facing 
you, each and every day.

No doubt about it: The industry we 
know today is nothing like it was just a 
few years ago. And it probably won’t 
remain the way it is today for long. 

But one thing you can count on: 
WIT will be there to serve you, no 
matter how the industry redefines itself. 
And they’ll continue to adjust their 
business model to meet the changes to 
our industry… whatever it takes!

Automatics Crew L to R: Derrick Sanders, Marshall Peebles, 
Micheal Davis, A.J. AndersonTony Logsdon
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Over the years, the Honda trans-
mission has evolved from a 
simple, two-speed automat-

ic, to a solenoid-laden behemoth. It’s 
the most unusual automatic trans-
mission on the market, and it scares 
many builders off because of its 
non-traditional design. But it shares 
some basic characteristics that we’ve 
grown accustomed to with other units. 
One of those characteristics is the low 
sprag assembly.

The clutch apply chart (figure 1) 
doesn’t encourage the use of a low 

sprag. The first gear clutch is applied 
directly to the geartrain, without the 
use of a sprag assembly in 4-cylin-
der applications. So why even use 
an additional component that could 
eventually fail? Maybe because a 
sprag helps eliminate shift-timing 
issues that can cause clunks on coast-
down into 1st.

So units that use a low sprag keep 
the low clutch applied in all forward 
gears. The sprag freewheels while 
the transmission is in other gears. 
This prevents the need for complex 

programming to accommodate mul-
tiple downshift timing scenarios into 
first gear, such as those used for the 
A604/41TE.

Now that we know what the low 
sprag does in the Honda unit, it’s 
easier to appreciate its presence. In the 
earliest years, the low sprag took on 
several different dimensions, based on 
application. Finally, in the early 2000s, 
the sprag element became a standard 
size across the board.

Even though the elements are 
the same, the races differ from one 

by Keith Clark
members.atra.com

TORQUE 
CONVERTER

1ST GEAR 
1ST CLUTCH

2ND GEAR 
2ND CLUTCH

3RD GEAR 
3RD CLUTCH

4TH REVERSE 
GEAR

PARKING 
GEARGEAR CLUTCH 

P • X X X X X X •
R • X X X X • • X

N • X X X X X X X

D4 1ST • • X X X X X X

2ND • X • X X X X X

3RD • X X • X X X X

4TH • X X X • • X X

D3 1ST • • X X X X X X

2ND • X • X X X X X

3RD • X X • X X X X

2 • X • X X X X X

1 • • X X X X X X

•: Operates
 X: Doesn't operate

Figure 1:  Here is the clutch apply chart for the BAXA/MAXA family transmissions.  It covers the 4 cylinder applications for both Honda and 
Acura, late 1990’s.  Note, there is no low sprag in these units.  Most other applications, including the 6 cylinder vehicles, use a low sprag for 
first gear, and normally keep the first clutch applied, allowing for the low sprag to overrun in all other ranges.

PART

POSITION
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The Honda Low Sprag Dillema

application to the next. The inner races 
become part of the low gear itself, 
and are usually the part that fails. The 
inner sprag surface becomes worn 
by the low sprag element dogs free-
wheeling on its surface (figure 2). This 
wear creates symptoms such as no 
forward movement, falling out of gear 
when coming to a stop, and neutral-
bang when accelerating after slowing 
to around 5 to 15 MPH. (For more, 
check out Mike Souza’s article in the 
October 2009 issue of GEARS).

You many need to check the first 
clutch pressures to make sure the issue 
is the sprag. Sometimes these symp-
toms can be intermittent and you may 
not be able to duplicate them easily.

While the inner race is relative-
ly similar across the board, the outer 
races differ widely. From the support-
ing bearing’s outer dimensions to the 
inner lube retaining washers, there’s a 
wide variety of designs.

One thing that remains constant 
is that the outer sprag race surface 
is normally intact and doesn’t show 
signs of wear. So replacing the worn 
parts — the sprag element and the low 
gear — would be the proper repair for 
this unit. These parts are normally 

available through the dealer or your 
regular parts supplier.

Now for the dilemma: Not all 
parts are created equal. It’s been a 
common repair technique to use a 
1982–86 (early) 700R4 input sprag 
element without the washers as a 

direct replacement for the OEM Honda 
element. This repair works in most 
cases, but we’re seeing some failures 
in specific applications (figure 3). The 
common thread ap-pears to be the 
high torque 3.5L V-6 engine applica-
tions. Your best bet is to use the OEM 

Figure 2:  The low gear is a part of the inner race.  Check for undercut in this area of the race.  If it is worn, it will need to be replaced.

Figure 3:  The 3.5L Honda motor produces almost 250 horsepower and ft.-lbs. torque!  
This engine pushes all of the internal components to their limits.  Given this information, 
engineering behind the OEM sprag ensures that it will work and is highly recommended to 
use in these applications.
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The Honda Low Sprag Dillema

sprag and outer race assembly in 
these applications, as opposed to 
the early 700R4 sprag element. 

Let’s take a closer look at why 
this has become a problem:

First, there’s a dimension-
al difference between the OEM 
versus the 700R4 early element 
(figure 4). The 700R4 sprag is 
0.045” taller; a substantial differ-
ence. This can allow the 700R4 
element cage to bind, preload-
ing the dogs and preventing them 
from locking. This effectively puts 
the unit in neutral.

Another noticeable difference 
between the 700R4 and the Honda 
elements is there are no center-
ing tabs on the outer cage (figure 
5). These tabs not only center the 
sprag inside the outer race, but 
they also keep the element from 
rotating, relative to the outer race.

If you use the 700R4 sprag, 
it’ll float between the two races 
until it locks. That’s like a game 
of musical chairs, where it may 
or may not lock, depending on 
the sprag orientation. Remem-
ber that the washers you discard 
when using the 700R4 sprag keep 
the races an equal distance apart 
as well as control lubrication to 
the element.

The 700R4 element works 
well in most applications, but, 
since the Honda elements are 
available from many resources 
other than the OEM, substitution 
makes little sense. You’re better 
off using the Honda sprag, par-
ticularly when working with 
high torque, high horsepower 
applications.

Then again, maybe the 700R4 
sprags have been working just fine 
for you. In that case, keep doing 
what you’re doing. But if you’ve 
run into any of these problems, 
consider making a change.

Sometimes it’s necessary to take 
a closer look at your building habits, 
especially when dealing with come-
backs and no-goes. The parts playing 
field is constantly changing. From time 
to time, it’s a good idea to review your 
processes and change them to make 
sure you’re getting the best results in 
your rebuilds.

In this case, until an OEM-qual-
ity, drop-in element is available, use 
the OEM sprag assembly to make sure 
your rebuilds work as designed.

Special thanks to H and A Trans-
missions, Inc. in Rancho Cucamonga 
for helping with this article.

Figure 4:  Here is a direct comparison between the 700R4 early sprag element (left), and the 
OEM Honda sprag (right).  The 700R4 element measures .643”, while the Honda OEM element is 
only .597”.  This is a difference of .046”!

Figure 5:  Centering tabs are used in all Honda applications. They don’t allow rotation of the 
sprag relative to the outer race, and they keep the cage centered and stable.  Keeping the races 
parallel is necessary to ensure the dogs will be able to mechanically lock on demand.
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Engineered utilizing best-in-class materials 

Meets or exceeds OEM specifications

Offers more critical components, 
O.E. components, premium  seals and 
gaskets, design enhancements, patented  
components,  plus all the little extras you 
won’t find elsewhere

More critical 
components

For important jobs like 
rebuilding solenoid blocks

More patented 
components

Like the patented A604, 606, 42LE, and 
62TE retainer reinforcement plate.  
US Patent No.  D373 370 5619888

Extra 
components 
you won’t get 
elsewhere

Like seals for the oil cooler

Reengineered 
design 
enhancements

Like our re-engineered filter grommet 
to preven filters from falling off

Plus little extras
Like extra air bleed screen 
filters, shaft nuts, roll pins and 
more

OE Improvements
Like our upgraded gasket design that 
eliminates the shredding of the OE 
design
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GM DURAMAX

CHRYSLER 
68 RFE

375 Turner Industrial Way • Aston, PA 19014
(610) 485-9110 • Fax (610) 485-9356

FORD 
4R100

10 1/2" LS1 
4L60E

10 1/2" LS1 
4L60E

FORD 
5R110

10 1/2" 6L80

MULTI-PLATE KIT 
258MM/265MM

Part # 116L80MP

CHRYSLER
47RE/48RE

MULTI-PLATE 
DIESEL KIT

Part # DCK2

MULTI-PLATE 
DIESEL KIT

Part # GMDM1

10 1/2" 6L80

SINGLE-PLATE KIT 
258MM/265MM

Part # 116L80

SINGLE-PLATE KIT 
258MM/265MM

Part # 11LS1

MULTI-PLATE KIT 
258MM/265MM

    Part # 11LS1MP

MULTI-PLATE 
DIESEL KIT

Part # DCK1

MULTI-PLATE 
DIESEL KIT

Part # FDDK1

MULTI-PLATE 
DIESEL KIT

Part # FDDK2
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15 BLADE 
STATOR
258MM
Part # 258ST15

NEW!

5R110/4R100 
IMPELLER
XTRA-LOW STALL

PRODUCTS

4L80 DEEP ALUMINUM 
PAN & PARTS

ALL NEW AFTERMARKET

CURRENT
#4041a Aluminum Drum w/ProMod or Standard Sprag
#4039 Forward Drum and T-400 Input Shaft 
 (300m or NASA)
#4059 Aftermarket Tail Housing for Bushing
#4058 Forward/Direct Piston w/Check Ball
#4044 Billet Clutch Hub
NEW FOR 2016
#4061 Aftermarket 4340 Output Shaft
#4062 Aftermarket Forward Drum Broached
AVAILABLE FOR 2017
#4009N Billet T-400 Valve Body
#4063 Aftermarket T-400 Pump

T-400 PARTS

4L80DPK Deep Pan Kit (3 extra qu)
4L80MS 300M Main Shaft 99 and Up
4L80SH 300M Input Shaft
4L80DS Locking Dip Stick
ALSO AVAILABLE
4L60DPK Deep Pan for 4L60, 700R4, 4L65

COMING 
WINTER 2017

AFTERMARKET DRUMS
2529 Aftermarket Stock Drum
4062 Aftermarket T-400 Forward Drum Broached

48RE INPUT SHAFT
FITS 618 HUB
300M OR NASA
for 47RE,47RH,48RE
Transmissions
Part # 4802
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FUN WITH TRANSMISSIONSFUN WITH TRANSMISSIONS

by Bill Brayton
members.atra.com

The A5HF1 has been on the 
road for some time now and 
there really isn’t a lot of tech 

info available for it. This unit appears 
in 2006–up Hyundai and 2006–up Kia 
models (figure 1). The transmission 
may look familiar because it closely 
resembles the F5A51 found in 
Mitsubishi vehicles. 

In this edition of Fun with 
Transmissions, we’ll check out the 
A5HF1 and what features make it 
unique. We’ll also get the lowdown 
on special tools and procedures for an 
efficient and profitable repair. Start 
with a look at the clutch and band 
application chart (figure 2).

The A5HF1, while similar looking 
to the F5A51, has many upgraded 
components. They include:
•	  more direct planet pinion gears 

(from 3 to 4)
•	  more OD planet pinion gears 

(from 3 to 4)
•	  larger reduction band apply piston
•	  higher capacity torque converter

The A5HF1 uses seven solenoids to 
control transmission shifts (figures 3A & 
3B). The shift solenoids actually control 
the different apply components in the 
unit (figure 4). These solenoids work  
 

exactly as the 604 solenoids have since 
1989.

Unlike its predecessors, the A5HF1 
has a variable force solenoid (VFS) to 
control line pressure. In the past, the F5 
and the F4 series transmissions used a 
fixed line pressure.

But unlike traditional pressure 
control solenoids, the VFS solenoid 
doesn’t control line pressure rise. 
Rather, the VFS in the A5HF1 could 
be called a pressure reduction solenoid. 
When the vehicle gets up to speed 
in 3rd, 4th, and 5th gears, the VFS 
solenoid will drop line pressure. The 
result is the all-important reduction in 
fuel consumption.

This transmission is also the only 
unit we’ve seen with a “dam” and 
cooler pipe for the VFS solenoid. The 
dam acts as a bucket and the orificed 
tube sprays cooling oil directly onto the 
solenoid.Figure 1

Hyundai
2006-10 Azera 3.3L, 3.8L
2007-09 Entourage 3.8L
2007-09 Santa Fe 3.3L
2006-09 Sonata 3.3L

KIA
2006-09 Amanti 3.5L, 3.8L

2006-09 Sedona 3.8L

A5HF1 Clutch & Band Apply Chart

Gear 
Range

Reverse 
Clutch

Underdrive 
Clutch

2nd 
Clutch

Overdrive 
Clutch

Low/Rev 
Clutch

Direct 
Clutch

Reduct 
Band

Low 
(OWC-1) 

Sprag

Reduct 
(OWC-2) 

Sprag
DCC

Gear Ratio

Hyundai Kia
Park ON ON

Reverse ON ON ON 3.859 4.586

Neutral ON ON

D-1st ON ON* ON HOLD HOLD 3.840 4.457

D-2nd ON ON ON HOLD 2.092 2.442

D-3rd ON ON ON HOLD 1.440 1.686

D-4th ON ON ON ON HOLD ON** 1.048 1.233

D-5th ON ON ON ON** 0.728 0.868
*  Low/Reverse clutch is applied below 6 mph, released above 6 mph.
**  Damper Converter Clutch (DCC) dependant on throttle position, 

temperature and vehicle speed.

Note: Reverse Clutch is applied with fluid pressure from the manual valve.
Note: (OWC = One Way Clutch). Final Drive

Ratio 3.333

Figure 2
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A5HF1 Solenoid Identification
1 Overdrive Clutch Solenoid
2 Low/Reverse Clutch Solenoid
3 Reduction Brake Band Solenoid
4 VFS Solenoid (Line Pressure)  

2007 - Up Hyundai & 2006 - Up Kia Only
5 Underdrive Clutch Solenoid
6 Second Clutch Solenoid
7 TCC Solenoid

Rebuild Tips
ATRA’s management spoke to a major hard parts 

supplier about what he’s selling for the A5HF1. According 
to that supplier, “The units are holding up well on hard 
parts. In the last eight months, we’ve sold 51 pump bodies; 
the gears are breaking apart and sometimes they break the 
crescent as well. We’ve sold 10 stators, 19 OD planets, 11 
rear planets, 11 UD drums, 13 reverse drums, and 4 valve 
bodies.”

The supplier did add that the reason for the high 
number of pumps is that it’s the same body whether it’s a 
4-speed Mitsubishi or a 5-speed Hyundai.

The front pump alignment is very critical in this unit 
because it isn’t a self-aligning pump. There are a couple 
different ways to align the pump: with a special tool and 
without.

Without Alignment Tool
The pump-to-converter housing and the stator support 

half-to-main case is practically an interference fit. This means 
you can use the two to align the pump (figures 5a and b).

The A5HF1: What’s It All About?

Figure 3B

Figure 5A

Figure 3A

Figure 5B

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

*  Low/Reverse clutch is applied below 6 mph, and releaseed above 6 mph.
**  Damper Converter Clutch (DCC) dependant on throttle position, temperature 

and vehicle speed.
***  Low/Reverse Clutch or Direct Clutch depending on switch valve position.
****  VFS is constantly modulating to control Line Pressure depending on throttle 

opening, engine load and vehicle speed.
Solenoid On = Energized
Solenoid Off = De-Energized
Failsafe: Two failsafe strategies are available, 2nd gear and 3rd gear.
Should all solenoids be turned Off (i.e. electrical failure), 3rd gear will be the result.
2nd gear failsafe "may" be commanded by the TCM< energizing the appropriate 

solenoids. Reverse always available.

A5HF1 Solenoid Apply Chart
Gear 
Range

UD 
Sol

2nd 
Sol

OD 
Sol

DCC 
Sol

L/R Dir 
Sol***

RED 
Sol

Line VFS 
Sol

Park ON ON ON OFF OFF OFF ****
Reverse ON ON ON OFF OFF OFF ****
Neutral ON ON ON OFF OFF OFF ****
D-1st OFF ON ON OFF OFF* OFF ****
D-2nd OFF OFF ON OFF ON OFF ****
D-3rd OFF ON OFF OFF ON OFF ****
D-4th OFF OFF OFF ON** ON OFF ****
D-5th ON OFF OFF ON** OFF ON ****

Figure 4
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Here are the steps:
1. Assemble the pump 

body to the stator, 
leaving the bolts loose. 

2. Secure the pump to the main case 
(figure 6).

3. Bolt the converter housing to the 
main case (figure 7).

4. Tighten the bolts, securing the 
pump body to the stator support 
through the center of the case 
(figure 8).

5. Disassemble the case halves and 
remove the pump from the main 
case.

6. Torque the stator to pump body 
bolts to 90-110 lb-inches (10.0–
12.5 Nm).

With Alignment Tool
1. Assemble the pump and stator, 

leaving the bolts loose.
2. Install the Sonnax alignment 

tool into the pump (figure 9) and torque 
the bolts to 90–110 lb-inches (10.0–
12.5 Nm).

The special tool indexes 
from the inner diameter of the 
stator and pump bushing for 
a solid pump alignment. As 

you can see, using the special tool does 
have its advantages.

The Unacceptable 
Method

Never use the torque converter 
as an alignment tool (figure 10)!  
If you’ve been using this method 
without issues such as noise and broken 
gears, you’re very lucky. 

The A5HF1: What’s It All About?

Figure 6 Figure 7

Figure 9

Figure 10Figure 8
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There’s nothing holding the internal components of the 
torque converter in alignment (figures 11A, 11B and 11C). 
The converter clutch has no alignment to the cover because 
it rides on the impeller, which is splined to the input shaft. 
The stator has no alignment because it’s riding on the stator 
splines.

Bottom line: Never use this method to align pumps.

Direct Planetary Gearset
The direct planetary gear set is a part of the driven 

transfer shaft assembly. The direct planet in the A5HF1 has 
four pinions; the F5A51 has only three. You must take this 
shaft apart for inspection and cleaning during the rebuild 
process. If it looks familiar, that’s because the Ford FNR5 and 
the Toyota U250 have the same style transfer shaft/planetary 
gearset.

Once you’ve removed the 50mm nut (the largest socket 
in your box), the shaft parts press apart, much like its Ford 
and Toyota counterparts (figure 12).

After you’ve cleaned, inspected and replaced any parts 
necessary, you’ll reverse the pressing order.

Figure 11C

Figure 11A

The A5HF1: What’s It All About?

Figure 11B

Figure 12
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The last step is to torque the very large nut. 
You’ll do this during the final transmission assembly, 
after you’ve added the parking pawl assembly to the 
case. Now you can engage the park mechanism and 
hold the case (figure 13) to torque the nut to 125 lb-ft 
(170 Nm). Much easier than attempting to hold the 
shaft outside the case. 

One More Special Tool
The low/reverse clutch return spring can be a 

challenge without the special tool. The factory uses 
tool MD99957 (figure 14).

We put together our own special tools out of 
some extra parts we had laying around the shop. We 
used a piece of steel bar stock from another tool we 
made. To adapt it to this unit, just drill a couple holes 
to match the case. The ring gear is from a 604 and it 
fits the job perfectly (figure 15 and 16).

You’ve seen this unit before and now you should 
have a better understanding of what it’s all about.  
As long as you use the correct tools and use  
practical methods, you should be able to keep on 
having fun with transmissions!

Figure 13

Figure 14 Figure 15

Figure 16

The A5HF1: What’s It All About?
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When you’re playing a sport, 
sometimes it’s necessary 
to go back to basics to 

achieve your best performance. This 
applies to other things in our life as 
well. In this article, we’re going to look 
at the basics of converter installation. 
Following those basics will help to 
prevent the dreaded comeback and 
possible warranty claims. 

The very first step in installing the 
converter begins before you even open 
the box: Check the rear face of the 
engine block where the transmission 
bolts, to make sure it’s clean and free 
of any paint or burrs. And check that 
the alignment dowels are in place 
and protrude far enough to index 
the transmission. If you removed the 
starter, make sure it’s clean and free 
of oil.

One of the most overlooked areas 
to check is the pilot pocket in the 

back of the crankshaft or flexplate 
adapter. 4L80 and A4LD/4L55 
transmissions have had issues in this 
area. Make sure the pilot pocket is 
clean and free of wear, and then apply 
a light coat of grease to the pocket.

Inspect the flexplate for wear at 
the converter mounting surfaces and 
check for cracks. Tap the flexplate with 
a wrench: It should ring like a bell. If 
you hear any buzzing, the flexplate 
may be cracked.

Now to the transmission: Make 
sure the face of the transmission case 
is clean and free of paint and burrs, 
and there’s no wear in the dowel 
pin holes.

With this done, you’re ready 
to move on to the converter itself. 
Compare the new converter to the 
original, paying attention to the 
diameters and lengths of the pilot and 
hub. Remove any paint from the pilot, 

and make sure the mounting pads 
are the correct type and the threads 
are in good condition, clean, and free 
of paint.

You should also check that the fin 
angles are the same (figure 1). If there 
are any differences between the two 
converters, call your supplier to make 
sure it’s an acceptable change. 

Now check the converter’s 
endplay:
• Select a shaft or similar piece that’s 

larger than the input spline and 
smaller than the stator spline.

• Invert the converter so the impeller 
hub faces down and use the shaft to 
push up on the input spline.

In general, you should have be-
tween 0.010” and 0.030” movement. 

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE PUMP

by Martin Brooks
President, TCRA

Figure 1
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Original Equipment Performance. Right Out of the Box.

Aisin Warner 09G/TF60SN

52-0566
Part Number

More robust design than OE component.
Calibrated in-house for consistent operation.
Sealed motor rejects harmful contaminates.
Added strength with hard anodized aluminum.
Hard plated armature for extended life.
Permanently ATF-lubricated core.
Not available for sale from the dealer.

EPC, C1, C2, C3, B1 Band Clutch Linear Shift Control 
Description

350-0149
Part Number

350-0151
Part Number

Wire Harness with 14-Pin Connector (2003-2014)

Wire Harness with 6-Pin Connector (2004-2014)

Solenoids. Wire Harnesses. Sensors. Modulators.
RostraTransmission.com RostraPCrostratweets

RostraTRANSMISSION
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Some converter models can 
vary, so, when in doubt, 
check with your con-
verter supplier for the 
correct measurement.

Now you’re ready 
to place the converter 
against the flexplate and 
make sure the pilot and 
mounting pads are a 
good fit.

If everything checks 
out okay, you’re ready to 

prefill the converter with 
one pint to one quart of the 

fluid recommended for the 
transmission. Besides lubri-

cating the converter bearings, 
this gives the clutch lining time 

to absorb the transmission fluid. 
Most converter remanufacturers don’t 
presoak their clutches, due to the many 
different fluids available. This makes 
prefilling especially important. 

When installing the converter into 
the transmission, make sure you follow 
the manufacturer’s procedures, and be 
careful not to damage the internal seal. 

Lubricate the pump seal and bushing 
with fluid; not grease.

In some newer transmissions, 
such as the 6T70 and 6F50, you need 
to install the converter with the 
transmission held vertically. With 
other units, such as the 45RFE, rough 
installation can easily damage the 
plastic turbine hub-to-cover thrust 
washer. 

As you install the transmission, 
make sure the mating face sits fully 
against the engine block, with the 
dowels installed correctly and no gaps 
between the mating surfaces before 
you tighten the bolts.

Push the converter all the way 
in to the transmission and measure 
the gap between the flexplate and 
mounting pads. On most units, 
this clearance should be between 
1/8” and 1/4”. On stud-mounted 
converters, push against the end of a 
stud to force the converter back into 
the transmission and then pull the 
converter forward to the flex plate. You 
may find that starting a nut on the stud 
will make this easier.

If there’s too much clearance, you 
can add spacers between the flexplate 
and mounting pads. The spacers must 
be all the same thickness and you must 
make sure you have adequate pilot 
engagement.

Start all the converter bolts before 
final tightening. Never use an impact 
wrench to tighten the converter bolts; 
that’s likely to damage the converter. 
Use a ratchet or wrench. On units 
with blind mounting pads, make sure 
you’re using the correct length bolt and 
never overtighten. Overtightening or 
bolts that are too long may damage the 
reaction surface for the lockup clutch. 

When filling the transmission, 
always follow the manufacturer’s 
procedures. Modern transmissions 
have high capacity pumps and small 
fill tubes or fill ports, so it’s possible 
to run the pump dry and damage the 
pump and converter during the initial 
startup.

By taking a little extra time and 
care with your installation, you’ll 
prevent problems and save time and 
money in the long run.
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This month, we’ll look at how to 
use scan data to help identify a 
misfire. For an engine to run 

correctly, it needs three main things: 
compression, spark, and the correct air/

fuel mixture. If any of these is missing, 
the result will be no combustion in the 
affected cylinder.

There are a number of tests to help 
determine which of these items is at 
fault. You can test fuel injectors, scope 
the secondary ignition, inspect spark 
plugs, perform compression tests, and 
much more.

But performing all these tests takes 
time. To narrow your search, you can 
use scan data to choose a logical path 
and hopefully eliminate the superfluous 
tests.

You’ll want to look at these PIDs:
•	  fuel system status

•	  short term fuel trim
•	  long term fuel trim
•	  downstream oxygen sensor 

voltage
But before you can analyze that 

data, you must first understand what 
good looks like. 

The fuel system or loop status 
PID indicates whether the vehicle is 
operating in open or closed loop. The 
vehicle needs to be in closed loop 
before fuel trim has meaning. When the 
vehicle operates in open loop, fuel trim 
has no real effect on vehicle operation, 
so you’d be missing one of the pieces of 
the puzzle.

by Scott Shotton
The DriveabiliTy Guys

Misfire? Here’s 
Some Direction

Figure 1
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every time. No guesswork. That’s the power of original.

See dealer for warranty details.

Contact the Ford Powertrain Assistance Center 
at 800-392-7946 or visit FordParts.com.
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The second piece of the puzzle 
is fuel trim. What you really want is 
total fuel trim, which probably isn’t 
something your scan tool displays. To 
calculate total fuel trim, add short term 
fuel trim and long tern fuel trim together. 
This represents the total amount of fuel 
the PCM is adding or subtracting at that 
moment. In general, plus or minus 5% 
is ideal, while plus or minus 10% is 
acceptable.

Finally, check the downstream 
oxygen sensor voltage. The downstream 
sensor has three main jobs: monitor 
catalyst efficiency, provide input for 
minor fuel trim corrections (on some 
applications), and cross check the 
upstream sensor.

When diagnosing a misfire, the 
downstream sensor will help you 
identify how well the engine was fueled. 
A good downstream oxygen sensor 
voltage could read anywhere from 
low to high. Usually the voltage will 
be relatively flat and float somewhere 
in the middle 800 millivolts. What’s 
important is that it should never be 
flatlined at the bottom or stuck near 
zero volts.

Look at the data from bank 2 on 
a V8 engine (figure 1). The vehicle is 
running correctly with no misfires. This 
is the baseline, or known-good data. 
The PCM is in closed loop, so the fuel 
trim numbers can be trusted. The total 
fuel trim correction is +4.7% (-3.1+7.8) 
which is well within acceptable limits. 
Finally, the downstream oxygen sensor 
voltage is hovering at an acceptable 785 
millivolts.

Now look at the data from the same 
vehicle, but this time it’s misfiring on 
a single cylinder on bank 2 (figure 2). 
Again, the PCM is in closed loop so you 
can trust the fuel trim numbers. Total 
fuel trim correction is now +21.9% 
(3.9+18.) This positive correction 
means the PCM is adding fuel to 
compensate for a lean condition.

In this case, the four cylinders 
on the right side of the engine are 
responsible for 100% of the air fuel 
mixture that will be going past the 
oxygen sensor for that bank. So each 
cylinder is responsible for 25% (100 
divided by 4) of the mixture for that 
side of the engine. Basically, if one fuel 
injector were to fail, that bank of the 
engine would be about 25% lean. In our 
case, a +21.9% correction is very close 
to that measurement, and is a strong 
indicator of a fuel injector-related, 
single-cylinder misfire.

You can apply this math to 
most engines: A V6 engine with two 
upstream oxygen sensors would have 
three cylinders exhausting past one 
oxygen sensor, so an injector would 
be responsible for 33% of the fuel on 
that bank. A V6 engine with a crossover 
pipe and only one upstream oxygen 
sensor would be about 17% if a single 
injector were to fail, and so on. 

You can also examine the 
downstream oxygen sensor voltage. 
On this vehicle, it’s flatlined at 65 
millivolts. The abundance of oxygen in 
the exhaust causes low sensor voltage 
and is an additional indicator of a fuel-
related problem.

Misfire? Here’s Some Direction

When diagnosing 

a misfire, the 

downstream 

sensor will help 

you identify how 

well the engine 

was fueled.

Figure 2
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GFX CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
4810 NW 74 Avenue Miami, FL 33166

T/ 305.499.9789  |   F/ 305.499.9670
www.gfxcorp.com

E x p e r t  T r a n s m i s s i o n  P a r t s

GFX IS GIVING AWAY $500 
EVERY DAY DURING EXPO

Stop by GFX to 
register for your 
chance to win 

$500!  
GFX is giving away $500 each day 
at the ATRA Powertrain Expo in Las 
Vegas. All you need to do is stop 
in the booth to register. You do not 
have to be a current GFX customer 
to win. So what could you do with 
an extra $500?

Convert the $500 into single bills. Especially 
useful to tip “waitresses”.

Take an old friend out to dinner. We’d like 
to point out this is Frank Pasley’s last year with 
ATRA. 

Give it away. Want to attend a seminar but feel 
badly leaving your spouse behind? Send them off 
with $500 and go get your learning on.

Throw it away. Like we said, you don’t need to 
be a GFX customer to win. In which case, you will 
ultimately end with this option. 
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The next failure is on the same 
vehicle (figure 3). It has a single-
cylinder misfire on bank 2, so we’ll 
observe the same PIDs. This time the 
misfire is ignition related. You might 
think that, if a cylinder fills with oxygen 
and fuel but combustion doesn’t occur, 
the unconverted oxygen will cause the 
oxygen sensor to drop lean. This lean 
condition should then cause a positive 
fuel trim correction. It doesn’t:

Again, the engine’s in closed loop. 
This time, total fuel trim correction 
is +11.7%, or just barely outside the 
acceptable range. This fuel trim isn’t 
nearly as positive the previous, injector-
related misfire. Here’s why: Oxygen 
sensors don’t actually measure oxygen 
in the exhaust. They’re actually more 
of an oxidation sensor, creating a signal 
based on the oxidation of unburned 
or improperly burned fuel left in the 
exhaust. (For more on that, check Steve 
Bodofsky’s article in the March 2004 
issue of GEARS.) 

In the case of an ignition misfire, 
the engine still has enough fuel, so it 

shouldn’t require any drastic fuel trim 
corrections. For reference, the upstream 
air/fuel ratio sensors would yield the 
same result.

The downstream oxygen sensor 
voltage shows that the engine was 
fueled adequately. The data gathered 
during this misfire is 935 millivolts; 
very close to our known good readings. 
That’s because an ignition-related 
misfire leaves fuel trim levels and 
downstream oxygen sensor PIDs very 
close to normal.

This technique is a valuable way 
to improve diagnostic efficiency and 
reduce the time invested for diagnosis. 
For example, if the numbers indicate a 
fuel-related misfire, there’s no reason to 
waste time testing the ignition system.

Nothing in our industry is 100% 
and this technique is no different. 
There are two flaws with this process: 
First, it works about 95% of the time; 
occasionally a vehicle won’t behave 
as described here. When that happens, 
the fuel trim numbers are usually off, 
but you should still be able to trust 

the downstream oxygen sensor. In that 
case, the worst scenario is that the data 
suggests a fuel issue, the fuel system 
tests good, and you have to perform 
additional tests to rule out an ignition 
issue.

The second flaw is that this 
technique is great for choosing a fuel 
or ignition related diagnostic path, but 
does nothing for a mechanical misfire. 
That’s because how fuel trim numbers 
and downstream oxygen sensors behave 
for a compression-related issue depend 
on the type of mechanical failure.

For example, a leaking valve 
would yield different results than a 
stuck closed valve. And whether it’s the 
intake or exhaust valve could cloud the 
results even further. Again, worst case 
scenario would be having to perform 
additional testing.

Hopefully, a quick check of these 
data PIDs early in your misfire diagnosis 
will help streamline the process. Next 
time a misfire comes in the door, give 
it a shot.

Figure 3

Misfire? Here’s Some Direction
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by Rolly Alvarez
members.atra.com

Virtually every manufacturer 
is offering its own version of 
an automatic/manual gear-

shift system, and Mazda is no excep-
tion. The Mazda system is called the 
Active Adapt Shift (AAS). In this sys-
tem, the computer controls the shift 
points to provide the best driving 
results, based on the road conditions 
and driver input.

This system should improve drive 
feel, cornering, performance at high 
elevations, and help control vehicle 
operation if you accidentally step on 
the gas pedal too quickly with the 
selector in drive.

One thing to remember about 
Mazda’s AAS: Depending on road 
or driving conditions, the computer 
could delay or even prevent shifts. 
That could make you think you’re 

dealing with a transmission problem 
when there aren’t any. The computer 
has just taken control of the system to 
maintain the optimum performance 
and engine power.

SHIFT LOCK SYSTEM
As with many other new vehicles, 

the shift lock solenoid will lock the 
shift selector from shifting out of park 
unless you’re pressing the brake pedal.
To shift out of park you must:
•  Apply the brake pedal.
•  Start the engine.
• Press and hold 

the lock release button.
• Move the selector.

You can’t move the selector 
out of park with the ignition switch 
turned off or to accessory, and you 
can’t turn the ignition off unless you 

have the selector in park. Notice that 
the selector looks like the shifter on a 
manual transmission (figure 1); not an 
automatic.

If you can’t shift the lever from 
P to D, continue to hold the brake 
pedal down and access the shift 
lock override cover. Use a flat head 
screwdriver to remove the cover and 
push the release down (figure 2). 

UNDERSTANDING 
SHIFT OPERATION

Shifting to manual mode while 
the vehicle’s moving won’t damage 
the transmission; think of it like a slap 
shifter, allowing you to shift back and 
forth from drive to manual, and back 
to drive. If you shift to manual mode 
while stopped, the transmission will 
shift to first gear. If you’re in 5th or 
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6th gear in drive mode and you 
shift the lever to manual mode, 
the transmission will shift to 4M 
or 5M.

Suppose you’re driving at 
high speed and decide to switch to 
manual operation. The transmis-
sion may not shift into the gear 
you wanted and the selector may 
start to flash. No, you didn’t do 
anything wrong and the transmis-
sion isn’t broken: The computer 
is just letting you know that it’s 
taking control and preventing 
you from shifting into the gear 
range you wanted, to protect the 
transmission.

Some of these vehicles have 
paddle shifters. Some of those 
paddle shifters are mounted in 
front of the steering wheel, where 

Figure 1

Figure 2

Some of 
these vehicles 
have paddle 

shifters.
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they’re visible and operational with 
your thumb and fingers. Others are 
behind the steering wheel; they aren’t 
visible but are very easy to operate and 
more comfortable than the front ones.

Those back-mounted paddles can 
lead to some interesting situations: 
A customer comes in and complains 
that the transmission shifts randomly 
and won’t remain in gear. Turns out 
he was holding the steering wheel and 
accidentally touched the paddle, never 
realizing it was there. Yes, it’s actually 
happened!

In that case, remind the customer 
to keep his or her hands on the steering 
wheel rim, to avoid accidentally 
touching the paddle shifter. But that 
could lead to another problem: a 
collision severe enough to cause the 
airbag to deploy could cause severe 
injuries to your hands!

The shift system also protects 
the engine: If you tend to drive with 
the engine RPM in the red zone, the 
transmission computer may take over 
and force an upshift, even though you 
have the system in manual mode.

If you’re driving at high speed and 
you decide to downshift, the system 
may not let you; if you’re decelerating, 
the transmission may downshift 
automatically. These situations depend 
on the vehicle speed and throttle 
position, but none of it occurs if you 
have the Driving Stability Mode 
(DSM) system turned off.

You can also use the steering 
shift functions while the selector is in 

Drive mode. The system will return to 
automatic shift when you pull the up 
position switch (+/off) long enough.

The system has a second gear 
fixed mode at 6.5 MPH (10 km/h) 
or less, to help provide additional 
control on slippery roads. If you 
have the transmission set in 2nd gear 
fixed mode, it’ll remain in 2nd gear 
for easy acceleration. To cancel this 
feature, just move the selector in either 
direction: + or –. If the vehicle comes 
to a stop while in 2nd gear fixed mode, 
it’ll stay in manual 2nd. 

The system has two basic modes: 
direct shift and manual shift. While 
in direct shift mode, you can shift 
gears with the paddle shifters, even if 
the shifter is in the D position. While 
in the direct shift mode, the D and 
M lights will be on, along with the 
gear range.

You can cancel direct mode by 
pulling the up switch (+/off) for a 
certain amount of time (the actual 
amount isn’t specified). Direct mode 
will also cancel automatically after 
driving the vehicle for a certain 
amount of time; but that depends on 
driving conditions and whether you 
come to a stop or drive at slow speeds.

Here’s an interesting function of 
the Mazda system: Suppose you’re 
stopped on a hill with the transmission 
shift selector in drive or reverse. Never 
let the vehicle roll in the opposite 

direction! If you do, the engine will 
shut off. And, with the engine off, 
you’ll lose steering and braking 
capabilities.

When driving up or down steep 
grades, the computer will decide 
the gear you should use, so, if the 
transmission downshifts or upshifts 
by itself, without you commanding 
any gear change, don’t worry: this is 
completely normal.

For normal acceleration and 
cruising, Mazda recommends these 
shift points:
M1 to M2 — 15mph (24km/h) 
M2 to M3 — 25mph (40km/h)
M3 to M4 — 40mph (65km/h) 
M4 to M5 — 45mph (73km/h) 
M5 to M6 — 50mph (51km/h) 

An important consideration with 
these vehicles is that other system 
codes may prevent the adapts to reset. 
In this vehicle, after rebuilding the 
transmission, we cleared the codes 
but the adapts wouldn’t reset. Further 
examination revealed that there was an 
airbag code in memory.

In part two, we’ll look at what 
happened on this vehicle and how to 
correct the situation.

Experiencing Mazda’s AAS (Active Adaptive Shift)
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T he RE5R05A was first introduced to the market in 
2002 in the Infinity Q45. Several other vehicles 
used it in later years with some models such as 

the NV, still using this transmission for the 2016 production 
year. Since its inception, the transmission designer, JATCO 
has used rigid sealing rings produced with PEEK material in 
several locations within the transmission assembly depending 
upon model and year. As well, JATCO designed the Subaru 5 
speed also referred to as the TG5C. This unit is based on the 
RE5R05A with the exception that all of the Subaru 5 speeds 
are all-wheel drive units with the typical final drive unit incor-
porated into the transmission. 

The sealing rings used in the RE5R05A vary in design 
and material by model, as well as years within the model. This 
has led to confusion at repair facilities. Conversely, the rings 
used in the Subaru 5 speed, are consistent in style as originally 
designed. All sealing rings used in Subaru applications are 
made using  PEEK material, and are designed with a scalloped 
inner diameter and a 3D joint (illustration A).

All RE5R05A’s use a scalloped, 3D joint ring made of 
PEEK material on the input shaft, from the factory. TransTec® 

engineers have worked with rebuilders and Freudenberg-NOK 
Fluid Power engineers to redesign a Teflon® ring with a step 
joint that not only performs better in the vehicle but also 
bench checks better (illustration B).

Speaking of bench checks, whether hydraulic or air check 
a higher leak rate should be expected when testing most OE 
designed plastic style rings. The rings are originally designed 
to fit loose in the bore to ease the assembly process dur-
ing transmission production. This fit helps to eliminate ring 
breakage caused by the ring hanging out from the ring lands, 
then catching on the bore during assembly of the components. 
The loose fit design will work even though the ring doesn’t 
hug the bore because at cold start of the vehicle, the transmis-
sion fluid is thick. This ensures only minimal leakage past the 
rings. After the transmission heats up, fluid begins to thin but 
the ring expands in size due to thermal expansion. This ther-
mal expansion provides positive sealing to the bore reducing 
the leak rate even further. Unfortunately, this design doesn’t 
provide much confidence for the builder when bench checking 

the unit. When the OE ring is not available in the aftermarket, 
TransTec®  engineers redesign it with a free-state diameter 
slightly larger than the bore, ensuring the ring will hold to the 
bore to produce a better bench check and also perform prop-
erly when installed in the vehicle.

The three rings on the reverse brake (center) support pro-
vide fluid to the direct and hi-low/reverse clutch assemblies. 
These rings were originally manufactured in a few different 
designs. One design is the same as the input rings, made with 
the scalloped, 3D joint. The second design is a “T” design 
with a 3D joint (Illustration C).  According to recent OEM 
parts film, the center support ring with scalloped design has 
changed to the “T” design with one exception. The Subaru 
5 speed still uses  the original scalloped design. TransTec®  
offers only the “T” design for both the RE5R05A and the 
Subaru 5 speed. The “T” design has been shown to have 
less leakage than the scalloped design, especially when the 
ring land area of the support is showing wear. Of course, this 
design can’t make up for a support that should be replaced due 
to excessive wear.

Why are both the “T” and the scallop designs used for the 
sealing rings in the center support area? Sealing ring manu-
facturers are always looking for ways to improve the sealing 
abilities of the ring, as well as looking for ways to reduce 
wear.  Many considerations go into ring design and material 
selection including fluid, temperature, rotational speeds, bore 

illustration A

Ring Ring, 
RE5R05A
Calling!
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material, shaft material, surface finish & operating pressures. 
One design may work well when mating components are new 
and without wear, but not as well when wear becomes pres-
ent. One design may be more forgiving than another design 
after wear of mating components. TransTec®  technicians have 
learned that the center support in the RE5R05A has an issue 
with wear on the ring lands. After some customer interactions, 
discussion with Freudenberg-NOK Fluid Power engineers and 
testing, it was determined that the “T” design would be more 
forgiving of wear in this area.  This prompted exclusive use 
of  the “T” design for the center support in TransTec®  kits.

The next set of rings is used on the mid sun gear shaft. 
Depending on the model of car, the set may contain four of 
the same rings, or two sets of two rings each. In units using 
the same four rings, the rings are made of PEEK material 
and designed with the scalloped 3D joint. In units using two 
sets with different designs, all four rings are made of PEEK, 
two rings are designed with the scalloped 3D joint and are 
located toward the front set of lands. The second set is located 
towards the rear and the rings are designed with a 3D joint 
but are not scalloped (illustration D). TransTec® kits contain 
PEEK, non-scalloped 3D joint rings, because the design is 
much more forgiving for wear issues. 

The last set of rings in the RE5R05A is for the output 
shaft. The designer chose to use rings made of  Teflon®  and 
PEEK, depending on the vehicle model and year. The PEEK 
rings are made with the scalloped 3D design, and the Teflon®  
rings are made with a butt cut design. (illustration E). 
TransTec®  kits contain the Teflon® butt cut rings because 
they bench check better and perform well during normal 
operating conditions.

Not All Rings 
Are Created Equal

Not only is design of the sealing ring critical, manufactur-
ing of the ring will also determine quality and ensure proper 
sealing within the application. Rings produced with low qual-
ity tools can display injector pin marks on one side of the ring.  
These marks are created by pins used to remove the ring from 
the tool. The injector pins displace material, creating a build-
up of excess material or high spots. The displaced, or excess 
material can be high enough to create an insufficient contact 
with the ring land. Any area of the ring not making contact 
with the ring land is a leak path for oil. Conversely, rings 
produced with high quality tools will ensure a flat surface 
on the side of the ring because a sleeve, rather than ejector 
pins is used to eject the ring from the tool. The sleeve evenly 
distributes pressure across the surface of the ring avoiding 
material displacement. On two-ring oil circuits, a builder can 
install the side with the injector pin marks toward the oil feed, 
which in turn will allow the smooth non-injector pin side 
to push tight against the ring land from the apply pressure, 
thus creating a sufficient seal. (The side of each ring that has 
the injector marks should face each other.) If there are more 
than two rings because there are multiple oil circuits being 
serviced, the technician should understand each circuit and 
install the rings with the injector marks in a circuit that has the 
least risk. Freudenberg-NOK strives to ensure that all sealing 
rings are manufactured with quality tooling and production 
processes, and that materials and designs meet the require-
ments of the transmission.

illustration B illustration C

illustration D illustration E
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We live in good and interesting times. 
If you reside in America, you’re 

living in the most entrepreneurial 
country on the planet, where the 
amount of money you make is 
determined entirely by your effort and 
your perseverance. 

Effort means doing the work, 
which is the opposite of avoiding, 
procrastinating, and perfecting. 
Perfection kills revenue. My most 
successful revenue growth clients 
under-perfect and over-execute. 
That’s because, in revenue growth, 
quantity trumps quality. The more our 
customers and prospects hear from 
us, the more they buy from us. We 
must do the work… to (briefly) plan 
our sales action for the week and then 
execute it. 

Perseverance means trying again 
when it doesn’t work the first time. In 
sales, “no” never means no forever. 
It simply means not at this moment. I 
can trace millions of dollars of my own 
revenue to clients who first told me 
no. If I’d stopped at the first no, where 
would I be? Not here, that’s for sure. 

Here are eight more trends 
I see taking shape in our current 
environment, along with my advice 
and experience about how to sell and 
market into these trends. 
1. The U.S. economy is strong and 

getting stronger. Operate as though 
your customers and prospects 
are expanding. And if they aren’t 
expanding, operate as though you’ll 
help them do so in our growing 
economy. Many of you help your 

customers grow, whether you 
realize it or not. When you free up 
their times, remove a concern, or fix 
something for them, you’re helping 
them grow. 

2. The media and political environ-
ment will continue to be negative. 
They get rewarded to make you 
feel terrible. Your customers will 
be more attracted to positivity than 
ever. Give people hope. Focus on 
how you can help them, not what 
you sell and do. People flock to 
sellers who make them feel hope 
and possibility. Make people feel 
like they can do it. 

3. Further, in this negative environ-
ment, be an island in that storm for 
customers and prospects. Be the 
safe choice. Be the reliable choice. 
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Do what you say, and the customers 
will follow. (I’m constantly amazed 
that people find it a great surprise 
when we do what we say we’re 
going to do. Apparently this has 
become rare in business.)

4. There’s been a parting in the social 
media seas. In sales, LinkedIn is 
becoming more relevant. It’s the 
only social media that can help you 
prospect and open opportunities 
in business-to-business sales. 
Equally important, I have clients 
who sell to consumers who also 
use it for prospecting. Most 
consumers have jobs; that’s why it 
works. Meanwhile, Facebook and 
Twitter are moving in the opposite 
direction, becoming less useful by 
the week, especially for business-to-
business sales. 

5. In a world where everyone can 
shout anything at anyone, it’s easier 
than ever to stand out. He or she 
who communicates personally the 
most, wins. Let your customers 
and prospects hear from you. Call. 
Email. Write. FedEx. Meet. Let 
them see you and hear you. 

6. Along these lines, amazingly, the 
personal phone call is going the way 
of the dinosaur and Blackberry. The 
average salesperson spends four 
hours a week on the phone. Think 
about that: If you want to grow your 
sales, call customers and prospects. 
What do you think will happen if 
your phone time goes up from four 
hours to, say, 10 hours a week? That 
still leaves 75% of the workweek for 
non-telephone activities. 

7. With advance apologies to our 
young readers: There’s a laziness 
seeping into sales. People — 
especially the younger working 
generation — would rather 
tweet than have conversations. 
Professional sales people would 
rather email than call. Why? 
Because of fear. Telephone rejection 
is far more personal than email 
rejection. A little personal effort in 
the customer’s best interests will 
help you easily close more sales. 

8. Customers are no longer asked 
what’s working well. Customers are 
rarely asked for referrals. Customers 
are rarely told what else they can 

buy from us. Quotes are rarely 
followed upon. Why? Because of 
fear. Handle the fear, do the simple 
work that others aren’t doing, and 
you’ll instantly stand out and close 
more business. 

Alex Goldfayn runs The Revenue 
Growth Consultancy, which helps 
companies and sales departments 
grow revenue quickly and easily by 
implementing a system of simple 
communication techniques. These 
sales and marketing techniques are 
welcomed by your customers and 
prospects, and are executable by 
your customer-facing staff in minutes 
per day. To discuss growing your 
business in this way, email alex@
evangelistmktg.com or call Alex at 
847-459-6322.

His latest book, The Revenue 
Growth Habit, was named the 2015 
Sales Book of The Year by 800-CEO-
Read. Buy it at Amazon.com.
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U p Your Business is an exclusive 
GEARS Magazine feature in 
which I share stories, insights, 

and reflections about real business and 
life challenges. 

Lately, I’ve been contemplating 
what it takes to be not just a good 
leader, but a great leader. Is there 
something you can start doing today 
that you aren’t doing now that will 
move you toward becoming a great 
leader?

In his 2001 book, Good to Great, 
Jim Collins identified 11 Fortune 500 
companies that met his criteria for 
going from being good companies to 
great companies. He metaphorically 
called one of the criteria the Hedgehog.

A company’s Hedgehog was 
found within the convergence of 
three circles. Each circle identified 
one of three things Collins believed 
were critical in determining what the 
company’s primary focus should be by 
answering three questions: 
•  What are you passionate about? 
•  What are you best at?
•  What drives your economic engine?

In this article, I’m going to discuss 
why I believe being proactive is the 
Hedgehog for becoming a great leader.  

Great Leaders Are Proactive
In a previous article — Manage 

Things but Lead People — I discussed 
the distinction between leadership and 

management. Here’s an excerpt from 
that article:

There are countless definitions for 
leadership. While the definitions vary, 
there are certain traits that repeatedly 
appear.
• Leaders create and provide the 

vision and mission for their 
organizations.

• Leaders determine the direction and 
rate of travel toward a goal.

• Leaders focus on “what” and 
“why,” but delegate the “how” to 
management.

• Leaders are committed to the vision 
as well as to their organizations and 
people.

• Leaders are consistent, persistent, 
and resilient when facing 
adversity or being challenged by 
circumstances.

• Leadership stems from influence… 
not from authority or power.

• Leaders are people oriented.
• Leaders bring out the best in others.
• Leaders influence, inspire, and 

motivate others to achieve the 
organization’s mission.

• Some leaders are anointed, 
appointed, or elected… but with 
rare exception, great leaders just 
show up and are recognized as 
leaders. They earn the role.

There are many more attributes 
that are associated with great leaders: 
integrity, honesty, trustworthiness, 

passion, vision, persuasiveness, and 
charisma, just to list a few. But I 
submit that both lists are without effect 
in the absence of proactivity. 

While being proactive is inher-
ently necessary for creating the vision, 
direction, and goal of the organization, 
it’s more far-reaching than you 
might think.

I recently took part in a leadership 
discussion group that defined proacti-
vity as having or showing awareness 
of and preparation for the future. 
Additionally, proactive behavior refers 
to anticipatory, change-oriented, 
self-initiated behavior in situations, 
particularly in business. It involves 
acting in advance of future situations 
rather than just reacting. It means 
taking control and making things 
happen rather than just adjusting to 
a situation or waiting for something 
to happen.

In contrast to other organiza-
tional behaviors, such as productivity, 
adaptability, and compliance, which 
are about responding to or coping 
with change, proactivity is about 
initiating change.

In his book, A Man’s Search for 
Meaning, Holocaust survivor Dr. 
Viktor Frankl expanded the use of the 
word “proactive” to describe a person 
who takes responsibility for his or her 
life rather than looking for causes in 
outside circumstances or other people.

by Thom Tschetter

UP YOUR BUSINESS
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Proactivity: A Good Start to Great Leadership

Frankl stressed the importance 
of courage, perseverance, individual 
responsibility, and the awareness 
that choices exist, regardless of the 
situation. Here are three of his most 
famous quotes:

“Everything can be taken 
from a man but one thing: the 
last of the human freedoms — to 
choose one’s attitude in any given 
set of circumstances, to choose 
one’s own way.”

“When we are no longer able 
to change a situation, we are chal-
lenged to change ourselves.”

“Between stimulus and re-
sponse there is a space. In that 
space is our power to choose our 
response. In our response lies our 
growth and our freedom.”

Because proactive leaders an-
ticipate and are forward-looking, 
preventive, and preemptive, they 
also tend to be responsive rather than 
reactive. In fact, it’s believed that the 
original word was preactive, but there 
was too much confusion with respect 
to the word reactive.

Proactive leaders tend to have 
the capacity to control or influence 
their environment, rather than being 
controlled by it. But they’re also self-
aware, knowing their purpose and 
taking responsibility. To use a term 
Stephen Covey coined in his book, 
7 Habits of Highly Effective People, 
they’re “respons-able” rather than 
blaming others.

Hall-of-Fame receiver for the 
Seattle Seahawks Steve Largent once 
said of quarterback Dave Krieg, “Dave 
was one of the greatest leaders I’ve 
ever played with. He always credited 
the team for our successes and took 
responsibility when we failed.”

Proactivity comes from within… 
affecting actions we initiate. Reactiv-
ity has to do with our actions taken 
relative to externally initiated events 
and situations. 

Proactive leaders don’t blame 
others or transfer responsibility. A 
proactive leader would likely embrace 
the idea that life has no victims… only 
volunteers. They’d say that you can 
choose to initiate action or volunteer to 
be a victim of circumstances.

What Now?
Okay, what’s something proactive 

that you can do today to demonstrate 
great leadership? In his book, The 
Purpose Driven Life, Rick Warren 
states, “…it’s not thinking less of 
yourself; it’s thinking of yourself 
less.” This is from the section entitled 
Cultivating Community, which is 
exactly what a great leader does within 
his organization.

Here’s something proactive you 
can do to make your company great: 
Just as Jim Collins identified three 
keys for the good-to-great companies 
in his book, you need to identify them 
for your company. Additionally, and 
unlike the book, I believe you need to 
find them for yourself and each of your 
employees. Making your company 
great begins with making yourself 
and your employees better than you 
are today. 

Here’s a model of the three 
overlapping circles. I’ve found that 
it’s useful as a self-evaluation tool, as 
long as you’re brutally honest when 
answering the three questions. I’ve 
also found it to be helpful in clarifying 
and balancing other interdependent 
aspects of life and business… things 
like: leader, manager, and producer. 
Just replace the descriptive titles for 
each circle.

Build a team that aligns with 
your passion, vision, and purpose. It’s 
important to recognize that passions 
change, and they differ between 
business and personal pursuits. (For 
more details on this, see my article, 
Let’s Go Fishing.) This produces 
energy and excitement.

Make sure you’re selling the 
services and products that you’re 
proficient (the best) at, in terms of both 
quality and speed. On an individual 
level, ask, “What do I do that makes 
the greatest contribution to the 
company?” This produces confidence 
and pride.

Make sure you’re able to produce 
them profitably. Remember that payoff 
doesn’t always mean money. For both 
you and your employees, payoffs 
can come in other forms, such as 
freedom, time, praise, awards, pride, 
benevolence, etc. (See my article, 
Payoffs — Everybody Wants One.) 
This provides a sense of security and 
peace of mind.

In addition to evaluating yourself 
and your company, you need to 
perform this process with each of 
your team members. To do this, you’ll 
need to spend time with each team 
member and get to know them on 
a personal level. Learn about their 
passions… career and personal: what 
excites them and what they would like 
to accomplish in their careers. You 
need to develop a passion for caring 
about them.

A side benefit of these private 
conversations is that they’ll feel more 
respected and appreciate that you 
cared enough to spend time with them 
on a personal level. Because people 
don’t care about how much you know 
until they know how much you care.

About the Author 
Thom Tschetter has served our 

industry for nearly four decades as a 
management and sales educator. He 
owned a chain of award-winning trans-
mission centers in Washington State for 
over 25 years. 

He calls on over 30 years of 
experience as a speaker, writer, business 
consultant, and certified arbitrator for 
topics for this feature column.

Thom is always eager to help 
you improve your business and your 
life. You can contact him by phone at 
(480) 773-3131 or e-mail to 
coachthom@gmail.com.

Copyright © 2001 Jim Collins. Originally published in the book "Good 
to Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap… And Others Don't."
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In these tough times, it’s more important than ever to squeeze every dollar.  So, we’ve listened 
to the industry, and decided that it’s time to reduce our used hard parts pricing. With over 
30,000 active used part numbers, it may take some time to get a tight hold on all of them. 
So in the meantime, just call and give our reps a chance to meet or beat your current pricing.  
You’ll get a great deal, and we’ll get some help making sure our parts are priced to move.  

Don’t forget our 3 free local  deliveries* and free overnight shipping* in California, Arizona 
and Nevada!

Highest Quality Used, New & Rebuilt Hard Parts, Soft Parts, 
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Converters!

Order online at Slauson.com
Phone Hours: Open 7:00 am to 5:00 pm/ PST 

Call (800) 421-5580 • Local (310) 768-2099 • FAX ( 310) 768-8298

Se Habla Español!
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NEW
ATTITUDE.
SAME 
RED BOX.
You know Motorcraft ,® right?

Been around a long time? Quality parts for Ford and Lincoln? The guys with the red boxes?

Well, say hello to an even better Motorcraft .

We’re analyzing all of our product lines. If it isn’t bolted to the fl oor, it’s being picked up and 
evaluated. The result is expanded part-line coverage and pricing that’s right for your business.

You already knew us for quality and fi t. Now enjoy even greater access to the parts 
you need for Ford and Lincoln vehicles.

Your local dealer or distributor can give you all the details. 

There’s one thing you can always count on at Motorcraft : 
continuous improvement. (That and the red boxes, of course.) 

Right part. Priced right.

Motorcraft ® is a registered trademark of Ford Motor Company.
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Ask a customer whom they’d prefer 
to have working on their car and 
you’ll likely get two answers:

1. When it comes to repairing the car, 
they want a master craftsman.

2. When it’s time to calculate the bill, 
most any mechanic will do.

In other words, they want the 
best technician to repair their cars, 
but they’d rather just pay street prices 
for the work. But there’s an important 
difference between how mechanics 
and masters approach their work and 
it can sometimes lead to even lower 
costs to have the master working on 
your car.  

That’s because the craftsman 
often has the skills to identify a 
problem faster and more accurately, 
and fix it without having to perform 
unnecessary repairs. The hourly 
rate may be higher, but you end up 
spending less overall.

What is the difference between 
a mechanic and a master craftsman? 
The easy answer is skills, training, 
and experience. The true answer goes 
deeper than that. 

Go into any shop and, in just a 
few moments, you can discern who 
the professionals are and aren’t. It 
isn’t hard to tell who’s taking the 
job seriously and who’s just doing 
the work. The masters even carry 
themselves differently; they seem 
to have a confidence and pride in 
performance that sets them apart. 
• Masters think longer term. They’re 

building a career and cultivating 
a reputation, not just performing 
a job. 

• Masters focus on the customer first 
and then on the car. Mechanics just 
fix the car. Masters address the 
concerns and needs of the customer. 

• Masters take responsibility for their 
own professional education. They’re 
always learning and inquiring about 
new ideas. They build their own 
library and subscribe to specialty 
sites. Mechanics expect the owner 

to provide their training and take no 
initiative on their own. 

• Masters sharpen their axe con-
stantly: new tools, new skills, and 
new ways to analyze problems. 
They build their own tool collection 
instead of relying on the shop to 
provide specialty tools. 

• Masters look for the simplest and 
most lasting solution. Instead of 
a full rebuild, they may simply 
replace a valve. They also look 
beyond the car, to the way it’s being 
operated. Sometimes a little “driver 
training” may eliminate a problem. 

• Masters don’t watch the clock; 
they watch the use of their time. 
They focus on productive activities 
instead of easy or pleasing ones. 
They’re apprehensive about any-
thing that takes them away from 
being productive. 

• Masters are eager to help others. 
They willingly coach new techni-
cians and explain their methods to 
enthusiastic learners. But they won’t 
waste their time coaching someone 
who doesn’t really want to learn. 

• Masters create equity. Each step 
they take is another brick in the 
foundation of the career they’re 
building. That’s why they build 
their own resource library and tool 
set. That’s also why they help make 
the shop a better place for everyone 
to work. 

• Masters don’t feel threatened by 
others with greater skills; instead, 
they’re inspired by them. They learn 
from everyone.

• Masters don’t just happen. They 
choose to pursue mastery. 

So what causes someone to choose 
to become a true professional, a master 
craftsman? There are many reasons; 
here are a few: 
• They believe they can become 

better, as a technician and as 
a person. 

• They trust themselves to do the 
right things, so they’re able to trust 

others as well. (But they won’t trust 
those who don’t seem committed to 
improvement.) 

• They want to make a difference, 
to matter to the world, and to help 
people. 

• They love fixing things. Returning a 
machine to full, normal functioning 
feels good to them. They can see 
how learning new skills will help 
them fix even more problems. 

• They want to earn the right to be 
proud of what they do and who they 
become.

• They want the admiration and 
respect of others.

• They want to leave their mark, to 
set a new standard, or excel beyond 
what others have achieved.

• They want to prove their critics 
wrong. “I’ll show you.” 

• They want to be a valuable member 
of the team and a part of the “best 
shop” in their fields. 

• They want to make the person who 
mentored them proud. 

These are just a few of the motiva-
tions to become a master craftsman. 
Think about the ones that are true 
for you. Share this list with others 
and discuss what each of you could 
do to increase the level of profes-
sionalism and individual success 
for each member of your team. 

What could you do to encourage 
someone else to pursue master level? 

Jim Cathcart is a strategic advisor to ATRA 
and a regular contributor to GEARS. His newest 
book is The Self Motivation Handbook; order it 
on Amazon today. Cathcart.com

by Jim Cathcart
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New Web Address:  www.sealsap.com ©2016 Seal Aftermarket Products. All rights reserved.

HIGH PERFORMANCE OVERHAUL KITS

Introducing Toledo Trans-Kit® 
TTK Maxx®— whether you have 
a high performance street car, 
diesel, heavy duty or RV— 
 TTK Maxx has the kit for you.
TTK Maxx includes everything you need 
in a transmission rebuilding kit for optimal 
performance. When it comes to transmission 
kits and components, Seal Aftermarket 
Products is dedicated to giving you the best 
quality components and technical support 
you need when you need it.

TTK Maxx high performance kit 
advantages include:
• Checkballs changed from metal to Torlon® 

to reduce wear
• Rings upgraded to optimize performance 

(based on application); PTFE, metal or 
Viton®

• Upgraded rubber compounds to improve 
sealing properties

• Additional components, like:  
Cup Plug(s) 
Poppet Valve(s)

  
If you want the best sealing kit in the 
industry, ask for Toledo Trans-Kit by name.

Racing, Diesel, Heavy Duty and RV Applications

For custom application details, 
Call your TTK Maxx sales 

representative toll free at:  

800-582-2760

All trademarks are owned by their respective companies.
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Ville Platte 
Transmissions: 
Going the Extra M i l e

by Steve Bodofsky
members.atra.com

Time after time, you’ve heard 
from business advisors about the 
importance of “finding the need,” 

or “going the extra mile” for your cus-
tomers. But what, exactly, does that 
mean? What does it look like to find the 
need and go the extra mile?

Alan Moore, owner of Ville Platte 
Transmissions LLC in Ville Plate, 
Louisiana, seems to have a pretty good 
idea of what it looks like. Here’s a copy 
of letter that came to ATRA from Cliff 
and Laurie Barber:

We had the pleasure of staying at 
your Chicot State Park on Memorial 
Day weekend this year. Unfortunately 
our truck had transmission problems 
during our camping trip. We were 
headed back to Florida from Nevada.

Some nice campers told us about 
a business in town that could help us, 
Ville Platte Transmission. We called 
Alan on Sunday and he returned our 
call, telling us he would work on our 
truck Monday, Memorial Day.

We want to let everyone in your 
town know how HAPPY we were for 
his expertise. He not only worked on a 
holiday to help us get back on the road, 
he loaned us his truck and a ladder to 
fix a problem with our travel trailer.  

He gave us a ride back to our campsite 
and returned to pick us up when our 
truck was fixed. 

He did a fantastic job fixing 
our truck for less than half what a 
dealer would have charged. Please let 
everyone know about his business and 
what a great person he is. We will return 
to Louisiana in the future to do some 
more camping.

Wow! Talk about going the extra 
mile. To begin with, notice that Alan 
spoke with the customer — and 
picked up the truck — on Sunday…  

Ville Platte Transmissions, Left to Right: David Russell and Alan Moore

the Letter Proudly Displayed
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when most shop owners are enjoying a 
well-deserved break.

“I transfer my shop phone to my cell 
phone on the weekends, and they called 
and left a message. As soon as I got the 
message I called them back. They were 
on their way home from Las Vegas, and I 
could tell they were upset. 

“I had the truck towed in and told 
them, ‘Don’t worry any more; we’ll take 
care of it.’ The next day they got a ride to 
my shop. They needed some parts for their 
trailer, so I handed them my keys and told 
them to take my truck.

“They came back with the parts and 
said, ‘I hope they have a ladder at the 
campground.’ I told them, ‘Hold up,’ and 
I loaded a ladder into my truck and drove 
them back to the campground.

“I couldn’t get the parts until 
Wednesday, but I got them back on the 
road as quickly as I could and charged 
them about $1500. The dealer wanted 
$3800 for a new transfer case. They were 
so happy.”

And who could blame them? Alan 
really stepped up on this one. Did he go 
further than necessary? Maybe. But his 
extra effort paid off: The customer also 
sent a copy of this letter to the Ville Platte 
Chamber of Commerce. They forwarded 
it to the local newspaper, who published it 
along with a story about the shop. 

According to Alan, he’s seen a number 
of new customers who’ve mentioned this 
letter as their reason for coming by. So 
maybe going the extra mile really does pay 
off — it certainly did for Alan.

(continued on page 70)

Busy in the shop.

Diagnosing
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Ville Platte Transmissions

And this isn’t the only time Alan 
has stepped up to help take care of 
consumers in his neighborhood.

“If someone’s in dire straits, you 
have to do what you can for them. I do a 
lot of repairs for customers for free; and 
that gets me a lot of referrals. I’ll scan 
the car and tell them, ‘It’s this right 
here: Go get the part and I’ll replace it 
for you.’

“Some people might think that’s 
bad business, but you do that and you 
have a customer for life.

“I had a customer come in with 
a 4-wheel drive with a transmission 
problem. I gave him an estimate for 
$1800 for a complete rebuild, with 
a full warranty through ATRA. They 
went and bought a reman from the 
dealer for $2800. 

“Three months later the customer 
was back at my shop: The dealer 
wouldn’t warranty the transmission 
because they saw mud on the side of 
the vehicle. I said, ‘Let me check it.’

“It didn’t have a speed sensor 
signal. I put a new speed sensor in — 
no charge — and told them it’s fixed. 
They said, ‘We’re coming to you from 
now on.’”

And it’s not just the customer they 
help that’ll be coming in. “It’s a small 
town and word gets around quick,” says 
Alan.

A Little History
Ville Platte Transmissions has been 

in the same location for about six years; 
 
 

Alan had another shop in Oakdale for 
about four years before that. How he 
got into the business is an interesting 
story in itself. Turns out he has a 
powerful legacy with the transmission 
industry:

“My father (Walter) and two uncles 
each had their own transmission shops; 
I pretty much grew up in the business,” 
he says with a chuckle. 

“I remember coming home from 
school, my daddy’d tell me ‘Get under 
that car and don’t come out until the 
transmission’s out.’ I was maybe 12 
years old at the time. Back then, he 
rebuild a transmission for a hundred 
dollars! It was a long time ago.

“Dad and my older brother, Brett, 
continued to train me.” And after he 
graduated from high school, he went to 
work for his father as a full time R&R 
technician. But his father wouldn’t 
teach him how to rebuild.

“My uncle had a shop in Crockett, 
Texas, about 35 miles away. He told 
me that, if I’d come over at night, he’d 
teach me how to build. So I’d go there 
at night, and that’s how I learned to 
rebuild transmissions.” Eventually he 
began rebuilding at his father’s shop.

It wasn’t long before he decided it 
was too difficult working for his father, 
so he went to work for his brother in 
Zachary, Louisiana. “I stayed there for 
about four years.”

He went on to work at a 
number of other transmission shops 
over the years, gaining experience 
in all areas of shop management. 

When Alan’s father passed away, 
it left Oakdale without a transmission 
shop, so his uncle suggested that he 
open a shop there. “I found a building, 
bought the equipment and parts, and 
got started. The day I opened I had 
about 60 cars waiting for me, so it was 
a good idea.”

That was in 2008; a tough year 
for most shops. But according to Alan, 
“It turned out pretty good. They were 
lining up. We did well from the start.”

Ville Platte is a custom rebuild-
only shop, and Alan is the rebuilder. “I 
do all my own rebuilding; nobody else 
is going to rebuild for me,” he says.

That’s not to say he wouldn’t 
entertain the possibility of using 
a reman if a transmission were too 
damaged to repair. But no one should 
plan on Alan’s support for building a 
reman business: “I figure I’ve bought 
about two remans since I opened.”

Adding General Repairs

While they started as a 
transmission-only shop, today Ville 
Platte is a full-service repair center. 
“We do everything; right now we’re 
fixing the air conditioning on a 30’ 
motor home. You have to nowadays.”

In the ShopDavid and Alan at the outside lift
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He added general repair in 2010. 
“There was an article in GEARS talking 
about the value of doing it all. So I 
found a mechanic and started offering 
general repairs.

“I have a terrific mechanic working 
for me named David Russell; everyone 
in the area sends him referrals. He left a 
couple years ago to open his own shop 
and I’d send him work. But he realized 
being in business wasn’t his thing; he 
was earning more working for me. So 
he came back.

“The shop next door tried to hire 
David away from me. They didn’t offer 
him anywhere near enough money; I 
know the importance of paying people 
what they’re worth.” 

And, as far as Alan is concerned, 
David’s worth a lot. “Last week, while 
I was dealing with my house being 
flooded, I left him here to handle things. 
I was coming in half a day and he was 
handling the shop the rest of the time. 
And, after we closed for the weekend, 
he and his wife came over to my house 
and helped.”

“How I’d Want  
to Be Treated…”

“I’ve always been customer 
oriented,” says Alan. “I think, ‘How 
would I want to be treated if I were in 
this situation?’ That’s how I try to treat 
people. I listen to everything they say 
— you have to listen to the people — 
and work to give them what they want.”

Sometimes that means more than 
just honest, friendly service: “I had a 
woman come in for inspection and her 
windshield was cracked — it looked 

like a spider web. I gave her a rejection 
and told her to get it fixed. 

“She came back at the end of the 
inspection period and said, ‘I need 
you to put another one of those orange 
stickers on my car.’ I said, ‘Ma’am, I 
can’t do that; it’s against the law. You 
have to have your windshield fixed 
first.’ She started crying and saying she 
couldn’t afford it.

“So I called the glass company 
and told them to set up an appointment 
to replace the windshield, and I would 
pay for it. I told her to go to the glass 
company the next morning and they’d 
replace the windshield. Then bring the 
car back and I’d give her an inspection 
sticker.

“She did, and she actually tried 
to pay me for the inspection! I told 
her to put that away for gas. Oh, the 
people who came by because of that! 
She must have gone to church and told 
them all about it, because I got a lot of 
customers from that.”

Alan is also glad to share his 
philosophy with anyone who’ll listen: 
“I was a manager/rebuilder at the 
local franchise transmission center 
for awhile, and I used to train center 
managers. One of those managers went 
on to become number one in sales for 
another franchise shop. And he came 
back and thanked me for everything I 
taught him.”

Flood Waters  
in Louisiana

On August 13, Louisiana was hit 
with more rain… and more flooding. 
Alan’s shop was well out of the flood 

zone, but his house wasn’t; it was 
hit with 2’ of water. “It’s a complete 
loss, and we’re in a no-flood zone, 
so I couldn’t buy flood insurance,” 
says Alan. “We had to tear out all the 
walls… all the furniture is gone… 
everything.

“The National Guard took me out 
of my house on Saturday at about 4 
o’clock and took me to my daughter’s 
house in Walker. At 10 that night they 
called and told us we had to get out 
now. I went outside and looked, and 
I was actually watching the water 
coming up the hill.

“We had two air boats come and 
pick us up and get us out of there, 
and we went to my mother-in-law’s 
house. Next morning the water started 
to rise there. We were flooded in — we 
couldn’t leave the driveway — but it 
didn’t get high enough to reach the 
house.”

It wasn’t until the 16th that Alan 
could go back to his house and survey 
the damage. There’s no doubt that 
he’ll be putting a lot of time and 
money into getting back on his feet 
after the flooding. Fortunately, his shop 
remained dry and he’s staying busy, so 
he should be able to afford the cost to 
rebuild. 

You’ve heard it time and time 
again: Find the need and go the extra 
mile. Does it really make a difference 
to your business… or your bottom 
line? Ask Alan Moore of Ville Platte 
Transmission. It’s certainly had a 
powerful impact on him and his shop.

Ville Platte Transmissions

Ville Platte Transmissions, find the need and go the extra mile. 
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100% Dedication To Remanufacturing

Engines, starters, alternators, turbo chargers, 

steering systems, cleaning, testing equipment, core 

dealers, parts suppliers… Find it all, and much more, 

in one place at the largest reman show in  

North America. 
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A

ACE/MCI Cores
Booth# 102
6346 Plymouth Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63133
Toll Free:  (800) 878-7414 
Fax:  (314) 725-0773
www.corebankonline.com
www.mcicores.net
We are one of the largest buyers and 
suppliers of used automotive parts 
in the world, providing quality used 
automotive parts for remanufacturing or 
direct installation.

Adapt-A-Case, Inc.
Booth# 638
3400 Jefferson Ave. SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49548
Phone:  (616) 331-0000
Fax:  (616) 452-5624
E-Mail:  mike@adapta-a-case.com
www.Adapt-A-Case.com
Duane Reister
We manufacture transmission specialty 
tools and repair items. We supply most 
transmission parts distribution centers in 
the US, Puerto Rico and Canada. We are 
a Michigan based company and produce 
everything locally.

Allomatic Products
Booth# 515
609 East Chaney St.
Sullivan, IN  47882 
Toll Free:  (800) 568-0330
Fax:  (812) 268-0417
www.allomatic.com
Irvin Gers, Sls & Prod. Dev. Sup. Eng.
Marina Rapoport, Acct. Exec. 
Elena Boschetto, Sale Assoc.

Allomatic is Raybestos Powertrain, 
LLC, brand and a preferred supplier 
of transmission filters, frictions and 
steel plates, modules, bands, sprags 
and electrical components for OE 
manufacturers and the aftermarket 
industry.

Alto Products Corp.
Booth#  111
One Alto Way 
Atmore, AL 36502
Toll Free:  (888) 872-2586
Phone:  (251) 368-7777
Fax:  (251) 368-7774
E-Mail:  sales@altousa.com 
www.altousa.com 
Robbie Ferguson
Kevin Farkas, VP Sales
Roni Zelichonok, VP Sales
Ronnie Sang, VP Sales
Alto is an ISO certified OE manufacturer 
of Friction and Steel Plates for over 
60 years. We specialize in automotive, 
hi-performance and heavy duty 
applications. We manufacture and 
distribute a complete line of Friction and 
Steel Plates and Rebuilding Kits.
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Join Transtar and ATRA 
for our industry reception 

at the 2016 Powertrain Expo

Paris, Las Vegas
Friday

October 28, 2016 
 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm

You’re Invited…

ENJOY GREAT FOOD, DRINKS, LIVE MUSIC, AND DANCING WITH ALL OF OUR INDUSTRY FRIENDS.
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Arizona Transmission Machine Inc./ 
EZ-Driver
Booth# 807 
16236 N.  41st Place
Phoenix, AZ 85032
Phone:  (602) 992-2961
E-Mail:  Info@ez-driver.com
www.ez-driver.com
Michael Tilley, Pres.
The EZ-Driver is a bearing installer tool and 
component installation system designed 
to properly install ball and tapered roller 
bearings on a shaft.

ATK and Parts, LLC
Booth# 814
6311 NW 99th Ave
Doral, FL 33178
Phone:  (305) 593-0980
Fax:  (305) 593-7494
E-Mail:  sales@atkits.com
www.atkits.com
Diego Garcia, Sales
E-Mail:  dgarcia@atkits.com
Jimmy Giuria, Sales
E-Mail:  jgiuria@atkits.com
Looking for transmission parts? ATK and 
Parts, LLC is your source for a complete 
line of products, including Master kits, 
Banner kits, Overhaul kits, filters, clutch 
plates, sprags, bands, seals, bushings, 
solenoids, sensors, among others. We ship 
worldwide…Hablamos Español!

ATRA BookStore
2400 Latigo Ave.
Oxnard, CA 93030
Toll Free:  (866) 464-2872 
Phone:  (805) 604-2000 
Fax:  (805) 604-2003 
atra.site-ym.com/store

The latest Technical Manuals - Seminar 
Manuals - Technical Training Videos - 
Technical Books - Management Books 
and more!

ATSG Co.
Booth# 727
18635 SW 107th Ave.
Cutler Bay, FL  33157
Toll Free:  (800) 245-7722
Phone:  (305) 670-4161
Fax:  (305) 670-4162
E-Mail:  members@atsg.biz
www.atsg.com
Cindy Clark, Seminars 
Monica Negron, Sales

ATSG is back!  All of our products including 
2015 Seminar Package will be available 
for sale as well as our new management 
software, new CVT Toolkits w/ demos & 
new membership plans with show specials 
pricing! Stop by our booth #727

Automotive Training Institute
Booth# 838
705 Digital Dr., Ste. V
Linthicum, MD  21090
Toll Free:  (888) 471-5800
Baltimore:   (410) 792-9466
 Washington: (301) 498-8083
Fax:  (301) 498-9086
E-Mail:  office@autotraining.net
www.autotraining.net
Since 1980, we've been helping 
independent shop owners improve their 
businesses and their lives, with proven, 
measurable and field-tested strategies and 
practices.

Autoshop Solutions, Inc. 
Booth# 429
942 Windy Road
Apex, NC 27502
Phone:  (919) 342-6024
www.autoshopsolutions.com
Autoshop Solutions is the largest Internet 
marketing agency in the Automotive 
Aftermarket. In addition to award winning 
website design, we offer a full line of 
internet marketing services that drive 
traffic to your website, including Mobile, 
Pay-Per-Click Advertising, Social Media, 
SEO, Direct Mail and Custom Video 
Production. We have a proven track record 
and the right formula to make your phone 
ring with quality customers. We provide 
marketing services for the transmission 
industry as well as general repair, collision 
and automotive commercial industries.  Let 
our team keep yours busy! Call us Today!  
919-342-6024.
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CORESCORES

   With over 150,000 transmission, engine and 
internal part cores on the shelf, we have the cores 
you need    ready to ship today!_

Las Vegas, NV
800.426.8771
702.649.7776
702.649.6777 FAX

Find vintage cores on “Memory Lane”

YOUR SOURCE FOR CORES • RECYCLING • AUTO WRECKING

aamidwestcores.com

Chicago, Il
800.826.7403
773.624.6111
773.624.6660 FAX

We’ve 
  Got 
Yours!

We’ve 
  Got 
Yours!
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B

BAAN Powertrain Corp.
Booth# 641
11715 – 180 Street NW
Edmonton, AB T5S 2H6
CANADA
Phone:  (780) 633-2780
E-Mail:  sales@baanpowertrain.com
www.baanpowertrain.com
With over 10,000 new and remanufactured 
units in stock, BAAN Powertrain is 
Canada’s largest distributor of automotive 
and light truck transmissions, transfer 
cases, differentials, gas & diesel engines 
and drive shafts to Canadian repair centres. 
BAAN  also exports and sources new 
surplus units worldwide.

BlueReach Automation/  
Powertrain LAB
Booth# 833
2 Meadow View, Vicarage Road
Lover, Salisbury, Wiltshire
SP5 2PG UNITED KINGDOM
Phone:  +44 (0) 845 519 4471
E-Mail:  info@bluereachautomation.com
www.bluereachautomation.com
Supplying the leading range of Automatic 
Transmission test & diagnostics equipment. 
In house development of a range of quality 
Automatic Transmission parts.

C

Capital Core Inc.
Booth# 204
3790 E 5th Avenue
Columbus, OH 43219
Toll Free (800) 223-1884
Fax:  (614) 464-1885
E-Mail:  sales@capitalcoreinc.com
www.cctransmissionparts.com
Jay Shingala, President
Neil Shingala, VP/ Sales
Larry Lybrook, COO
Capital Core Inc.is a Midwest-
based distributor of major brand 
new transmission parts, as well as 
remanufactured and premium used 
parts.  Let us help you run your 
shop more efficiently, and make your 
business personal!

Central Valve Bodies, LLC
Booth# 806
15551 S. Hwy 66
Claremore, OK 74017
Toll Free:  (877) 341-0266
Phone:  (918) 341-0266
Fax:  (866) 826-1847
E-Mail:  Donny@centralvalvebodies.com
www.centralvalvebodies.com
Donny Lester
Josh Cartwight, Mgr.
Remanufactured valve bodies.

D

DACCO Transmission Parts
Booth# 813
769 Dacco Drive
Cookeville, TN 38506
Phone:  (931) 303-0138
E-Mail:  dlooper@transtar1.com
www.transtar1.com
DACCO torque converters feature one thing: 
legendary durability. They outperform 
the competition in the world’s toughest 
environments because of our precision 
remanufacturing process.

DCM Tech, Inc.
Booth# 840
4455 Theurer Blvd.
Winona, MN 55987
Toll Free:  (800) 533-5339
Phone:  (507) 452-4043
Fax:  (507) 452-7970
E-Mail:  randytaylor@dcm-tech.com
www.dcm-tech.com
Randy Taylor, Tech Specialist
Mike Anderson, Sales East US
Doug Henke, Sales SE US
Kevin Boland, Tech Sales
Brian Ebbinger, Sales, West US
U.S. manufacturer of flywheel and 
transmission component grinders for 
the automotive aftermarket for 40 years. 
Manufacturer of precision industrial 
grinders up to 36-inch diameter magnetic 
table and magnetic particle inspection 
(NDT) equipment off-highway applications. 
We also provide fully dynamometer-tested 
Allison® Transmissions with the best 
warranties & service in the industry.
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Who We Are...Who We Are...

Our Products...Our Products...

Adapt-a-case is dedicated to making the
life of a transmission rebuilder easier
because we strongly believe in working
smarter not harder. Adapt-A-Case will
take a challenge that people like yourself
may have and will put all of our efforts
into making it an affordable
reality for anyone to buy.

Adapt-a-case is dedicated to making the
life of a transmission rebuilder easier
because we strongly believe in working
smarter not harder. Adapt-A-Case will
take a challenge that people like yourself
may have and will put all of our efforts
into making it an affordable
reality for anyone to buy.

All Adapt-A-Case products are heavy duty
to last a lifetime and are proudly made in
the United States of America. Our product
list is expanding all the time and are all
available through American and Canadian
distributors.

All Adapt-A-Case products are heavy duty
to last a lifetime and are proudly made in
the United States of America. Our product
list is expanding all the time and are all
available through American and Canadian
distributors.

Contact Info...Contact Info...

Michael Black: mike@adapt-a-case.com
President and Chief Solutions Engineer
Duane Reister: duane@adapt-a-case.com
Operations Manager, Solutions Engineer and Sales
Devin Black: devin@adaptacase.com
Web Manager, Graphics Designer and Advertiser

Michael Black: mike@adapt-a-case.com
President and Chief Solutions Engineer
Duane Reister: duane@adapt-a-case.com
Operations Manager, Solutions Engineer and Sales
Devin Black: devin@adaptacase.com
Web Manager, Graphics Designer and Advertiser
 

   3400 Jefferson Ave SE
   Grand Rapids MI 49548
     Phone: (616) 331-0000
        Fax: (616) 452-5624

Adapt-A-Case

www.Adapt-A-Case.com

The Right Tool For The Job.

   3400 Jefferson Ave SE
   Grand Rapids MI 49548
     Phone: (616) 331-0000
        Fax: (616) 452-5624

Adapt-A-Case

www.Adapt-A-Case.com

The Right Tool For The Job.

Work Smarter Not HarderWork Smarter Not Harder
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Dieselsite, Inc.
Booth# 839
7400 W. Industrial Ln.
Homosassa, FL 34448
Toll Free:  (888) 414-3457
Phone:  (352) 503-4960
Fax:  (352) 503-2045
E-Mail:  sales@dieselsite.com
www.dieselsite.com
Dan Shoda, Sales
Bob Riley, Pres.
John Crandall, Purchasing
Dieselsite is a family-owned and operated 
manufacturer offering Unique Heavy 
Duty Rebuilt Ford Power Stroke and 
Gas Transmissions. Every unit is dyno 
tested using BlueReach software and 
Solenoids calibrated using Fluid Logic 
test stand to insure seamless install and 
customer satisfaction.

Dura-Bond 
Booth# 811
3200 Arrowhead Dr.
Carson City, NV  89523
Toll Free:  (800) 227-8360
Phone:  (775) 883-8998
Fax:  (775) 883-9497
E-Mail:  bdolak@dura-bondbearing.com
www.dura-bondbearing.com
Andre Moser, Sales
William Dolak, Mktg/IT Admin
Chuck Barnett, Pres/Owner
Thomas Thiel, Engineering
Dura-Bond, worldwide supplier to the 
automotive aftermarket for 70 years, now 
offers a line of ISO-certified transmission 
bushings and kits.  Superior to OEM and 
yesterday’s aftermarket  bushings, with 
Improved Quality and Tolerances.

E

EasyPay Finance
Booth# 825
P.O. Box 2549
Carlsbad, CA 92018-2549
Phone:  (866) 791-0911
E-Mail:  sales@easypayfinance.com
www.easypayfinance.com
EasyPay Finance strives to consolidate 
the need for multiple lenders into one 
simple, affordable program that approves 
applicants and provides easy payment 
terms based on their good, challenged or 
poor credit history.

Endural LLC
Booth# 634
1685 Scenic Ave.
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Toll Free:  (800) 854-0553
Phone:  (714) 434-6533
Fax:  (714) 434-6528 
E-Mail:  swilliams@endural.com 
www.endural.com
Sue Williams, Ext.201  
Jim Burra, Ext. 202   
Endural reusable transportation cases are 
designed to protect your transmissions 
during transit to and from the installers.  
We offer cases to fit front wheel and rear 
wheel drive units, as well as transfer cases, 
third members, clutch assemblies and 
complete rear axles.

ETE REMAN
Booth# 739
8155 N. 76th St.
Milwaukee, WI 53223
Toll Free:  (866) 717-9800
Fax:  (414) 755-1878 
www.etereman.com
When you choose ETE REMAN, you 
get more than just a remanufactured 
transmission. You get access to over 
1,800 different foreign and domestic 
transmissions, transfer cases and 
front differentials for more than 14,000 
vehicle applications. The most helpful, 
knowledgeable, and friendly customer 
loyalty and product support specialists in 
the business. The built-in convenience of 
an online catalog. Products that are tested 
to ensure they are powerful, reliable, and 
efficient enough to meet your customer’s 
needs. The convenience of six warehouses 
across the country. And an unbeatable 
3-year, unlimited mileage, hassle-free, 
nationwide parts and labor warranty. Instill 
confidence. Install ETE REMAN.

EVT Parts
Booth# 215
1155 N. McKinley Ave.
Los Angeles, CA  90059 
Toll Free:  (866) EVT-PARTS
Phone:  (323) 758-1302
Fax:  (323) 758-9999
E-Mail:  sales@evtparts.com
www.evtparts.com
Need a hard to find part or an obscure 
component for a vintage transmission? 
You’ll be pleased to know we carry 
a complete line of components for 
transmissions dating back to the 1950’s. 
And we’ll get it to you in record time! Se 
habla español! 
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Autoshop Solutions is the industry leader in automotive 
website design and development. We offer professional-
grade marketing and create custom, responsive websites 
that drive business and increase profits. Our deep industry 
knowledge and cutting-edge methodologies in content 
creation, graphic design and web development, combined 
with Google AdWords™, social media and search engine 
optimization enable your transmission business to stand 
out from online competitors, drive customers to your 
shop and boost sales! Whether you want to attract more 
customers, build customer loyalty, get found on Google or 
target your local market via the mobile web, we provide 
solutions tailored to fit your needs.

Autoshop Solutions
942 Windy Road, Apex, NC 27502

Phone: (888) 847-7036  |  Fax: (919) 342-6261
www.autoshopsolutions.com
info@autoshopsolutions.com

facebook.com/autoshopsolutions  |  @autoshopsocial

Autoshop Solutions is the leading internet marketing 
company for the automotive aftermarket industry and is a 
proud member of the Automatic Transmission Rebuilders 
Association (ATRA). We are dedicated to creating 
impactful websites and engaging marketing solutions 
for independent automotive businesses that specialize 
in transmissions and general repair, as well as collision 
repair, tires, diesel, air conditioning, performance and 
restoration. We take pride in working exclusively within 
the automotive aftermarket vertical, and our executive 
team has over 30 years of combined experience in the 
automotive industry. From design to development, 
internet marketing to original content creation and world-
class customer service, all of our work is done in-house at 
our corporate office in Apex, N.C. Autoshop Solutions is proud to be the 

leader for mobile marketing in the 
transmission industry, offering both custom 
and template websites that are completely 
mobile-responsive! We continue to grow 
through improving and expanding our 
services, including the Autoshop Autobahn. 

The Autobahn is an innovative platform where customers 
have 24/7 access to see all 
of their marketing metrics in 
one, unified reporting tool. 
Through the development 
of the Autobahn, we offer complete transparency into the 
performance of our marketing efforts for each customer. 
It provides an interactive platform on both desktop and 
mobile devices for customers to upload photos and view 
current services, as well as monitor website metrics, phone 
calls, web form submissions and more. We are committed 
to improving and growing our business so that we can 
better serve our customers. 

Danny Sanchez: Chief Executive Officer
Margaret Klemmer: Chief Marketing Officer
Bryan Minihan: Chief Technology Officer
Sarah Adams: Marketing Director 
Mike Langston: Creative Manager
Tony Mercury: Sales Manager
Teresa Smith: Operations Manager

Company Profile Products & Services

Website + + + =AdWords Social Media SEO Marketing 
Success

What’s New

The People

2 1 3

=
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EXEDY Globalparts Corporation
Booth# 714
8601 Haggerty Rd.
Belleville, MI 48111
Toll Free:  (800) 346-6091
Local:  (734) 397-3333
Fax:  (734) 397-7300
E-Mail:  amsales@exedyusa.com
www.exedyusa.com
Kris Platzke, AT Prod. Coord.
Mark McGown, Sr. Ops Mgr.
James Young, Reg. Sales Mgr. East
Eloy Vigil, Reg. Sales Mgr. West
Bill Garrett, Dom. Sales
EXEDY is a general drivetrain systems 
manufacturer with a main focus on 
automotive clutches & torque converters, 
managing from development to 
production, worldwide. Products include 
wet & dry friction material; torque 
converters; complete transmission 
systems for highway, off-highway and 
industrial applications.

F

FCA US LLC – Mopar 
Booth # 615
1000 Chrysler Drive
Auburn Hills, MI 48326
www.mopar.com
Mopar® is the exclusive O.E. parts provider 
for Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep®, Ram, FIAT® and 
Alfa Romeo vehicles. Trust the full line of 
Mopar powertrain, repair and maintenance 
parts to ensure a proper repair every time. 
The choice is clear: Mopar or no car!

Ford Genuine Parts
Booth# 619
16800 Executive Plaza Dr.
Dearborn, MI 48126
Toll Free:  (800) 392-7946
E-Mail :  pac@ford.com
www.fordparts.com
OEM parts for Ford, Lincoln and Mercury 
vehicles including new and remanufactured 
transmission assemblies, transmission 
components, torque converters and repair 
kits.  3 year unlimited mile warranty on 
Transmission assemblies. 2 year unlimited 
mile warranty on Ford and Motorcraft arts.

Fresh Path Metals LLC
Booth# 435
7811 N. Shepherd Rd., Suite 208
Houston, TX 77088
Phone:  (281) 406-8806
Fax:  (281) 448-3334
E-Mail:  egarcia@fpmtransmission.com
www.fpmtransmission.com
Eduardo Garcia
Fernando Rocha
Gregg Thomas
Roberto Valenzuela
Steven Li
FPM Transmission is a global supplier of 
core transmissions, torque converters, 
hard parts and soft parts. We stock 
transmission cores and parts from all 
major brands: GM, Ford, Chrysler, Nissan, 
Audi, Volkswagen, BMW, Mercedes, Toyota, 
Honda, Hyundai, Kia, and more.

G

G-Auto Co., Ltd.
Booth# 737
970-30 Wolchul-dong, Buk-gu,
Gwangju, South Korea 500-460
Phone:  + 82-62-974-3007
Fax:  + 82-62-974-3010
E-Mail:  sarah@gauto.net
www.gautoprobe.com
Ms. Sarah Kim
Digital pulse tester - detecting all the 
signals of vehicles concerned with 
open /short circuit. Tester to diagnose 
electromagnetic auto part without taking 
off from vehicles. Pulse simulator - driving 
electric parts.

G-Cor Automotive Corporation
Booth# 526
2148 Refugee Rd.
Columbus, OH  43207
Toll Free:  (877) 888-5160
Phone:  (614) 444-5160
Fax:  (614) 444-5165
www.g-corautomotive.com
Just Ask! Largest inventory of used 
automatic transmission hard parts in 
the USA.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
ALBERTA • ONTARIO 
NORTH CAROLINA

1.780.633.2780
sales@baanpowertrain.com   
www.baanpowertrain.com 

BAAN Powertrain carries 
an extensive line of genuine 
products including all major 
domestic and import brands.

Transmissions • Transfer cases
Shift motors • Differentials
Drive shafts • Engines

Immediate quotes
Massive inventory
Prompt shipping

We ship single 
items to container 
loads around 
the world. 

Baan is your solution 
for surplus powertrain 
units, we buy and sell 
thousands of units 
annually. 
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ETE Reman
8155 North 76th Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53223

Toll-Free: 866.717.9800

Email:  sales@etereman.com

Website:  www.etereman.com

Company Profile

For more than two decades, ETE Reman has been 

at the forefront of the automotive aftermarket – and 

it shows no signs of slowing down. 

Its new, 160,000 ft2 headquarters is an expanded, 

fully-modernized manufacturing operation 

featuring 28 transmission assembly cells, a master 

computer-operated conveyor system, and 14 dyno 

testing stations complete with proprietary hardware 

and software. The result?  Quicker customer 

access to OE+ remanufactured products – without 

compromising on quality.

Product Line 

When you choose ETE Reman, you get more 

than just a remanufactured transmission. You get 

access to over 1,800 different foreign and domestic 

transmissions, transfer cases and front differentials 

for more than 14,000 vehicle applications. The 

most helpful, knowledgeable, and friendly customer 

loyalty and product support specialists in the 

business. The built-in convenience of an online 

catalog. Products that are tested to ensure they are 

powerful, reliable, and efficient enough to meet your 

customer’s needs. The convenience of a network 

of distribution centers across the country. And an 

unbeatable 3-year, unlimited mileage, hassle-free, 

nationwide parts and labor warranty.

ETE REMAN’s executive leadership team includes (from left) Deanna Akhmadeyev, 

Mikhail Shakhnovich, Sam Loshak, Lawrence Loshak, and Noah Rickun.

Online Catalog

At BuyETE.com, registered users can access ETE 

Reman’s entire catalog of foreign and domestic 

transmissions and transfer cases, see account 

pricing, and check realtime availability at any of our 

six nationwide warehouse locations. Visitors can 

download installation guides, update sheets, and 

other support documents to help sell the job and 

make the installation process as painless as possible.

With warehouses in Milwaukee, WI, Baltimore, MD, Atlanta, GA, Dallas, TX, Ontario, 

CA, and Portland, OR, ETE Reman has got you covered.
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GEARS Magazine 
2400 Latigo Ave. 
Oxnard, CA  93030 
Phone:  (805) 604-2000
Fax:  (805) 604-2006
E-Mail:  rbland@atra.com
www.gearsmagazine.com
Rodger Bland, Mgr. Editor 
Frank Pasley, Int’l Sales Mgr. 
Jeanette Troub, Sr. Designer
Aurelio Pena, Graphic Artist
GEARS™, the official publication of ATRA 
is published for the betterment of the 
transmission industry and is distributed 
worldwide 10 times per year. For more 
information, visit the GEARS web site at: 
www.gearsmagazine.com. “Access to the 
Industry”

GearSpeed 
Booth# 533
8727 Rochester Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Phone:  (909) 476-7252
www.gearspeedpartsstore.com
Good used hard parts, soft parts, 
electronics, kits, torque converters, sleeved 
cases, high performance parts and more!

GEM-CAR
Booth# 808
8000 Blv. Henri-Bourassa, Ste. 201
Quebec, QC G1G 4H7
CANADA
Toll Free:  (866) 848-8282
Phone:  (418) 650-0635
Fax:  (877) 504-9355
E-Mail:  info@GEM-CAR.biz
www.gem-car.com
GEM-CAR is the most complete Automotive 
Repair Shop Management software and 
wholesale software capable of linking to 
major part distributors such as CARQUEST, 
Best Buy, Auto-Value, NAPA, Uni-Select 
as well as other industry leader such as 
Mitchell On Demand, All Data and others

Genuine GM Parts
Booth# 614 
6200 Grand Pointe Dr.
Grand Blanc, MI 48439
Phone:  (866) OE-PARTS
Fax:  (810) 606-3250
www.genuinegmparts.com
Every new and remanufactured Genuine 
GM Parts engine, transmission, transfer 
case and component is engineered and 
constructed to meet the same exacting 
standards as the originals. Genuine GM 
Parts help ensure structural integrity, 
vehicle safety and are the best choice 
when you want the best quality for your 
vehicle. Visit www.genuinegmparts.com for 
more information.

GFX Corp.
Booth# 315
4810 NW 74 Ave.
Miami, FL.  33166
Phone:  (305) 499-9789
Fax:  (305) 499-9670
E-Mail:  dios@gfxcorp.com
www.gfxcorp.com
Dios Garcia, General Mgr.
Mike Halston, Prod. Dev. Mgr.
Sean Ganado, Surplus. Sales
Manny Remedios, Domestic sales 
Jose Montalvo, Latin Am. Sales
Elena Castro- European Sales
Nelson Olayon, Asia & Mid East Sales
Jose Sifnugel, Purchasing
GFX is a Manufacturer and full line 
distributor of Automatic Transmission 
Parts. Servicing major distributors both 
Domestic and International for over 50 
years. Products include: Solenoids,OHK, 
Bands, Filters, Pump Gears, Steel 
Plates, Friction plates, Modules and 
complete transmissions.
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G-TEC Inc.
Booth# 200
609 West Kathryn
Nixa, Missouri 65714-1079
Toll Free:  (800) 725-6499
Phone:  (417) 725-6400
Fax:  (417) 725-3577
www.g-tec.com
Steven D. Glassinger, Pres.
Terri L Glassinger,  CEO
Tiffani L Dowler,  V.P.
Laci L West, Logistic Mgr.
G-TEC Inc. will unveil a revolutionary new 
concept in cooler line flushing.  A FIRST 
FOR OUR INDUSTRY! This system has 
been adopted world wide by most OEM's.

H

Hayden Automotive
Booth# 709
1801 Waters Ridge Drive
Lewisville, TX. 75057
Phone:  (972) 316-8100
www.haydenauto.com
For over 50 years, Hayden has been 
the leader in automotive, truck and 
performance cooling products. Now 
offering our new patented internal pressure 
by-pass coolers!

HI TecMetal Group Inc.
Booth# 114
1101 E. 55th St.
Cleveland, OH 44103
Phone:  (216) 881-8100
Fax:  (216) 426-6690
quoteteam@htg.cc
www.htg.cc
Stan Meeks
Cole Coe, Pres.
Brazing, Welding, Heat Treating – HTG 
is a world leader in the brazing of 
torque converters with over 70 years 
brazing experience.

High-Tran Automatic Transmission 
Co., LTD
Booth# 202
No#389 Xincheng E. St.
Xincheng Town, Ruian
Zheniang, CHINA
Phone:  0086-577-65196996
Fax:  0086-577-65536928
E-Mail:  hct@hct.net.cn
www.hct.net.cn
Ruian HIGH-TRAN Automatic Transmission 
Co., Ltd. specializes in making spare parts 
for automatic transmission gear boxes. Our 
products cover: automatic transmission 
filters, gear box gasket, transmission gear 
box electric parts and transmission gear 
box swift. These parts applied to GM, 
FORD, VW, TOYOTA, HONDA, and more.

Hot Flush, Inc.
Booth# 532
511 Bailey Ave.
P.O. Box 324
New Hampton, IA  50659
Toll Free:  (800) 852-5713
E-Mail:  admin@hotflusher.com
www.hotflusher.com
The Hot Flush is the ONLY flusher on the 
market that actually allows you to see when 
a cooler or heat exchanger is clean. The 
PERFECT cooler flusher and heat exchanger 
flusher! 30 day trial for comparison to any 
other.

Hydra-Test
Booth# 800
Unit 8 Express Park
Garrard Way, Kettering
Northants, NN16 8TD
UNITED KINGDOM
Phone:  +44 1536-511123
E-Mail:  info@hydratest.co.uk
www.hydratest.co.uk 
Alan Smith, CEO 
Phil Cottingham, Gen Mgr.
Cottingham Engineering design and 
manufacture the Hydra-Test range of 
valve body test equipment in the United 
Kingdom. Hydra-Test is now celebrating 
its 21st year of supplying high quality 
equipment to all areas of the world. Our 
VBT machine and Solenoid test machines 
are now supported by our own, easy to 
operate HTC-K controller giving the user 
accurate, true results. For many years 
Cottingham have been supplying our 
industry with specialist tooling, including 
the original, blue case Aisin Solenoid Tool 
kit and the Seal-e-Zee range of products.
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H & A Transmissions, Inc. is a leading provider of 
quality remanufactured transmissions. We deliver 
nationwide to Honda & Acura dealerships, extended 
warranty companies, independent transmission and 
automotive repair specialists.

At H & A Transmissions, Inc., we care about our 
customers. Our friendly, knowledgeable staff and 
tech support are here to assist you. We have 
hundreds of transmissions in stock and ready to 
ship from one of our 7 distribution locations.

Also, our subsidiary company, Gear Speed, offers a 
complete line of stock and hi-performance manual 
transmissions as well as a line of obsolete/vintage 
transmissions for those who still have their classic 
Honda or Acura on the road. And if you still prefer to 
build your own, Gearspeed offers an extensive line of 
manual, automatic and hi-performance parts to supply 
your transmission needs.

• Units built using OEM/OEM Compatible parts
• Price includes torque converter, inline fi lter &

external ATF cooler (where applicable)
• Shipping and core return included
• Rental car and towing provisions included with parts

& labor warranties
• R & R reimbursement is based on factory Honda/

Acura book times

Quality is the Cornerstone of Our Company!

Locations

Company Profile

Automatic or Manual
Transmissions

8727 Rochester Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

www.hnatrans.com

Nationwide Warranties

H & A Transmissions, Inc.
Remanufactured Transmissions
for Honda & Acura Automobiles

www.gearspeedinc.net           www.gearspeedpartsstore.com

Our Tier pricing allows you the flexibility to choose the 
level of coverage that best suits your overall needs.
Each Tier level option has coverage available for:

1 Year Unlimited Mileage
2 Year Unlimited Mileage
3 Year Unlimited Mileage
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Idemitsu Lubricants America 
Corporation
Booth# 834
3000 Town Center Dr., Ste 2820
Southfield, MI 48075
Phone:  (248) 355-0666
Fax:  (248) 355-9337
E-Mail:  SAT@ilacorp.com
www.ilacorp.com
Michael Alberico, Sr. Acct. Mgr.
Ken Dowler, Sr, Acct. Mgr.
Idemitsu ATF and CVT Transmission Fluids 
are factory-fill quality products engineered 
to meet the most stringent requirements of 
all Asian brands. Our application specific 
formula guarantees no shift shocks, 
less clutch wear and reduced fuel and 
oil consumption. 

J

JDS Worldwide Corp.
Booth# 740
9220 NW 12th St.
Doral, FL 33172
Phone:  (305) 470-1800
Fax:  (305) 470-1892
E-Mail:  customerservice@jdsworldwide.com
www.jdscorp.com
Rosa Pereira, Sales Mgr.
Joe De Santino, Owner
Amanda Rodas, Cust.Svc. & Sales
Keith Walker, Bus. Dev. Sr. VP
We are a company of many faces and 
strengths, but our primary focus has 
always been our Automatic Transmission 
Parts. We have also expanded our product 
offering to include engine timing kits, 
ignition cables sets, engine coils and 
suspension parts.

K

KINERGO 
Booth# 802
Kauno gatve, 32
Vilnius, 03202
Lithuania
Phone:  +370 520-344-88
E-Mail:  info@kinergo.eu
www.kinergo.eu
As a manufacturing company KINERGO for 
several years and on a continuous basis 
has been producing and selling equipment 
for professional repair of automatic 
transmission torque converter all over 
the world. Under its own brand, KINERGO 
produces a series of oils for  automatic 
transmissions (KINERGO ATF), as well as 
spare parts for torque converter repair.

KRS International USA Corp.
Booth# 629
6304 NW 97 Ave.
FL. 33178
Phone:  (305) 513-4494
Fax:  (305) 513-4495
E-Mail:  mdiaz@krsinternational.net
www.krsinternational.net
Mercedes Gonzalez
Wendy Calderin
Maria Mendez
Daylin Giniebra
KRS with more than 16 years of 
experience in the distribution of original 
and aftermarket products of automatic 
transmission and powertrain components. 
Now introducing the new Overhaul kit 
brand KTK with excellent acceptance 
around the world. Located in Miami, 
Florida USA.

KUHLE
Booth# 433
2456 1/4 N. Rosemead Blvd.
S. El Monte, CA 91733
Toll Free:  (877) 584-5387
Phone:  (626) 444-4590
Fax:  (626) 579-6578
Robert Greene, Mktg. Dir.
Manufactured Automotive Powertrains 
of upgraded hard parts for the Automatic 
Transmission Industry. From the Toyota/
Lexus U140 Planetary rebuilt kit, sun gear, 
ring gear, MBZ 722.6XX sun gear, output 
shaft rebuilt kit, ZF5HP24 Direct drum and 
ZF5HP19 Reverse drum.
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Hayden’s new patented internal pressure 
by-pass coolers allow the vehicle’s transmission 
to reach optimum operating temperature quickly by 
routing the fluid through the by-pass channel of the 
cooler until fluid temperature increases. This new 
design allows vehicles in colder climates to reach 
proper operating temps faster which improves 
fuel economy and helps reduce friction of internal 
components. Hayden’s internal pressure by-
pass design incorporates an integrated valve that 
eliminates the need for external valves and additional 
plumbing at installation.

1801 Waters Ridge Drive 
Lewisville, TX  75067

Phone: 1-800-433-7508
Fax: 972-316-8213www.haydenautomotive.com

For more than 50 years Hayden® Automotive has been the leader in performance cooling products for 
transmission, engine & power steering oil cooling. Since the invention of the transmission cooler by Mr. Perry 
Hayden in 1961, Hayden® has continued to add innovative products to meet the needs of its customers while 
investing in continuous improvements and maintaining superior quality standards.

Hayden® is part of the Temperature Control Division of Standard Motor Products founded in 1917 which is well 
known as a world class manufacturer/distributor throughout the automotive industry.

Hayden® introduces a remote mounted cooler combo 
featuring two high performance cooling components in one 
part number (#527). The Hayden® eight-inch high power 
electric fan with a low profile, four pole motor, is combined 
with the 37mm heavy duty cooler. With up to 5 gallons per 
minute flow rating and over 20,000 BTUs per hour heat 
transfer, this cooler combo can handle big jobs in a small 
space.
Customize your cooling needs with cooler combo add-ons 
such as the 3655 digital fan controller and cooler adapter 
fitting kits.

FEATURING A PATENTED INTERNAL BY-PASS
• Bi-Directional Flow  <---->
• Plate & Fin design is 33% more efficient than traditional coolers
• High efficiency louvered fins and special oil turbulators
• 100% brazed aluminum construction offers superior strength and reliability

Remote Mounted Cooler Combo Assembly

Optional add-on: 3655 
Digital Fan Controller

ABOUT US

INNOVATING COOLING PERFORMANCE AT ITS BEST

Part No. 527

Optional add-on fitting kits
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Lintex Auto Parts Co., Ltd
Booth# 425
Linjia Industrial Park, Jinqing Town, Luqiao 
District, Taizhou, Zhejiang, CHINA 318056
Phone:  0086-576-82386666
Fax:  0086-576-82608056
E-Mail:  tommy@lintexen.com
www.lintexcn.com
Lintex product, paper-based friction plate 
is mainly used for automatic transmission 
of passenger car. LINTEX is the OEM 
manufacturer of friction plates whose 
friction material is made in Japan. The 
quality of our aftermarket parts is the same 
as OEM parts. Our quality warranty is 3 
years/ 150,000kms.

Lubegard®

Booth# 711
7930 Occidental South
Seattle, WA 98108
Toll Free: (800) 333 – LUBE (5823)
Phone:  (206) 762-5343
Fax:  (206) 762-7989
E-Mail:  contact@lubegard.com
www.lubegard.com
Al Gorobzov, Sales Mgr.
Justin Archer, Pres.
Nora Howsare, V.P
Noriko Anderson, Dir. of Sales
The #1 choice of Professionals and OEM’s 
worldwide! Come visit us for Transmission 
and general repair fluid solutions to 
increase profits and customer satisfaction 
with every vehicle you service!

N

NATPRO – National
Transmission Products
Booth# 511
5151 Heliotrope Ave.
Los Angeles, CA  90058
Toll Free:  (800) 333-2330
Phone:  (323) 562-2111
Fax:  (323) 562-9130
E-Mail:  dave@natpronet.com
www.NATPRONET.com
David Jerome, President
Lorenzo Trujillo, Nat’l Sales Mgr.
Andre Majul, Purch. & Prod. Mgr.
Wendy Merlin, Ops Mgr.
John Landry, Tech. Dir.
Bob Bodossian, Tech. Research
NATPRO is a premier West Coast 
transmission parts supplier with locations 
in Los Angeles, San Diego, Concord, 
Phoenix, Las Vegas and Seattle and 
Sacramento. By Partnering with the best 
transmission component manufacturers 
on the planet, we're able to offer a product 
line that features the highest quality soft 
parts, hard parts, converters, electronics 
and accessories.

Nextep Funding
Booth# 636
9484 Double R Blvd. Ste. A 
Reno, NV 89521
Phone:  (844) 619-1400 
Fax:  (775) 502-1511 
www.nextepfunding.com
Tyler Fisher, Natl. Sales Mgr.
Kamron Davis, VP of Sales 
Justin Burke, Inside Sales Mgr.
Nextep Funding is a dealer to consumer 
lease-to-own financing platform designed 
to increase sales by offering your 
customers a CHOICE of spreading out their 
purchase cost over time. Our program 
provides your store with a quick and easy 
answer to grow your business and set 
yourself apart from your competition.

North American Powertrain 
Components (NAPC)
Booth# 527
12836 151 St.
Edmonton, AB T5V 1G8 
CANADA
Toll Free:  (866) 456-4498
Phone:  (780) 456-4498
Fax:  (780) 406-6622
E-Mail:  Todd.crane@napc.ca
www.napc.ca
Todd Crane, V.P.
Craig Fisher, Gen Mgr
Glenn Dryden, Sales
Sean Cushman, Sales
Randy Girden, Warranty
NAPC remanufactures & supplies top of 
the line transmissions, torque converters, 
differentials, transfer cases, driveshafts, 
engines, hard parts and more. Our in-house 
Heavy Hauler brand of components has 
unsurpassed durability & longevity. 
Fully stocked & available anywhere in 
North America!
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Northland Transmission Inc. 
Booth# 620
105 E. Poplar Ave. 
Cameron, WI  54822 
Phone:  (715) 458-2617
Fax:  (715) 458-2611
www.servobore.com
natstran@chibardun.net  
Bob Newville
Ilene Newville
Pat Newville
Tool kits for saving cases with worn servo 
pin bores that require no machine shop 
capabilities and use the original equipment 
servo parts. Also offering throttle valve 
and detent bore repair for torqueflite style 
valve bodies.

O

Omega Machine & Tool, Inc.
Booth# 832
2949 Promenade St., Suite 100
West Sacramento, CA  95691 
Toll Free:  (800) 601-7722 
Phone:  (916) 372-6001 
Fax:  (916) 372-6020 
E-Mail:  info@omegamachine.com
www.omegamachine.com 
J.P. Singh, Pres. 
Dennis G. Harris, Ops. Mgr. 
Omega Machine is a primary vendor 
for bushings, steel sleeves, tools and 
hard parts to domestic and international 
distributors. We have bushing kits for all 
of the newer transmission types at the 
same time specializing in custom, small run 
bushings, steel sleeves and tools.

P

Performance Products 
& Machining, Inc.
Booth# 632
2115 S. Hellman Ave. #D
Ontario, CA 91761
Phone:  (909) 923-3011
Fax:  (909) 923-3111
E-Mail:  ryanstcsppm@verizon.net
www.performanceproductsmachining.com
Ryan Stewart, Mgr.
Susan Moore, Sales
PPM manufactures performance 
aftermarket input, output, and intermediate 
transmission shafts. Our products are 
manufactured from 300M and hardened to 
meet your high performance transmission 
needs. We also manufacture specialty/
custom shafts with gear cutting, hobbing, 
and broaching services as well.

PML, Inc
Booth# 427
201 W. Beach Ave.
Inglewood, CA 90302
Toll Free:  (800) 3365-4345
Phone:  (310) 671-4345
Fax:  (310) 671-0858
E-Mail:  yourcovers@pmli.com
www.youcovers.com
David Tolin
PML produces a line of heavy duty, sand 
cast aluminum transmission pans. Our 
large selection includes over 45 pans for 
transmission from the 1960s to today. All 
PML products are made in the USA.

Portland Torque Products
Booth# 217
3039 NW Yeon Ave.
Portland, OR 97210
Toll Free: (800) 640-0970
Fax: (503) 228-8581
dave@portlandtorque.com
www.portlandtorque.com
From transmissions to transfer cases 
to torque converters, we can build the 
products you need. We keep a huge 
inventory of automatic transmissions and 
torque converters already built for stock 
applications, which allows us fast delivery 
every time!

Power Pusher 
by Nu-Star, Inc.
Booth# 101
1425 Stagecoach Rd. 
Skakopee, MN  55379 
Toll Free:  (800) 800-9274
Phone:  (952) 445-8295 
Fax:  (952) 445-0231
www.powerpusher.com 
John Adams
Carol Klein
The Nu*Star Power Pusher is a battery 
powered cart for moving inoperable 
vehicles. The 24 volt systems provide a 
quiet, clean, operation along with a safer 
work environment by reducing the risks of 
injury to employees.
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For more information at 305.470.1800
or e-mail sales@jdsworldwide.com
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www. corp.com

First on our list and in our heart is
Automatic Transmission parts, JDS is
second to none in manufacturing Filter,
Pan Gasket, Filter Kits, Pump Gears,
Cooler, Servo and Molded Pistons,
Additionally, our success has expanded
us into Engine Timing Sets, Suspension,
Engine Coils, Spark Plug Cable Sets and
Standard Clutch Kits. We also produce
items to customers with open agreements
that offer them exclusive marketing rights.

The coverage includes American,
Japanese, Korean and European 
applications. We supply distributors and
importers in more than 38 countries 
around the world and also in the USA
since 2004. So if you are looking for
product that works, a company that
stands behind it and with a price that
gives you “CONTROL” again, call
JDS Worldwide Corp.

JDS WORLDWIDE CORP., based in
Miami, Florida, is today a leading
co-manufacturer and supplier to the
aftermarket and OEM re-packagers 
of product lines such Automatic
Transmission, Engine and 
Suspension Parts.

The company is 12 years young, 
but the experience goes back more
than 33 years of International sales, 
sourcing, importing and exporting 
auto parts.

“Quality is No.1, but only if it comes
with a price that can perform in
today’s economy and global
competitive markets. If so then we
produce the product, if not we don’t”
- says Mr. De Santino, president of
JDS and Board Member of the OAC.

Prole
Company

Line
Our Product

 “Stop by our booth #740 and pick your filtermatic towel”

NEW EXCLUSIVE

Usa quality brand
IN EVERY CONTROL FILTER KIT

free 
mechanic towel

included in every kit as

an introductory 2017 offer

FILTERMATIC
TM

By JDS Worldwide
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Transmission Core & Hard Parts
(800) 822-2673
kbcores.com

Troy Odgers  x 224

kbcores.com/ebay-store facebook.com/kbcores

About Us
KB Cores is a worldwide distributor of cores 
and parts.  Founded in 1993, we are a family 
business built on knowledge, professionalism, 
and reliable service.  

Products and Services
We have a huge inventory of transmission 
core and hard parts.  
•  Automatic Transmission Cores
•  Transfer Cases
•  Torque Converters
•  Hard Parts

HOT DEALS

Now Featuring
ATX Overhaul Kits

We Ship Anywhere

Current Specials
•  4L60E Rear Planet Set (4 piece) .............. $ 12
•  4L60E Front Planet Set (4 piece) ............. $ 4
•  5R55W/S Pump ......................................... $ 20
•  CD4E Double Drum V6 ............................ $ 20
•  4L60E 300mm Pump ............................... $ 35
•  6F35 Planet Set ......................................... $ 35
•  U151 Planet Set 3 pinion ....................... $ 125
 4 pinion ....................... $ 175

C O R E S
RE5RO5A Core 2WD/4x4

$150

4R75W Core 2WD/4x4
$175

4L65E Core 300mm w/ Top Bolt   
$125

246GM Transfer Case   $85
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ONE STOP SUPPLIERS OF
TRANSMISSION PARTS AND FLUIDS
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Precision International
Booth# 415
14 Todd Court Ext.
Yaphank, NY  11980      
Toll Free:  (800) 872-6649
Phone:  (631) 567-2640
Fax:  (631) 567-2640
E-Mail:  sales@transmissionkits.com
www.transmissionkits.com 
Frank Miller, V.P.
Scott Schneider, Sales Mgr. 
Ken Emmanuelli, Export sales
John Sollazzo, VP Sales & Mktg. 
Vin Soviero, Eng. Mgr.
We package a full line of Automatic 
Transmission repair kits for Domestic and 
Import applications. We carry molded 
pistons, bulk components, Bauner and 
Master kits and a line of transfer case 
repairs kits.

Precision of New Hampton, Inc.
Booth# 532
515 Bailey Ave. 
New Hampton, IA  50659 
Toll Free:  (800) 654-1220
Phone:  (641) 394-5955 
Fax:  (641) 394-5671 
E-Mail:  gopnh@gopnh.com
www.gopnh.com
Precision is a family-owned torque 
converter company. We have grown by 
quality, service and trust, not by buying 
other companies. Not satisfied with your 
current supplier? Try us! Our quality 
will not disappoint you! We also now 
offer transmission kits. 48 warehouses 
nationwide with daily delivery.

ProfitBoost Software
Booth# 116
1060 S. Main St. 
Bldg. A, Ste. 3
St George UT 84770
Phone: (888) 274-3776 
www.profitboost.com
Web Based RO Writing Software, Easy to 
Learn, Support & Training. Ask for a demo 
of the Industry's most comprehensive 
business management software. 
Since 2001!

Q

Qingdao Federal Industrial 
Exp. & Imp. Co., LTD
Booth# 827
Room 2002, Xinhe Industrial Park,
Liaoyangdong Rd., Laoshan Dist.
Qingdao, Shandong, 266035
CHINA
Our company is engaged in production of 
Differentials, Dropout, Aluminum Engine 
Block, flywheels, flexplates, Casting 
Exhaust Manifolds and Big power Ignition 
assembly. At present our main market is 
European and USA high quality OES and 
racing & performance.

R

Ray Technology Solutions 
Booth# 541
40465 Coachwood Cir.
Northville, MI 48168
Phone:  (248) 225-2798
www.raymontech.con
www.transmissiontester.com
David Feng
tigerfeng@hotmail.com
Raymond Liu, Pres.
raymond@raymondtech.cn
The leading supplier of automatic 
transmission repair equipment, supplier of 
remanufactured valvebody and valvebody’s 
spar parts, supplier of CVT spare parts 
and more.

Raybestos Powertrain
Booth# 515
711 Tech Dr.
Crawfordsville, IN 47933
Toll Free:  (800) 729-7763
E-Mail:  raypt@raybestospowertrain.com
www.raybestospowertrain.com
Irvin Gers, Sls & Prod. Dev. Sup. Eng.
Andy Mayfield, VP N.A. Aft. Sales
Raybestos Powertrain is a leading national 
manufacturer and supplier of premium 
OE and aftermarket transmission parts, 
including transmission-related friction 
products, steels, modules, bands, 
filters, electrical components and torque 
converter components.
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 U140E AND U660E CASE REPAIR

GM 6T30 BUSHING KIT
PART NUMBER 154500 

(10) TEN PIECE KIT

FITS THE FOLLOWING:

CHEVROLET COLBALT, CRUSE, 
LOVA, SONIC, ORLANDO

DAEWOO: GENTRA, LACETTI

OPEL: MOKKA

Omega Machine & Tool continues to be the 
automotive transmission industry leader in bronze 
bushing kits, individual bronze bushings, steel 
sleeves, and transmission tools.
Our years of bushings research, development, 
and design endow us with the technical expertise 
to produce high quality bushings used in today’s 
computer-controlled vehicles.

NEWEST PRODUCTS
 ZF8HP45/50/70 

Transmission Bushing Kits
 TR-80SD (VW 0C8) 

Transmission Bushing Kit
 Toyota U151E 

Solenoid Opening Tool
 6L45E/50E 

Transmission Bushing Kit

Single shop or major distributor, those looking for the best 
solution to a problem, call Omega Machine first.

2949 Promenade St | West Sacramento CA., USA 95691
www.omegamachine.com | 916-372-6001

AW55-50SN Case and 
Bell Housing Repair 

Transmission Tools
Shaft Retipping

OMEGA DOES MORE THAN JUST BUSHINGS: 
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HEADQUARTERS: 
PO Box 540  |  14 Todd Court Extension, Yaphank, New York 11980
Telephone: 631-567-2000  |  Toll-Free: 800-872-6649  |  Fax: 631-567-2640

TM

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE  |  Can’t figure out an installation

issue? Contact us through our toll-free tech line at 1-800-872-

6649. Our website, www.transmissionkits.com, is also filled with

technical information to make your job easier. 

HISTORY  |  Precision International is the most experienced kit

manufacturer in the business. Our extensive kit coverage and

inventory always allow us to supply our customers with the latest

products when they need them. Our ISO 9001:2008 certification

assures the quality level of our product. We sell on the distribu-

tor level with a full range of kits for any automatic transmission

in the field. 

OUR PRODUCT LINE  |  We are a full line manufacturer of

domestic and foreign gasket and seal kits, overhaul kits, banner

and master kits. We also have a full line of transfer-case kits. 

CUSTOMER SUPPORT  |  We pride ourselves on updating

rebuilders through our Precision Pointer series of technical sheets.

These sheets can be found in our overhaul kits. 

TECHNICAL TRAINING AND SUPPORT  |  Precision Interna-

tional offers an ongoing series of informative videos featuring

Certified Master Technician John Parmenter available for viewing

at www.transmissionkits.com. You can watch our resident

transmission expert install kits, make repairs, and work through

common transmission rebuild problems. We also provide a series

of Problem Solvers pertaining to overhaul kits and transmission

updates. Plus, we include Precision Pointers that offer a full range

of technical information in many of our overhaul kits.

QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS? VISIT US AT:

www.transmissionkits.com  |  sales@transmissionkits.com

OUR STAFF 

PRESIDENT

VICE PRESIDENT GENERAL MANAGER

Dennis Marshall 

Frank Miller

VICE PRESIDENT SALES & MARKETING John Sollazzo 

TECHNICAL ENGINEERING MANAGER Vin Soviero 

SALES STAFF Jim Cioffi, Ken Emmanuelli
Scott Schneider

The Problem Solvers.
INTERNATIONAL
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Ream Man Valve Bodies
Booth# 828
1137 Haco Dr., Ste. 2
Lansing, MI 48912
Phone:  (877) 337-4681
E-Mail:  coryh@reamman.com
www.reamman.com
Joi Henfling, CEO / Mktg
Alan Henfling, CEO / Tech Sup.
Cory Henfling, Tech Sup / Ship 
Daniel Johnson, Tech
Each of our remanufactured valve bodies 
are individually tested using a dyno 
testing machine. This machine acts as 
a transmission in a car and tests each 
shift points and solenoids to ensure your 
product is fully functional.

R.O. Writer Shop 
Management Software
Booth# 103
823 Donald Ross Rd., 
Juno Beach, FL  33408
Toll Free:  (888) 928-9769
Phone:  (561) 904-7300
E-Mail:  sales@rowriter.com
www.rowriter.com
Rick Stermole, Dir.
Richard Forness, GM
Joe Pryor, Sales Dir.
Tere Hardin, Sales Mgr.
R.O. Writer® helps Automotive Repair 
Shops work smarter and faster. Features 
include Smart eCat, Scheduling, AP, AR, 
Inventory Control, Marketing, multi-
store solutions and more. Plus: the R.O. 
Touch™ mobile app that connects owners, 
service writers, and technicians via 
mobile technology.  

Rostra Precision Controls, Inc.
Booth# 625
2519 Dana Dr.   
Laurinburg, NC  28352  
Toll Free:  (800) 782-3379 
Phone:  (910) 276-4853 
Fax:  (910) 276-1354     
E-Mail:  teidson@rostra.com  
www.RostraTransmission.com
Tal Eidson, PT Sales Mgr.
Tom Eibel, V.P. PT of Sales & Mktg
Suzie Lossman, PT Cust. Svc.
Russ Osborn, Bus. Dev.
Rostra Precision Controls is a leader in 
development and engineering of automotive 
electronics, sensors and controls. Rostra 
continuously works to improve our 
product line and services to deliver the 
most effective original equipment and 
aftermarket powertrain components and 
vehicle accessories.

S

Schaeffler Group USA Inc.
Booth# 108
5370 Wegman Dr.
Valley City, OH 44280
Phone:  (800) 274-5001  
Fax:  (330) 273-3522
E-Mail:  customer.service@schaeffler.com
E-Mail:  repxpert.us.info@schaeffler.com
www.schaeffler-aftermarket.us
Schaeffler Automotive Aftermarket is a 
leading partner to the automotive and 
commercial vehicle original-equipment 
and replacement parts markets in North 
America.  The product range includes 
applications for chassis, drivetrain 
and engine.

Seal Aftermarket Products
Booth# 501
2315 S.W. 32nd Ave. 
Pembroke Park, FL  33023
Toll Free:  (800) 582-2760
Phone:  (954) 364-2400
Fax:  (954) 364-2401
E-Mail:  customerservice@sealsap.com
www.sealsap.com 
Fred Burkhart  Managing Dir. of Sales/Mktg.
Chris MacLeod, Dom. Sales Mgr. 
Ariadna Taylor, Cust. Svc. Rep. 
Cris Marin, Cust. Svc. Rep.
SAP Develops and Packages the Toledo 
Trans-Kits®, TTK   MAXX ® and Bryco® 
transmission overhaul kit brands, as well 
as the Hi-Per Blue® line of Pistons/Kits 
and Volt® line of electronics. SAP also 
supplying a full line of OE and Aftermarket 
bulk components including solenoids, 
pistons, bushings/kits, washer, seals, 
clutches, gaskets, filters, sealing rings, 
hard parts and many others.

Shenzhen Meridian Parts Company
Booth# 735
Rm #2809 West Bldg.,
Qiu Shi Bldg.,
Zhu Zi Lin, Fu Tian Dist.
Shenzhen, Guang Dong 518044
CHINA
Phone:  +86 755 88316166
Fax:  +86 755 88316158
E-Mail:  zlc@masterclutch.net
www.masterclutch.net
Mr. Zhang Lichao
Ms. Zhang Gai Mei
Ms. Fei Wei
Ms. Ling Shuai
Clutch cover, clutch disc, release 
bearing, flywheel for agriculture vehicles, 
commercial vehicles, heavy duty vehicles. 
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Slauson Transmission Parts 
Booth#  117
15407 S. Broadway        
Gardena, CA  90248       
Toll Free:  (800) 421-5580
Phone:  (310) 768-2099   
Fax:  (310) 768-8298       
E-Mail:  sales@slauson.com
www.slauson.com                   
Chris Wilson, CEO
Kelly Alarcon, Admin. Dir.
Dennis Hunt, Ops. Mgr.
Complete line of new, used and rebuilt 
automatic transmission parts, soft parts, 
and hard parts. Slausonator rebuilt Honda 
cases. www.slauson.com Smart part 
digital catalog.

SMART BLEND SYNTHETICS
PHILLIPS 66 Spectrum Corporation
Booth# 627
500 Industrial Park Dr.
Selmer, TN 38375
Toll Free:  (888) 422-9099
Phone:  (281) 453-0067
Fax:  (281) 631-0460
E-Mail:  steven.e.farr@p66.com
www.smartblend.com
Steve Farr, Manager
Manufacturers a full line of synthetic 
transmission and Professional Automotive 
Service Products and Fully Formulated 
Lubricants including Smart Blend, Trans 
Flush Cooler Flush Kit and One Formula 
Total Vehicle Maintenance System, OEM 
Approved Supplier.

Sonnax Industries
Booth# 601
1 Automatic Drive / PO Box 440
Bellows Falls, VT 05101
Toll Free:  (800)-843-2600
Phone:  (802)-463-9722
Fax:  (802)-463-4059
E-Mail:  info@sonnnax.com
www.sonnax.com
Pat Kinney, Sales Mgr.
Mark Kaplan, VP of Sales
Joseph Lombardi, Dir. of Sls, Int’l
Seth Baldasaro, Dir. of Strat. Acct.
Anthony Diorio, Nat’l Accts. Mgr.
Sonnax is a leading, global supplier of a 
wide variety of award-winning, aftermarket 
automotive products. Featuring innovative 
kits and cutting-edge solutions for 
rebuilding automatic transmissions, torque 
converters and driveshafts, Sonnax also 
offers fully remanufactured valve bodies for 
hassle-free replacements.

STK Transmission Parts Co., Ltd.
Booth# 726
#219,SanDong Ave. Huadu District, 
Guangzhou 
P.R.CHINA
Phone:  +86 (20) 2297-6901 (China)
Phone:  (972) 268-6895  (USA)
Fax:  +86 (20) 2297-6910 
E-Mail:  sales@stkat.com
www.stkat.com
We are a professional enterprise producing 
Automatic Transmission Parts. We commit 
to provide cost effective, technically 
reliable transmission parts to our global 
customers. We have up to 158 types 
of overhaul kits to satisfy customer 
requirements worldwide.

SuperFlow Dynamometers & 
Flowbenches
Booth# 419
4060 Dixon St.  
Des Moines, IA  50313
Toll Free:  (888) 442-5546
Phone:  (515) 254-1654
Fax:  (515) 254-1656
E-Mail:  sales@superflow.com
www.superflow.com
Chris Mann, Ext. #131   
Transmission Dynamometers, Valve Body 
Testers, Solenoid Testers, Torque Converter 
Rebuilding Systems, Transmission Shifters 
and Diagnostic tools, Data Acquisition with 
CAN control for existing dynamometers 
and valve body testers. 

Superior Transmission Parts, Inc.
Booth# 725
3770 Hartsfield Rd.
Tallahassee FL 32303
Toll Free:  (800) 451-3115 x207
Phone:  (850) 574-2369 x207 Int’l 
Fax:  (850) 575-9097
www.superiortransmission.com 
Mr. Dennis Erickson Jr., V.P.
Robert “Bob” White, Global Sls Mgr.
Jim Brookshire, R&D
Russell Erickson, CNC Mgr.
Dean Mason, TransLab Engineer
Fairbanks Performance Products® 
(division of Superior Transmission Parts, 
Inc.®) Come see Our Complete Line of 
Shift Correction Packages® Fairbanks 
Performance® & PowerTow® Products, 
Bench Buddy’s®, Super Servos and the 
New Honda/Acura TransLab Engineered® 
from Superior Products, A Staple for 
Builders World-Wide. WE ARE The 
SimpleSolution® for today’s Complex units. 
Visit Booth # 725 for a personal tour of all 
our newest additions to the Superior Family 
of Quality American Made components.
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500  UCCI Way | Spartanburg, SC  29303 
1285 Embarcadero | Oakland,  CA 94606
4830 Whirlwind Dr. | San Antonio, TX  78217

1-800-MUDROAD
www.TransferCases.com

COMPANY PROFILE
In 1995, Transfer Case Express realized that there 
was a need for rebuilt transfer cases. The company 
was a garage start-up with the thought in mind 
of producing a product better than the original 
and at an affordable price. Through hard work, 
perseverance, research and development, a lot of 
word of mouth and customer referrals, Transfer 
Case Express has grown to three facilities. Each 
location is staffed with employees that take pride 
in producing a great product. The company has 
built its reputation on a quality product and 
excellent customer service.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
Transfer Case Express was the first to re-engineer 
and bring to market a replacement rear case half 
for the GM NP1/NP 8 263/246 transfer cases. This 
is just one of the products that TCE has introduced 
to the industry.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Our employees make our customer service stand 
out. For over twenty-five years, we have worked on 
the principle of finding great people and treating 
them right. The result is a nationwide team that 
loves their work, enjoys each other and strives 
to be your best source supplier for high-quality 
transfer cases. All of our locations have a friendly 
support team, an experienced technical team and 
an exacting quality assurance team. When you 
call 1-800-MUD-ROAD, you can be confident 
that you will get quick, responsive support and 
accurate information to help you order the exact 
transfer case for your vehicle.

TRANSFER CASE EXPRESS, INC.

Please check us out on
Facebook and on YouTube
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30305 Solon Rd.
Cleveland, OH 44139

Email: sales@transmaxx.com
877-761-MAXX

Introducing transend™ – the first intelligent parts 
ordering system for transmission repair shops.   
Transend™ provides a virtual parts catalog for the 
car you are working on by connecting VIN to part. 
You can now enter powertrain trouble codes to get 
technical bulletins that match the repair you are 
working on.  Transend™ can even use the trouble 
codes to suggest related parts you should consider 
ordering.

It also gives you availability, pricing, and ordering 
capabilities.  All of this happens without you making 
a single phone call or looking up anything in a 
catalog. Like magic. Seriously. 

To get started on transend™ visit 
transend.transmaxx.com

Or email us at transend@transmaxx.com

Intelligent Parts Ordering System

Free
Nationwide Overnight Shipping*

* For qualifying orders

As the most exciting company in the transmission 
parts business, our mission is to deliver the best 
parts purchasing experience in the industry. 
Customer service drives us.  We want to be more 
than just a distributor of transmission parts. We 
want to be a trusted partner for our customers.

We are rapidly expanding our business in the 
coming months through additional facilities across 
the USA.

877-761-MAXX

Visit us at 
Booth #633

The Company

Our Service

What’s New

EXPERIENCE THE TRANSMAXX DIFFERENCE

The Team
Our team consists of a unique combination of 
transmission industry veterans and subject matter 
experts who enhance our capabilities in areas like 
technology. 

Monte Ahuja Chairman
Neil Sethi CEO
Tom DeMille VP, Sales & Marketing
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1803 NE MLKing Blvd
Portland OR 97212

800-776-1191
503-284-0768

transmissionsuperstore.com

TRANSMISSION EXCHANGE CO. has
been a leader in the transmission and
transmission parts industry since 1952. 

The pursuit of quality - that's what we're
all about and it's a creed we live by every
day. It's part of our soul and spirit and the
driving force behind every transmission
we remanufacture and every part we sell

Automatic, Stick and Transfer Case
remanufactured units, new and used
parts, and kits for domestic and import
cars and trucks.

When you order a genuine product from
TRANSMISSION EXCHANGE CO.  
you know you have purchased the 
VERY BEST.

OUR PROFILE

OUR CREED

OUR PRODUCTS

40,000 square foot

parts warehouse and 

remanufacturing facility

TRAN MI ION XCHANG  CO.S SS E ES
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Sussex Auto Parts, Ltd
Booth# 525
Unit 40, Station Road Industrial Estate 
Hailsham, East Sussex, BN27 2EY 
ENGLAND
Phone:  0044 1323 848886
Fax:  0044 1323 843487
E-Mail:  info@sussexautos.com
www.sussexautos.com
Alan Gadd, Dir./CEO
Joe Logue, No.& So. US Sls Mgr.  
Matt Hyne, Sales Executive
Sussex Auto Parts are a leading European 
Automatic transmission parts supplier, 
distributing both OEM & Aftermarket 
products. Sussex Autos have the largest 
stock of New Non-exchange Valve-Bodies 
in Europe. We are an official ZF distributor 
with daily Worldwide shipping.

T

TCS Performance Transmission 
Products
Booth# 441
6217 205th St. 
Langley, BC. V2Y 1N7 CANADA
Toll Free:  (800) 960-1177
Phone:  (604) 533-8675
Parts Fax: (604) 533-7894
E-Mail:  sales@tcsproducts.com
www.tcsproducts.com
Paul Parkins
TCS Transmission Products manufactures 
and offers a diverse line of extreme 
duty transmission parts for automotive 
enthusiasts around the world. 
Manufactured in North America, our billet 
shafts, drums, pumps and servo’s are 
a great alternative for your diesel and 
performance transmission applications.

Teckpak – Fitzall
Booth# 105
3386 South Westwood Blvd.
Poplar Bluff, MO 63901
Toll Free: (800) 527-2544
Phone: (573) 785-8238
Fax: (573) 785-3303
Ronda Swenson
Roger Swenson
Electronic Solutions, Cable Connections, 
Manual Problem Solutions, Automatic 
Problem Solutions, High Performance.

Tenn-Tex Automotive
Booth# 701
1800 Tenntex Dr.
Cookeville, TN  38506
Phone:  (931) 372-9062
Fax:  (931) 372-2023
www.tenn-tex.com
We stock parts for domestic and foreign 
made automatic transmissions as well 
as complete transmission units and 
a full line of torque converter cores 
separated by code.

Torque Converter Rebuilders 
Association (TCRA)
Booth# 809
P.O. Box 2546 
Reno, Nevada 89505 
Phone:  (775)-815-1867,
E-Mail:  TCRAtech@gmail.com 
www.tcraonline.com
Jan Stimmel, Administrative
Chris Horbach, Technical
TCRA is an International non- profit 
organization formed for the betterment of 
the Torque Converter rebuilding industry.  
Members have access to technical 
information and bulletins to assist their 
customers with their converter needs.
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Our Products 
• Our transmissions meet or exceed OE

spec, with computerized dyno-testing to
ensure perfect operation right out of the
box.

• We stand behind our work.  Ask us about
our warranty options, up to lifetime
warranties are available.

• Most units are in stock and ready for
immediate delivery.

• We also sell our own line of torque
converters (including racing and heavy
duty).

Customer Service 
We are here to help you.  When you call TRC, you’ll hear a 
live person right away.  Let us know what we can do to help 
you make the sale. 

Get to know us before you buy, call our free technical 
support hotline with any transmission questions, our unit or not. 

Transmission Remanufacturing Company 
710 Washington Ave N.  Kent, WA 98032 

Learn more at  

WWW.TRCTRANS.COM 

High Quality Dyno-Tested Transmissions since 1981  -  Proudly Made in the U.S.A. 

TRC is one of the nation’s largest production rebuilders.  We 
supply automatic and standard transmissions for nearly all 
years, makes, and models; foreign & domestic.  

We ship nationwide 
(including Alaska and 
Hawaii) to transmission 
and automotive repair 
shops, dealers, extended 
warranty companies, 
and municipalities. 

TRC is a member of the Envirostars community, we respect 
the environment and encourage conservation in our produc-
tion methods. 

Company Profile 

Automatics    -    Standards    -  Transfer Cases    -    Differentials 

(800) 336-5525 

Transmission 
Remanufacturing

Company
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TRANSBRITE™/ ALLEN WOODS 
& ASSOCIATES, INC.
Booth# 626
2515 S. Clearbrook Drive
Arlington Heights, IL  60005
Phone:  (847) 806-4000S
Fax:  (847) 806-4010
www.transbrite.com
www.allenwoods.com
Jack Daul
Joe Daul
Jim Davis
Greg Radzienta
Patrick Daul
Serving the Remanufacturer, Rebuilder & 
OEM, the Award Winning TRANSBRITE™ 
Line of High Quality Detergents, Equipment 
and Supplies has grown to become the 
REMAN Industry's Leader.  TRANSBRITE™ 
High Quality, Aluminum/Multi-Metal Safe & 
Ferrous Metal Detergents are Specifically 
Engineered to Exceed All Cleanliness 
Standards in the Production Cleaning of All 
Powertrain Components.

Transmaxx, LLC
Booth# 633
30305 Solon Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
Phone:  (877) 761-MAXX
Phone:  (440) 528-4321
Fax:  (440) 528-4320
E-Mail:  sales@transmaxx.com
www.transmaxx.com 
Tom DeMille, VP, Sales & Mktg.
Cell: (516) 236-9170 
Neil Sethi, CEO 
Cell: (216) 337-9621
Your new transmission parts partner! Call 
us today to experience the Transmaxx 
difference: Quality, consistency and 
integrity in every order. FREE NEXT DAY 
AIR SHIPPING to any location in the 
continental USA for qualifying orders.

Transmission Digest
Booth# 115
P.O. Box 2210
Springfield, MO  65801
Toll Free:  (800) 274-7890
Phone:  (417) 866-3917
Fax:  (417) 866-2781
E-Mail:  publisher@transmissiondigest.com
www.transmissiondigest.com
Bobby Mace, Publisher
Ed Peaco, Editor
Mike Riley, Tech. Editor
Terry Greenhut, Mgmt. Editor
Mike Anderson, Acct. Exec.
The long-standing and credible journal 
for the transmission/Powertrain 
business. Extensive coverage including 
marketing, management, automatic and 
manual transmission diagnostic, repair 
and installation.

Transmission Specialties Inc.
Booth# 715
375 Turner Industrial Way
Aston, PA  19014
Phone:  (610) 485-9110
Fax:  610) 485-9356
www.transmissionspecialties.com
Peter Miller
Ken Kelly
Transmission Specialties manufactures 
high performance automatic transmission 
and torque convert components. 
Specializing in complete units to individual 
components for torque converters and 
powerglide transmissions.

Transtar Industries, Inc.   
Booth# 401
7350 Young Dr.         
Cleveland, OH  44146          
Toll Free:  855-TRANSTAR
Phone:  (440) 232-5100
E-Mail:  info@transtar1.com
www.transtar1.com 
Ed Orzetti, CEO
Chris Koshinski, President
Len Kelley, Regional VP
Gerard Guiler, Regional VP
Corby Wilemon, Regional VP
Steve Parrish, Regional VP
Transtar Industries is the global leader 
in transmission and driveline-related 
solutions. We are dedicated to providing 
our customers with outstanding 
service, best-in-class distribution of 
quality transmission parts and premium 
remanufactured products.
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ALL YOUR TRANSMISSION & DRIVETRAIN NEEDS
TRANSTAR DELIVERS

LEARN MORE AT: TRANSTAR1.COM 

WHEN YOU CHOOSE TRANSTAR, YOU’RE CHOOSING  
A GREAT PARTNERSHIP THAT’S BUILT TO LAST!

A TRUSTED PARTNER
Transtar is a name you already know and trust. As a leader in the transmission and drivetrain 

industry, we are committed to providing our customers with the widest selection of parts, kits and 

assemblies, the most responsive and knowledgeable customer service, and continuous support—

online and offline—to help you tackle even the most challenging repairs. With Transtar, you fix it 

right the first time.

OUR STANDARD IS QUALITY 
Our headquarters is located in Cleveland, Ohio, but we have distribution centers throughout the country 

that allow us to deliver most orders within 24 hours. If you’re looking for transmission kits, parts, 

components, completely remanufactured units or expert advice, we can help. Everything we sell is 

backed by the Transtar Seal of Quality, so you know your parts have been researched, tested and 

approved by our technical experts.
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TransTec® 
a brand of Freudenberg-NOK 
Booth# 201
11617 State Rte. 13 
Milan, OH  44846 
Toll Free:  (800) 736-2236 
Phone:  (419) 499-2502 
Fax:  (419) 499-2804
E-Mail:  info@transtec.com
www.transtec.com 
Patty Richards, Sr. Mktg. Mgr.
Rich Bollinger, Cust. Svc. Mgr. 
John Galloway, Sales Mgr. 
Don Cottrell, Tech. Svc. Mgr.
Angel Angulo, Sales Mgr., Mexico 
Todd Gilbert, Reg. Acct. Mgr.
Jonathan Massey, Reg. Acct. Mgr.
Tom Conroy, Regional Acct. Mgr.
Brian Davis, Regional Acct. Mgr.
Chris Petronella, Prod. Dev. Mgr.
Steffen Eckert, Commercial Mgr.
Taher Hussain, Reg. Acct Mgr.
TransTec® brand automatic transmission 
and power steering kits produced by 
Freudenberg-NOK Sealing Technologies 
contain the highest quality components 
available. The transmission line includes 
gasket & seal and overhaul kits for 
domestic and import cars and light 
duty trucks. The power steering line 
has kits available for rebuilding rack 
& pinion, pump, gear and heavy-duty 
commercial trucks for both domestic and 
import vehicles.

V

Valve Body Pro
Booth# 733
464 Perrymont Ave.
San Jose, CA  95125
Phone:  (408) 287-4500
E-Mail:  sales@valvebodypros.com
E-Mail:  sales@solenoidpro.com
www.valvebodypros.com
www.solenoidpro.com
Valve Body Pro is the leading 
remanufacture for the industries highest 
quality valve bodies and solenoids. We also 
truly believe in 110% customer satisfaction.

W

Wesco Automotive, LLC
Booth# 107
6301 NW 99 Ave.
Miami, FL 33178
Phone:  (305) 677-9211
Fax:  (787) 785-7623
E-Mail:  info@wescotrans.com
www.wescotrans.com
Carlos Ojeda, President
Wesco is the most trusted name in 
Automatic and Standard Transmission 
Parts. Wesco has serviced the Caribbean 
and Latin America markets for over 40 
years. We guarantee the highest quality 
parts and the fastest service at the 
best price.

West Coast Standards, Inc.
Booth# 705
255 Jason Ct.
Corona, CA 92879
Toll Free:  (866) 571-4327
Phone:  (951) 520-1085
Fax:  (951) 520-9251
E-Mail:  info@westcoaststands.com
www.westcoaststandards.com
We specialize in foreign & domestic: 
Standard Transmission Parts, Transfer 
Cases, Bearing Kits, Hard Kits, New & Used 
Parts and Rebuilt Units.

Whatever It Takes
Transmission Parts
Booth# 301
4282 E. Blue Lick Rd.        
Louisville, KY  40229         
Toll Free:  (800) 940-0197
Phone:  (502) 955-6035      
Fax:  (502) 955-6077
E-Mail:  sales@wittrans.com
www.wittrans.com
Rodney Peters, Sales V.P.
Kenny Hester, Pres.
Kelly Hammock, Branch Ops. V.P. 
Kent Houserman, Finance V.P.
Whatever It Takes is a complete line 
supplier of new, used and remanufactured 
automatic and standard transmissions 
parts, including remanufactured automatic 
and standard transmissions. For more 
information, visit the WIT website 
at www.wittrans.com.
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    Customer Service is the cornerstone that WIT was founded on, and has helped it become a major competitor
    in the transmission parts business. Whatever It Takes prides itself on its excellent customer service and
    having the parts you need by maintaining a minimum fill rate of 98.8%.  WIT prides itself on taking care of its
    customers.  Service, Experience, Quality, Product Availability, Timely Credits, a dedicated Customer Service 
line are just a few of the reasons why Whatever It Takes has become a major competitor in the transmission parts business. WIT is able to ship
its parts overnight to most of the North and South Eastern U.S. With its strategically placed stores, it is possible for WIT to service about 80%
of the country within 2 days. In addition to using UPS & Fed-Ex to ship its packages Whatever It Takes also offers free Night-Box delivery to
many areas. By making this commitment, WIT helps to increase its customer’s profit margin.  With Night-Box delivery, Builders no longer have
to wait around for UPS or FedEx to arrive; their package is delivered overnight so the parts are waiting on them the next morning. 

Customer Service

    The Research & Development team stays current with the latest transmissions & take photos of every part
    in these transmissions in order to provide most complete transmission catalog in the industry.  They gather
    information on common wear issues with each new transmission, and develop text descriptions for all the
    catalogs and WIT’s website (www.wittrans.com). The R&D team was responsible for creating WIT’s Catalog
CD with point and click technology, The Award winning & most up-to-date Vehicle to Automatic Transmission Guide in the Industry, & now the
most up to date Vehicle to Manual Transmission Guide in the industry!   

Research & Development

Management
Kenny Hester, President.....................................
Rodney Peters, VP of Sales & Marketing..........
Kelly Hammock, VP of Branch Operations.......
Kent Houserman, VP of Finance........................
Customer Service................................................

800-940-0197 ext.1150
800-633-3134 ext. 2134
800-940-0197 ext.3911
800-940-0197 ext.1130
800-940-0197 ext.8560

Buy Online @

www.wittrans.com800.940.0197
Buy Online @

www.wittrans.com800.940.0197

    Whatever It Takes (WIT) was founded in 1999 by Kenny Hester, a 30 plus year veteran in the transmission
    parts supply business. WIT is the complete source for all its customer’s transmission parts needs, whether
    it is new, used, or remanufactured.  Parts are currently distributed by 33 branch locations throughout the
    U.S. With the main remanufacturing and distribution located within 10 minutes of UP S’ major Air Hub,
Whatever It Takes is able to quickly ship parts worldwide. The majority of the sales staff have been in the business for over 20 years.  WIT is
an employee owned, customer driven company, there are no stockholders or investors to report to.  As owners, the WIT employees’ only job
is to provide the customer with the things they need to be the most successful shop possible.  

Company Profile

    Whatever It Takes carries top-quality products from manufacturers such as Allomatic, ATEC-Transtool, ATSG,
    Autocraft Manufacturing, Borg Warner, CVC Torque Converters, DT Components, Hayden Coolers, Life
    Automotive, Lubegard, Powertrain Systems, Precision International,  Raybestos, Rostra, LUK Clutch Kits,
    Sonnax, SPX Filtran, Stellar Group, Superior, Teckpak-Fitzall,  ToledoTrans-Kits, Transgo, Transtec, Tri-
Components, TTXE, Zoom Technology, OE manufacturers and many others. In addition to new O.E. parts, WIT also carries a full line of
remanufactured and used parts for both Automatic & Standard transmission. WIT remanufactures Standard transmissions & transfer cases
that include an 18 month/ 18,000 mile warranty against parts and workmanship.*  

Products

LocationsLocations
AL- Birmingham
 Florence
az- phoenix
CA- Los Angeles
 Sacramento
 san diego

CO- Denver
FL- Orlando
 Ft Lauderdale
 Tampa
GA- Atlanta

IL- Chicago
IN- Evansville
 Indianapolis
KY- Louisville
md- beltsville
mi- grand rapids

MN- Minneapolis
MO- St. Louis
MS- Jackson
NC- Charlotte
 Raleigh

OH- Cincinnati
 cleveland
 Dayton
OK- Tulsa
PA- Scranton

TN- Knoxville
 Nashville
TX- Dallas
 Ft. Worth
 houston
VA-  Richmond
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Y

Yuhuan Pengyi Auto 
Parts Co., Ltd.
Booth# 837
Science and Technology Industrial Zone, 
Kanmen, Yuhuan
Taizhou, Zhejiang 317602
CHINA
Phone:  0086-576-87506665
Fax:  0086-576-87571133
E-Mail:  lpp75100162@vip.163.com
www.lpp-cn.com
Lin Yan
Zheng Peng, Gen. Mgr.
Yuhuan Pengyi is a manufacturing 
company specialized in CV Joint Cage and 
Automatic Transmission Parts, established 
in 2004. Pengyi will be always on the way 
of specialization and diversification, and 
provide the best products and service to 
every customer.

Z

ZF Services, LLC
Booth# 719
777 Hickory Hill Dr.
Vernon Hills, IL 60061
Toll Free:  (800) 321-0784
Phone:  (847) 478-6868
Fax:  (847) 478-6843
E-Mail:  zfaftermarketmarketing@zf.com
www.zf.com/us 
Tony Wallerich, Key Acct. Mgr.
ZF is a global leader in driveline and 
chassis technology as well as active and 
passive safety technology. ZF Services 
ensures ZF systems expertise is carried 
forward into the aftermarket. Genuine 
ZF transmissions, across industries, are 
completely remanufactured under strict 
quality conditions.

Zina Autoparts Co., LTD
Booth# 826
Rongnan Industrial Zone, 
Wuxi City, Jiangsu Province
214183   P.R.CHINA
Phone:  + 86 510 83899620
Fax:  + 86 510 83899620
E-Mail:  zina@zina-autoparts.com
E-Mail:  hsueh@hotmail.com
www.zina-autoparts.com
Daisy Hsueh, Sales
Zhang Xi Bao, Gen. Mgr. 
Hubs, bearing, drums or clutches 
manufacturer in China. Min is 8HP45, 
5HP19, U151, CVT, 6T45, 62TE etc. 
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Find out what’s new at www.zf.com/us

PRODUCTS YOU CAN TRUST.  
QUALITY. RELIABLE. EFFICIENT. 
ZF is a global leader in driveline and chassis technology as well as active and passive safety 
technology. The company acquired TRW Automotive in 2015, which was then integrated  
within the organizational structure as the Active & Passive Safety Technology Division. 

ZF Services and TRW Aftermarket consistently continue ZF’s systems competence in the  
aftermarket. With integrated solutions and the entire product portfolio, the aftermarket  
organizatio ns guarantee the performance and efficiency of vehicles throughout their life cycle. 
Its combination of established product brands, digital innovations, customized products and 
services, and a worldwide service network has made ZF a sought-after partner and number 
two in the global aftermarket.

ZF and your transmission. Genuine ZF transmissions, across industries, are remanufactured 
under strict quality control conditions to ensure “like new” operation. Every part is designed to 
exact factory specifications and tolerances - because even the slightest discrepancy can cause 
major complications in today’s highly-integrated systems. ZF supplies all the needs for your 
transmission whether it be a fully remanufactured transmission, transmission kit or oil.
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4-speed, 1982-up. The new bushing set 
is Dura-Bond P/N TK-23; Transtar and 
WIT P/N 74030.  

This bushing set is constructed 
from seamless steel tube with a thin 
layer of babbitt material. Seamless 
construction makes installation easy, 
eliminating breakage and bushing 
surface interruptions.

These are full round babbitt 
bushings, built to the tightest tolerances 
in the industry. And each bushing is 
fluoroplymer coated, for maximum life 
and improved surface properties.

For more, visit Dura-Bond on line 
at www.dura-bondbearing.com.

POWERTRAIN INDUSTRY NEWS
GEARS does not endorse new products but makes this new information available 
to readers. If you have a new product, please email the press release information 
with applicable digital photo or drawing to fpasley@atra.com or send by mail to 
GEARS, 2400 Latigo Avenue, Oxnard, CA 93030.

Dura-Bond Introduces 
New Bushing Set for  
GM 4L60E/4L65E/4L70E

Dura-Bond has just introduced 
a new transmission bushing set 
for General Motors 700R4 (4L60) 
4L60E/4L65E/4L70E — RWD 

ATI’s New Vasco Shafts 
and Forward Drums for 
T400 Transmissions

Looking for more performance from 
your T400? ATI now offers all-new 
Vasco inputs with lightweight drums, 
for less rotating weight and improved 
durability.

ATI’s big Vasco inputs are 1-3/16” 
thick at the converter side and 1-1/4” 
where they press into the forward 
drum. That’s 16% bigger than OEM 
T400 inputs, and they compliment 
ATI's billet aluminum super pump with 
bolt-in stator tube.

These inputs are available with 
either an aluminum drum (P/N 
406003V) that comes with a steel center 
and can hold up to 8 clutches, or an all-
new light weight billet steel drum (P/N 
406002V) with a new billet aluminum 
piston that accepts up to 9 clutches.

For racers who need an OEM-size 
input, ATI offers an OEM-diameter 
Vasco input (P/N 406006) with a new 
lightweight steel or aluminum drum 
(P/N 406005) that’s both stronger and 
lighter than OEM.

ATI Performance Products, 
Inc. is located in Baltimore, MD, 
and specializes in producing and 
maintaining high performance products 
for street and strip applications. Over 
the years ATI has earned a reputation 
for cutting edge technology, attention to 
detail, and rigorous testing under race 
conditions.

For more, visit ATI on line at www.
ATIRacing.com, or call 866-203-5094.

Dennis Harris
February 20, 1951 –  September 16, 2016

GEARS Magazine is saddened 
to report the passing of Dennis 
Harris, operations manager for 
Omega Machine and Tool in 
Sacramento, California. Dennis has 
been a familiar face in this industry 
for many years.

“My dad was a really simple, 
humble, God-loving man,” says his 
son, Jacob (Jake). It’s a sentiment 
that was echoed by his employer, 
J.D. Singh, owner of Omega 
Machine and Tool.

He spent most of his life in the 
automotive industry, in a variety 
of disciplines. “He tried a lot of 
different things over his life,” 
continues Jake. “Some stuck; some 
didn’t.”

Dennis was a professional 
racecar driver back in the ’70s, 
with a full sponsorship from Ford. 
“I think he won the Baja 1000 in 
’76,” says Jake. “One of the first 
businesses he had was building race 
cars. He built a car for Rick Mears, 
and he sold one of his race trucks to 
one of the members of the Monkees.

“I remember going to work with 
my dad when I was 6 or 7, and 
his passion for the business really 
rubbed off on me. To this day I still 

tinker with hotrods, and I paid for 
college flipping Mustangs. I owe a 
lot of that to the time I spent with 
my dad.”

Dennis later went on to open a 
transfer case repair business. He 
joined Omega about 15 years ago, 
and was an integral part of their 
daily business operations.

In his spare time, he was also an 
avid fisherman and had his private 
pilots license. 

Dennis is survived by his second 
wife, Cheryl, and his twins, Jacob 
and Whitney, from a previous 
marriage with his first wife, Lee. 
He has four grandchildren: Renee, 
Dakota, Malik, and Ryker.

The staff at ATRA and GEARS 
would like to offer our condolences 
to the Harris family and the folks at 
Omega Machine and Tool. Dennis 
was a well-respected member of our 
industry and he will be missed.
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Gearspeed Introduces 
New Honda/Acura Sprag

Gearspeed is proud to announce the 
partnership with an industry leading 
bearing manufacturer to become 
its field tester and North America 
distributor.

Gearspeed’s specialists saw that 
the 700R4 sprag, commonly used in 
2000-06, 5-speed Honda and Acura 
applications, won’t work for models 
2007-up due to clearance issues, and 
there was nothing available other than 
the complete OE low hold assembly.

Recognizing the need for a sprag 
bearing that would fill this void, H & A 
set out to find a resolution. In so doing, 
a universal sprag is now available 
through Gearspeed that will fit all 
5-speed applications 2000-up. 

H & A transmissions is pleased to 
be able to take an idea and turn it into 
a viable solution at a reasonable cost. 
To learn more, visit them at Expo, 
Booth 533 or call 909-941-9020.

Sonnax Introduces  
New Zip Kit for  
Ford 4R100s and E4ODs 

Formerly a popular Sure Cure® 
option for Ford 4R100 and E4OD 
transmissions, Sonnax’s Zip Kit — 
E4OD-4R100-ZIP — includes added 
components that extend the coverage to 
include later applications.

Featuring uniquely-designed 
parts, this easy-to-install kit targets 

the root cause of multiple driveability 
complaints, to get vehicles back on 
the road fast. It works by sealing 
critical circuit pressure losses in the 
valve body and pump, which restores 
proper hydraulic control and clutch 
pressures, while delivering renewed 
shift operation.

There are no reaming or special 
tools required. A detailed tech 
booklet includes in-depth rebuild and 
inspection tips for comprehensive 
valve body and pump repair.

Learn more by watching the Zip Kit 
video at www.sonnax.com/zip-kits.

Precision Introduces 
New Kits for Mazda

Precision International has just 
introduced new kits for the FW6A-EL, 
used in several Mazdas built from 2012 
to 2015.

These kits are available with and 
without pistons:
• Overhaul Kit: 

K71900R-MD (with pistons)
 K71900RX-MD (without pistons)
• Banner Kit: 

K7100RW/O (with pistons)
 K7100RXW/O (without pistons)
• Master Kit: 

K7100R (with pistons)
 K7100RX (without pistons)

Visit www.transmissionkits.com for 
more information.

TransTec Introduces 
New Subaru CVT Kit

TransTec is pleased to introduce a 
new overhaul kit for the Subaru TR690 
CVT. The new kit number is DP2691.

This kit fits a number of Subaru 
vehicles built since 2009 through the 
present. It includes all of the seals and 
gaskets necessary to perform a basic 
rebuild.

Kit DP2691 is available for 
immediate delivery.

For more, visit TransTec on line at 
www.TransTec.com.

SuperFlow Launches  
Enhanced Web Site 

SuperF low l aunched  i t s 
enhanced website in August 2016. It 
highlights SuperFlow’s wide range 
of products, including engine and 
chassis dynamometers, flowbenches, 
t ransmiss ion  remanufactur ing 
equipment, and custom engineered 
testing solutions. 

New features of the web site 
include: 
• Dynamic product imagery 
• More videos about products and 

best practices 
• Ability to view products by industry 
• Simple product specs 

“Our customers are #1, and our 
new web site can really give them a 
better look at our quality products,” 
said Mike Giles, marketing manager 
of SuperFlow. “We’re focused on 
providing great customer service and 
that extends online as well.” 

Visit the SuperFlow web site at 
www.superflow.com.

Alto Introduces 
New Bushing Kit

Alto Products Corp now offers a 
4-piece, bi-metal bushing kit for the 
948TE and ZF9HP48 transmissions. 
These bushings are offered individually 
or as Alto kit P/N 223625B.

For more information on this series 
of bushings and other Alto products, 
view their catalog at www.altousa.com.
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New Bushing Kits 
from Seal Aftermarket

Seal Aftermarket Products is 
pleased to announce the immediate 
availability of the following (13) 
Bushing Kits:
Transmission Model Bushing 
Application Years Kit #
62TE 2007 - On 262030
6T30 2008 - On 46030C
U660E 2007 - On 277030
   U760E
U340E 2000 - On 127030
   U341E, U341F
U140E 1999 - On 167030 

U240E, U241E           
U150E 2002 - On 167030B 

U151E          
U250E  2002 - On 167030C      
ZF6HP19 2004 - On 209030 

ZF6HP19A, ZF6HP19X, ZF6HP21           
6R140 2011 - On 236030          
F5A51 2000 - On 41030B           
AB60E 2007- On 77030 

AB60F
6F35 2008 - On 46030B           

6F50 2007 - On 25030 
6F55, 6T70, 6F75

Visit sealsap.com for more 
information. 

Ream Man Valve Bodies 
Now Offers RE5R05A 
Valve Bodies and TCMs

Ream Man Valve Bodies is proud 
to announce the full production of the 
RE5R05A valve body and TCM for 
the Nissan and Infiniti rear-wheel drive 
vehicles.

This includes the early Bosch units 
and late model Hitachis. The control 
modules are preprogrammed to the 
vehicle, based on the VIN and software 
identification. 

Every valve body and TCM is 
remanufactured at the Ream Man 
facility and tested with a SuperFlow® 
digital dyno. After installation, there’s 
no need to send the vehicle to the 
dealer for programming. These plug-
and-play units come with a limited-
lifetime warranty.

Common valve body and TCM 
complaints include: 
• Engine won’t start
• Open/shorted solenoid codes
• Harsh shifts
• Turbine and output speed sensor 

codes
• No reverse
• Failsafe (limp in)
• TCC shudder

With extensive, ever-evolving 
research and development, Ream Man 
strives to create new products for the 
transmission marketplace. For more 
information, visit www.reamman.com.

TransTec Introduces 
New Kits for DL501/OB5 
7-Speed Transmission

TransTec is pleased to introduce 
their new overhaul kit 2698, which 
services the DL501/OB5 2008-up 
7-speed transmission.

This unit is used in a variety of 
Audi vehicles, plus the 2014-up 
Porsche Macan.

Here are some of the kit’s features 
and benefits:
• Genuine OE 

and NOK metal clad seals
• Pan gasket produced by OE 

manufacturer
• Encoder ring produced by OE 

manufacturer
Kit 2698 is in stock and available 

for immediate delivery!
For more, visit TransTec on line at 

www.TransTec.com.

Consolidated Vehicle 
Converters, Inc. Celebrates 
20th Anniversary

Consolidated Vehicle Converters, 
Inc. (CVC) proudly celebrated 20 
years in business in 2016. CVC is a 
privately held remanufacturer of torque 

converters serving transmission repair 
shops and various industries throughout 
the United States and Canada. 

Founded in 1996 by co-owners 
Julie Maynard Turner and Marcia 
Maynard Prugh, the company has 
grown significantly since beginning 
operations in Dayton, Ohio with two 
employees, a small facility, some 
antiquated equipment, and a dream. 
Today, CVC operates out of a modern, 
85,000 square-foot plant, featuring five 
production lines and 120 employees.

For more, visit CVC on line at 
cvcconverters.com.

Rostra Introduces New 
Replacement Solenoid for 
Multiple Transmissions

Rostra is pleased to introduce a new 
multi-use solenoid, P/N 52-0566. This 
new solenoid is designed to replace 
multiple solenoids in the Aisin Warner 
09G, TF60/61SN, and 09D/TR60SN 
transmissions. 

The new solenoid replaces the EPC, 
C1, C2, C3, B1 band clutch, and linear 
shift control solenoids.

According to Rostra, this new, 
replacement solenoid is more robust 
than OE designs and is calibrated in 
house for consistent operation. 

Its sealed motor resists harmful 
contaminants and its anodized 
aluminum housing provides added 
strength. It includes a hard plated 
armature for extended life and has a 
permanently lubricated core.

This solenoid isn’t available from 
the dealer; it’s exclusively available 
from Rostra.

For more, visit Rostra on line at 
www.Rostra.com.
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ERIKSSON INDUSTRIES

•MECHATRONICS - Programmed•

1-800-388-4418
Division of Wentworth Engineering

Authorized        Parts Distributor

•Reman Trans 6HP - 5HP - 4HP 
•BMW - Audi - Jaguar - Range Rover
•Valve Bodies & Torque Converters

1-800-388-4418
Fax: (860) 395-0047

www.zftranspart.com 
146B Elm St., Old Saybrook, CT 06475

• Hard Parts: NEW / USED / REMANUFACTURED

       Soft Parts / Friction Kits / Steel Kits / Repair Manuals

• Lifetime Fluids / Rebuild Kits / Valvebody Kits

Aisin AW 5- & 6-Speed
Chrysler 45RFE/545RFE/68RFE  

(early & late) & 62TE
*Ford 5R55N/W/S & E4OD/4R100 

Honda 5-Speed Dual Linear

Visit www.sonnax.com  
to start a core return online, or call 
(800) 843-2600, Ext. 379

*OE & Remanufactured

 

Solenoid CORES
CASH for 

ECM  TCM  PCM  BCM
Foreign & Domestic

AUTOCOMP

One Year Warranty

Computer Module Specialist

A/C COMPRESSORS
A/C PARTS

A/C Parts Specialist

Off Vehicle Flash Programming Transmission Control Module (TCM)
Engine Control Module (ECM)

Accept Major Credit Cards 

Technologies, Inc.

8515 North Freeway, Houston, TX 77037

COMPUTERS

888-217-4072

COMPUTERS

• Transfer Case Assemblies
with Encoder Motors

• Reman Transmissions
• New & Reman Engines
• 3 yr./100,000 Mile Parts &

Labor Warranty
• Nationwide Delivery
• Truckload Pricing

GREEN BAY, WI

800-242-2844

Only at

SHOPPER CLASSIFIED ADS
GEARS Shopper advertising costs $325.00 for a one time insertion ad, (2 1/4 X 3) 2.25 X 3.  Larger ads can be placed 
elsewhere in the magazine and are charged at comparable rates. Check or money order must accompany all orders.  
For information on Shopper advertising in GEARS, contact GEARS, 2400 Latigo Avenue, Oxnard, CA 93030, or call 
(805) 604-2000.

Need Hard 
Parts?

1.877.888.5160

Just Ask!

gcor-just-ask-2014-2.25x3-shopper.indd   1 12/1/13   7:18 PM
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BMW    Mercedes-Benz    Audi
Remanufactured to

Perfection
Hundreds of Transmissions in-stock.

Immediate installation available.

2 year unlimited warranty.

Dyno-tested.

Remanufactured torque converter included.

Toll free 800 - 372 - TRANS
1331 Rollins Road • Burlingame, CA 94010

tel 650 - 348 - 3990    fax 650 - 348 - 3019

   With over 150,000 transmission, engine and 
internal part cores on the shelf, we have the cores 
you need    ready to ship today!_

Las Vegas, NV
800.426.8771
702.649.7776
702.649.6777 FAX

Find vintage cores on “Memory Lane”

CORESCORES

Chicago, Il
800.826.7403
773.624.6111
773.624.6660 FAX

YOUR SOURCE FOR CORES • RECYCLING • AUTO WRECKING

aamidwestcores.com

 We’ve 
    Got 
  Yours!

 We’ve 
    Got 
  Yours!
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WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

Standard Transmissions
Transfer Cases

New & Used Parts
Rebuilt Units

*ONE CALL DOES IT ALL*

CALL
BRIAN OR ALBERT

866-571-GEAR
        4 3 2 7

 

HARD PARTS FOR 
Domestic and Foreign 

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS 
Late and Early models   

 
WE HAVE OVER 500,000 PARTS IN STOCK  

CALL 602-971-0477 
getithardparts.com 

 
WE SHIP UPS DAILY 

NEED QUALITY
CONVERTERS?

Overhaul System! 

Call for a free catalog
877-298-5003

www.atiracing.com
6747 Whitestone Road • Baltimore, MD 21207

®

Quality 
Remanufactured 
Torque Converters

Expect the Best!

800.727.4461

Distributorships Available

Visit our website:
www.cvcconverters.com

Equipment Manufacturing Corp.

888-833-9000 
www.equipmentmanufacturing.com

$4,995.00  
In Stock 

www.SuperFlow.com/gears | 1.888.442.5546

EXPLORE 
our full line of high-precision  
 TORQUE CONVERTER  
 rebuilding equipment.
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Hunting, fishing, boating, hiking and 
motorcycle riding are just a few of the many 
outdoor activities that this area has to offer.  
If you are tired of the rat race and want a 
better life style, this position may be just 
what you are looking for.  Call us at: (828) 
456-5753 or email advancedtransmis@
bellsouth.net.   ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED:  NEED IMMEDIATELY! 
Experienced TRANSMISSION REBUILDER 
and diagnostic technician for family owned 
shop in the Norfolk/Virginia Beach, VA 
area.  Must be experienced in most makes 
(automatics, standards, transfer cases and 
some differentials). Also be ok with getting 
out on the floor at times to help with R&R. 
We work as a team.  Must have most tools 
to get the job done.  5 day work week. $$ 
depend on experience. Prefer someone 
in this area or someone that is willing to 
relocate here ASAP. (757) 461-3530 or 
email genestrans@gmail.com. ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: Experienced 
Transmission Rebuilder – Wanted for 
established family owned business of over 
65 years located in central Iowa. Busy 6 
hoist shop offering top salary plus weekly 
bonuses, 401K, and insurance benefits. 
Please contact James at (515) 285-7561 or  
knudsontrans@live.com. ATRA Mbr

BUSINESS FOR SALE:  Pennsylvania 
– area’s only transmission shop, 23 year 
old successful business great reputation.  
Business equipment and inventory; lifts: 
flywheel grinder; parts washer; waste oil 
heater; office equipment and software.  
Located near Allegheny National Forest.  
Excellent hunting, fishing, hiking, boating.  
Lease available on building, turnkey 
operation. Priced to sell. Owner wishes to 
retire.  Email PaTrannyShop@gmail.com  
(814) 406 9440. ATRA Mbr

BUSINESS FOR SALE:  Owner wants 
to retire ASAP.  Well established, fully 

equipped, turn key operation.  We have 
been in business for over 38 years and 
have a great reputation in the Tidewater, 
VA area. We will sell just the business or 
the business/property.  All is negotiable.   
Owner financing available. Reply to 
genestrans@gmail.com. Serious inquiries 
only please.    ATRA Mbr

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: TCRS Torque 
Converter Rebuilding System - TCRS 
torque converter rebuilding system for 
sale. Includes breaking lathe (American 
Pace Maker), auto-weld aligner, hand spun 
balancer, water tester, tooling & parts.  
Call (509) 910-9976. ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: BUSY WESTERN 
COLORADO transmission shop is looking 
for an experienced transmission rebuilder/
swing technician to join our team.  We offer 
a 5-day work week, competitive hourly pay, 
individual and team bonuses, paid holidays, 
paid vacation, local healthcare. Send your 
resume to bakerstransmission@gmail.com 
or fax to: (970) 242-8589. ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED:  Experienced 
transmission installer for busy shop in 
the Smoky Mountains of Western, North 
Carolina. Come work and play in one of 
the most beautiful areas of our country.   

SHOPPER CLASSIFIED
GEARS classified advertising cost $95.00 for up to 50 words for a one time insertion. ATRA members are eligible to receive up to three (3) FREE classified 
advertisements in GEARS annually (per 9 issues).  Members wishing to place ads once their three FREE ads have been placed may do so at the cost listed above. 
Ads exceeding the maximum word count will cost $1.50 for each additional word (not including phone number and address).

October/November  2016

Why buy foreign, 
When you can buy 
American Quality

Tools and parts 
 washers

At an 
Unbeatable Price!

www.trans-tool.com
1-800-531-5978

Visit our website for more information, 

or the links below for our Parts Washers:

www.partscrubber.info • www.partscrubberx.info

www.midipro.info 

www.transmissionpartswashers.info
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Name    _____________________________________ Phone _______________________________

Address______________________________ City ________________ State ______ Zip __________

Signature________________________________________________
U.S. $30 ~ Canada $45 ~ Other Areas $65     —    Please enclose check or money order in U.S. funds and send to:

GEARS • 2400 LATIGO AVENUE • OXNARD, CALIFORNIA 93030, or call: (805)604-2000

I want my very own subscription 
to the next 10 issues of GEARS.

The Million Dollar 
Question
Controlling the 6R80
Inside the Honda 6-Speed

JULY 2015

ATRA 's 2015 Powertrain Expo! 
Make your plans now!

CVR-715-jt1.indd   2 6/19/15   12:08 PM

XSubscribe Today!
Grab Your GEARS Now!

Don't Miss the ATRA SEMINAR Near You!

2016 ATRA TECHNICAL SEMINARS 

HELP WANTED: DIAGNOSTIC 
TECHNICIAN - Looking for a change?  We 
are a busy Western Colorado transmission 
shop looking for an experienced, 
professional diagnostic technician to join 
our team.  Must be well versed in computer 
diagnostics and electronics. We live and 
work in the beautiful Grand Valley, aka “the 
Gateway to the Outdoors” minutes from 
hiking, biking, hunting, fishing, and all kinds 
of outdoor activities.  We offer competitive 
pay with bonuses, a five day work week, 
local healthcare, and paid holidays.  E-mail 
resume to bakerstransmission@gmail.com 
Check us out at www.bakerstransmission.
com Bakers Transmission Service, LLC 
(970) 245-6640. ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: Ralph’s Transmission is a 
growing shop in Modesto seeking qualified 
and experienced transmission specialists. 
We have an excellent facility with completely 
upgraded equipment. Ralph’s offers a 
positive work environment, competitive pay, 
benefits and other great employee incentives. 

We are currently accepting applicants for 
the following positions: R&R Specialist, 
Diagnosticians, Service Advisors (Sales). 
Visit: www. RalphsTransmission.com to 
learn more about Ralph’s Transmission 
and employment opportunities. Contact 
Mario Jauregui at (209) 526-1909 or  
Mario@RalphsTransmission.com.                                     

HELP WANTED: West Central Florida 
Transmission Shop – 36 years same location 
– 5 day work week, health insurance – 
bonus program – paid vacation & sick 
days – paid holidays – taking applications 
for experienced rebuilders and transmission 
diagnostic techs – email resume to: 
brktrans@yahoo.com or call Chris at (352) 
796-6544. ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: Experienced 
Transmission Rebuilders needed. 
Advanced Transmissions Inc., located in 
Mauldin, South Carolina is seeking full-time, 
experienced Transmission Rebuilders to 
be part of our team. Candidates must have 

a minimum of 10 years experience with 
both foreign and domestic transmissions. 
Please send resumes to Gareth Jacobs, 
at AdvancedTransmissionsInc@gmail.com. 
Call us at (864) 299-9600.

HELP WANTED: Rapidly growing hard 
parts company in the Dallas/Ft Worth area 
is looking for a salesperson. Must have 
knowledge of hard parts and soft parts. 
Also in need of two people with hard parts 
knowledge to help with the inspection 
process, as well as cleaning, packaging, 
and stocking them.  Please send resume 
and requirements to atraadd@gmail.com.

HELP WANTED: NATIONAL 
EMPLOYMENT HEADQUARTERS FOR 
THE TRANSMISSION  INDUSTRY.  
Fast, Easy and Free service to industry 
employees! Low cost and an easy way to 
recruit nationwide for shop owners!  Serving 
the transmission industry since 1997. Visit 
our website at: www.transteam.com or call 
us toll free at: (888) 859-0994.

Oct 1 - Newark, NJ 11/5/16 - Baltimore, MD

ATRA'S POWERTRAIN EXPO 2016  •  October 27th - 30th

800.428.8489
http://members.atra.com
MEMBERS.ATRA.COM
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Dura-Bond Bearing Company ............41
 www.mellingdurabond.com
Eagle Precision Products .............44, 45
 www.eagleprecisionproducts.com
ETE Reman ..............................9, 37, 87
 www.etereman.com
EVT Parts ....................................... OBC
 www.evtparts.com
Ford Customer Service 
Division ...................................47, 64, 65
 www.fordparts.com
G-Cor Automotive Corp ......................89
 www.g-corautomotive.com
GearSpeed .........................................55
 www.gearspeedpartsstore.com
GFX, Inc .............................................49
 www.gfxcorp.com
H & A Transmissions, Inc. ..................91
 www.hnatrans.com
Hayden Automotive ............................93
 www.haydenautomotive.com

Jasper Engines & 
Transmissions ............................95, IBC
 www.jasperengines.com
JDS Worldwide Corp. .........................97
 www.jdsworldwide.com
K B Cores, Inc. ...................................98
 www.kbcores.com
LUBEGARD®, A Stellar Automotive 
Group Company ...........................27, 99
 www.lubegard.com
Mid States Transmission Parts ...........52
 http://mstp.net
North American Powertrain 
Components ...............................35, 101
 www.napcltd.ca
Omega Machine & Tool, Inc. ............102
 www.omegamachine.com
Power Pusher By Nu-Star, Inc. ..........53
 www.powerpusher.com
Precision European Inc. .....................33
 www.PEIus.com
Precision International ................ 11, 103
 www.transmissionkits.com
Raybestos Powertrain ............15, 74, 75
 www.raybestospowertrain.com
ReMaTec - Amsterdam Rai ................73
 www.rematec.com
Rostra Precision Controls Inc. ............43
 www.rostratransmission.com
Seal Aftermarket Products........7, 29, 67
 www.sealaftermarketproducts.com
SEMA..................................................71
 www.sema.org
Slauson Transmission Parts ...............63
 www.slauson.com

Smart Blend - Phillips 66 Spectrum 
Corporation .........................................17
 www.smartblend.com
Sonnax Industries ............................. IFC
 www.sonnax.com
Superior Transmission 
Parts .....................................18, 19, 105
 www.superior-transmission.com
Sussex Auto Parts Ltd. ...............59, 106
 www.sussexautos.co.uk
Teckpak-Fitzall ....................................61
 www.teckpak-fitzall.com
Torque Converters Rebuilders Assoc.
(TCRA) .............................................107
 www.tcraonline.com
Transfer Case Express .....................109
 www.transfercases.com
Transmaxx, LLC ............................... 110
 www.transmaxx.com
Transmission Exchange Co. ............ 111
 www.txchange.com
Transmission Remanufacturing 
Company LLC .................................. 113
 www.trctrans.com
Transmission Specialties ..............30, 31
 www.transmission-specialties.com
Transtar Industries, Inc. ........13, 77, 115
 www.transtar1.com
TransTec a brand of 
Freudenberg-NOK ..................25, 56, 57
 www.transtec.com
Whatever It Takes Transmission 
Parts, Inc. ..................................... 3, 117
 www.wittrans.com
ZF Services, LLC.............................. 119
 www.zf.com/na
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ATRA Supplier Members
Reserve your free table top display for the 
ATRA 2016 technical seminar series today! 
Call (805) 604-2018

See ATRA Seminar
Schedule information at:
members.atra.com
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